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Abstract
This dissertation seeks to examine the representation of violence in Jorge Amado’s 1958
novel Gabriela, Cravo e Canela, Gabriel García Márquez’ novel La mala hora (1962), Ariel
Dorfman’s 1990 play La muerte y la doncella, and the film adaptations of these works. Each
of the texts presents a different time frame of violence relative to the establishment of a
repressive regime. Amado’s novel shows a society on the eve of a major revolution. In La
mala hora, readers are exposed to a regime that has taken over but whose power and
authority are being challenged. Lastly, Dorfman’s play focuses on the aftermath of an
authoritarian-like regime where democracy exists but must face the burden of the past.
In examining these three texts and the adaptations, I seek to, first, analyze the role of
violence in each one. Is violence merely a destructive force? Or does it play a deeper role in
society? Secondly, I examine the complex issues that arise when violence occurs in each
pair; these points include but are not limited to breaking established traditions, trauma,
recovery, reconciliation, justice, and moving on after a violent regime. In doing so, I explain
what society can learn from these deeper points addressed by the texts and films. Lastly, with
specific regard to the film adaptations, I argue that the way in which violence is depicted (or
in some cases is omitted) is a reflection of the society of the target audience. In many cases,
the target audience for the book and film are not the same. The movie may be intended for a
completely dissimilar culture or audiences within the same nation but from different eras.
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Summary for Lay Audience
This thesis examines the representation of violence in works by Jorge Amado, Gabriel
García, Márquez, and Ariel Dorfman alongside the film adaptations based on the source
texts. Violence, in many cases, is seen as simply a destructive force; however, there is much
more to the concept. Specifically, I analyze how violence is presented, what deeper and
complex issues related to violence are addressed, and what the way violence is represented in
the film adaptations teaches us about the society that the film is made for.
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Chapter 1 : Introduction

United States founding father Benjamin Franklin, in a 1789 letter to Jean-Baptise
LeRoy, wrote, “Our new Constitution is now established, and has an appearance that
promises permanency; but in this world, nothing can be said to be certain, except death
and taxes” (Smyth 69). This statement has been transformed into a popular idiom
affirming that death and taxes are the only guarantees in life; however, one could
reasonably argue that many more items could be added to this brief list. One clear
addition applicable to the entire world is violence. One may not realize it, but violence
permeates our lives every single day. It could be something as simple as a fight between
two siblings to seeing a fatal motor vehicle accident to hearing about a murder on the
news to something more extreme such as a war. In some cases, an act of violence can be
quite severe that the story makes international headlines; examples of this include the
Columbine High School shooting, the September 11th attacks, the Pulse night club
shooting in Orlando, or the suicide bombing in Manchester, UK at an Ariana Grande
concert. A 2014 study indicated that more than two-thirds of children aged seventeen or
younger have experienced some form of severe violence as either a victim or witness
(Finkelhor, D., Turner, H. A., Shattuck, A., & Hamby, 746-754). Furthermore, additional
research studies have demonstrated that children that have been subjected to violence are
more likely to become victims or perpetrators of further violence than those children that
were not exposed to violence (Margolin, G., & Elana B. G., 152-155). Thus, it seems
nearly impossible to break this vicious cycle.
As previously stated, violence can come in many forms, but according to the
Report of the Royal Commission on Violence in the Communications Industry, violence is
“action which intrudes painfully or harmfully into the physical, psychological or social
well-being of persons or groups… its effect may range from trivial to catastrophic, [and]
It may be justified or unjustified, or justified by some standards and not by others” (6).
While every region of the world has experienced wars and periods of prolonged conflict,
Latin America appears to have been one of the regions with the most consistent violence.
Undoubtedly, violence existed in Latin America prior to the arrival of Christopher
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Columbus; however, the native populations befell widespread mistreatment and genocide
during the conquest and colonization of the Americas at the hands of the Europeans. In
the nineteenth century, acts of violence were also commonplace as the nations of the
region fought for independence primarily against Spain and Portugal. And, when they
finally became sovereign states, internal violence plagued most of these newly formed
nations as there was fighting to seize internal power.
The twentieth century has, without a doubt, marked many major changes for all of
Latin America: industrialization, urbanization, further income inequality, revolutions, and
Cold War politics led to nearly a century of violence and exploitation of the proletariat.
Much like their predecessors from the Colonial Era and nineteenth century had done,
Latin American authors of the twentieth century captured the various conflicts within
their novels, stories, and poetry. With the development of cameras and motion pictures,
directors and filmmakers would not let go of the major themes that had preoccupied their
literary contemporaries. The Mexican Revolution (1910-1920), which sought to
overthrow the thirty-five-year rule of dictator Porfirio Díaz, not only marked a distinct
turning point in Latin American history as a whole, but it also represented a crossroads in
the region’s literary history. The notion of “art for art’s sake” that had pervaded previous
literary movements from the region lost its appeal. As Englekirk explains, “The Mexican
Revolution hastened and sharpened the social awareness of nearly all writers…Thinking
men everywhere in the southern countries sought to define and to interpret the American
scene and to ponder the immediate social problems” (135). Although Díaz was a major
cause for the revolution, he was not the only one. Given the fact that the peasants were
fighting for food, land, and justice, it is clear that the Mexican Revolutionaries did not
solely pursue political purposes. It was in fact, a social revolution, the first of many
throughout the twentieth century in Latin America.
This social revolution, which began in Mexico, would soon spread to the rest of
Latin America as the region’s literature began abandoning foreign literary and cultural
trends. For the first time since gaining political independence from Spain and Portugal,
these countries’ authors had developed a form of artistic expression that was unique. This
new style of prose and fiction lent itself to:
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a continuance of the modernist literature of artistic escape…a vigorous
response to the Mexican Revolution itself; an obsession with
nature…which occasionally becomes the real protagonist; a violent,
grotesque presentation of the tragic sentiment of life; an abiding interest in
the illiterate masses… an intense awareness of social problems, the writer
identifying himself with the outcasts and the oppressed in their struggle to
become an integral part of the social organism; and…a fascination with
philosophical problems, psychological analysis, and the world of
imagination. (Englekirk 168)
Following the Mexican Revolution, the presence of foreign powers increased
significantly in Latin America as the United States and Europe hoped to expand trade and
establish political ties that, in turn, inspired countless Latin American writers to pick up
their pens and speak out against foreign intervention and the governments that received
generous support and aid from these imperial powers. This atmosphere fostered the rise
of brutal dictatorships, authoritarian regimes, and near totalitarian establishments. Given
that the Latin American novel of the twentieth century focuses on social injustice and
corrupt governments, violence becomes a central theme. In Imaginación y violencia en
América, Ariel Dorfman notes, “Que la novela hispanoamericana refleja esa
preocupación [con la violencia] se advierte en cada página escrita en nuestro continente,
esas páginas que son como la piel de nuestros pueblos, los testigos de una condición
siempre presente”1 (9). Thus, as Dorfman suggests, violence has become so ingrained in
Latin America, specifically in their literature and society, to the point it becomes difficult
to imagine the region without it. “La violencia es un bumerang, termina por destruir y a
veces por corromper al que la utilice, aunque haya resultado inevitable la entrega a esas
fuerzas”2 (Dorfman, 25).
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that the Hispano-American novel reflects a concern [with violence] which is evident in every page written
on our continent, those pages that are like the skin of our peoples, the witnesses of a condition that is
always present. (Note: all translations throughout this dissertation are my own unless otherwise stated)
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Violence is a boomerang, it ends up destroying and sometimes corrupting the one who uses it, although
the surrender to these forces has been inevitable.
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Given the rise of multiple military dictatorships throughout Latin America in the
Cold War era, many of which were backed by the United States, both writers and
filmmakers utilized their works to speak out against the grave injustices committed by
these regimes. This trend has continued until the present as many contemporary novels
and films still primarily focus on the human rights violations perpetrated by these
regimes. For instance, the only two Latin American films, both from Argentina, to win
the Academy Award for Best Foreign Language Feature, La historia oficial (1985) and El
secreto de sus ojos (2009) both deal with Argentina’s Dirty War. In terms of literature,
Gabriel García Márquez and his contemporaries gained international recognition as Latin
America’s ‘Boom’ generation, the first generation of professional writers in the region’s
history. In any case, the presence of violence in Latin America during the Cold War era
and beyond served as the perfect inspiration for writers and directors to tell the stories of
the people that suffered and were persecuted as the military regimes preferred these tales
be swept under the rug.
This dissertation will examine representations of violence in the South American
narrative during the second half of the twentieth century, looking at different types of
repressive regimes and how the violence portrayed in the texts analyzed is re-presented in
the films that adaptations of these works. Before diving into the theoretical approaches I
take when comparing the films and the texts, it is important to clearly define violence
because, as with most terms, may be problematic, and, as I have suggested prior, violence
can come in an infinite number of forms. In his 1970 book, Imaginación y violencia en
América, Dorfman argues that it is impossible to escape violence within Latin America as
it has become such a dominant force within the region especially with the rise of
dictatorships and authoritarian military regimes took violence to a whole new level in the
second half of the twentieth century. Through various examples, Dorfman identifies three
main types of violence in Latin America: vertical, horizontal, and unexpected.

Vertical violence
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The first of the three modes of literary violence discussed by Dorfman is what he
refers to as vertical violence. This type of violence occurs when the victim and the
victimizer belong to different social classes, races, ethnic groups, religions, or political
parties. In essence, one individual or group uses their power or higher position to inflict
violence on individuals that are of lower social standing. This, in turn, can cause those
people at the bottom to fight back. Examples of vertical violence include armed revolts,
class warfare, state-sponsored torture, and the unlawful abduction and imprisonment of
“suspicious”/“dangerous” citizens. During the military dictatorships in twentieth-century
Latin America, vertical violence was always present as the numerous regimes, often
funded or supported by the foreign powers, sought to repress anyone that dared to
challenge the government. The “Dirty War” in Argentina and Pinochet’s “Caravan of
Death” are two prominent examples of vertical violence in which socialists, leftists,
liberals, and any other people who opposed the military dictatorships were kidnapped,
imprisoned, tortured, and executed without due process. Usually, more violence is
created to combat the vertical violence created by the government. Dorfman explains,
“Los personajes, al darse cuenta de que son víctimas, se rebelan contra la sociedad que ha
creado su situación, usando la violencia como una forma de liberación colectiva. Para
construir se necesita primero destruir, para la paz se hace la guerra, a la explotación se
responde con la violencia directa” (19).3
While the total number of deaths and victims of torture at the hands of any of
these brutal regimes will never be known as records were destroyed, it is clear that they
stopped at nothing to maintain control of their country and rule with an iron fist.
According to Michael Ignatieff, in cases of widespread torture, the act becomes a “key to
the identity of the society responsible for it…for these societies the practice of torture is
definitional of their very identity as state forms of power” (74). Historically, torture has
been used by governments across the globe to either extract information/confessions from
someone or silence anyone who dared to protest their actions. In her book The Body in
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The characters, realizing that they are victims, rebel against the society that has created their situation,
using violence as a form of collective liberation. To build you need to destroy first, for peace you make
war, when exploited you respond with direct violence
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Pain: The Making and Unmaking of the World (1985), Elaine Scarry explains how
physical torture leads to silence: “Physical pain…is language destroying…torture also
mimes this language-destroying capacity in its interrogation, the purpose of which is not
to elicit needed information but to visibly deconstruct the prisoner’s voice” (20). Total
compliance was the desired goal; thus, torture, murder, and other forms of vertical
violence defined these regimes. Unfortunately, as Dorfman states, “En todo caso, el
protagonista muere. El narrador implica y hasta asegura que es la ‘pequeña muerte’ la
que reciben estos personajes4” (19). Of Dorfman’s three modalities of violence, vertical
violence is the most prevalent of the three in Latin American novels of the twentieth
century that primarily focus on the dictatorships that plagued most of the region, and as
such, will appear in all the literary texts and films examined in this dissertation. Vertical
violence, however, is not always the main type of violence in the Latin American
narrative, primarily in the novela telúrica. In some of those novels, man loses the battle
against nature or there is fighting among various peoples; hence, my focus will not be
exclusively on vertical violence. Dorfman’s unexpected violence, due to its nature, is
hard to predict, control, and may not even make a presence; therefore, it will not be the
main point in my analysis.
Horizontal Violence
In cases of what Dorfman describes as horizontal violence, both the victim and
victimizer belong to the same level of power. Cases of this type of violence occur
between members of the same family, neighbors, colleagues, and rival organizations.
“These are crimes of passion played out over betrayal, money, love gone wrong, or
revenge. They happen at all levels of society” (Summers 69). While horizontal violence
may not lead to devastating results such as widespread torture and genocide as is
common with vertical violence, this is the most prominent form of violence in our
society. Each and every day millions of school children are bullied at school, others
experience cyber-bullying through social media, siblings fight each other over something
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In any case, the protagonist dies. The narrator implies and even ensures that it is the 'little death' that these
characters receive.
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trivial, and coworkers have disagreements. Obviously, there more serious forms of
horizontal violence that can result in murder. In Dorfman’s words:
En la lucha por vida, los hombres no reconocen leyes morales y
presenciamos la Guerra civil en el fárrago de la cotidianidad. La
complejidad viciosa de la situación, la amenaza constante que rodea al
hombre americano, queda establecida con el siguiente razonamiento: Vivir
significa para mí tener que matar. Matar significa que no hay vida para el
otro, para algún otro. Profetizo mi propia extinción. Al matar, sobrevivo;
pero también muero (ahora), cuando otro me mate a mí. 5(26)
Dorfman’s statement suggests that Latin Americans have experienced a sort of dog eat
dog world in which morals do not exist and that in order to survive brothers may fight
amongst each other. A person could also inflict violence on his/her friends in the name of
survival. While one could theoretically escape the extreme cases of horizontal violence
perpetrated by corrupt regimes by seeking sanctuary in exile, it is impossible to rid one’s
life of horizontal violence as it is so prevalent in society by occurring within people of all
social classes, races, ethnicities, and ages. Consequently, in societies that experience lots
of horizontal violence, Charles Darwin would likely say that it is survival of the fittest.
Unexpected Violence
Much like horizontal violence, Dorfman’s third type of violence, which he refers to as
“inespacial e interior”, can be found at all levels of society, but it is the hardest of the
three to control. This “unexpected” violence is unique because we cannot predict when it
will enter our lives. Some examples include: someone being injured in a motor vehicle
accident, victims of a repeat offender, suffering a wound as a bystander, and getting hurt
due to another person’s negligence. In recent history, the most well-known case of this
form of violence can be seen in the men and women that lost their lives or were wounded
in the September 11th terror attacks. In any case, in all of the aforementioned examples,
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In the struggle for life, men do not recognize moral laws and we witness the Civil War in the hodgepodge
of everyday life. The vicious complexity of the situation, the constant threat of surrounding the American
man, is established with the following reasoning: To live means for me to have to kill. Killing means that
there is no life for the other, for someone else. I prophesy my own extinction. When I kill, I survive; but I
also die (now), when another one kills me.
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the victims do not have any sort of connection to the victimizer on a personal level. It can
come across as being in the wrong place at the wrong time.
Of Dorfman’s three kinds of violence, this one is, undeniably, the most unique
and the one that can most easily be overlooked. From a statistical standpoint, it is
extremely unlikely that an individual would consistently be a victim of this sort of
violence unless he or she lived in a politically unstable or war-ravaged area. One is most
likely going to hear about these acts of violence through the media or in conversations
with acquaintances. Any sort of violent outburst that disrupts daily life in a given city is
likely going to receive news coverage, be discussed by friends, and shared on social
media accounts. This unexpected violence, however, presents a challenge for repressive
regimes that hope to control all aspects of life and prevent anything unforeseen. With
specific regard to Pinochet’s regime in Chile, Hofstede notes, “the ultimate goal of this
population is to control everything in order to eliminate or avoid the unexpected. As a
result of this high Uncertainty Avoidance characteristic, the society does not readily
accept change and is risk averse” (1). Thus, it is probable that any authoritative regime
will attempt to conceal any acts of unexpected violence that would cause a major
disruption in a given area and ones that involve a high-ranking individual.
Undoubtedly, Dorfman is correct in explaining how violence has been a prominent
factor in Latin American literature; his approach, however, is limited. While most acts of
violence could fit into one of Dorfman’s three classifications, they are vague and don’t
reveal the origin of the violence (political, economic, racial, social, historic, etc.)
Furthermore, Dorfman is primarily dealing with the violence in and around the 1960s (his
study was published in 1968), and he does not address the historical context of violence
in Latin America or the region’s literature.
Violence in what is now Latin America can be traced back to the ritual sacrifices
of the Mayans, the Aztecs, and other indigenous groups. It is likely that violence occurred
prior to the rise of these peoples, but a lack of historical evidence prevents us from going
back any further. With the arrival of Europeans, the majority of indigenous peoples were
wiped out through warfare, disease, and exploitation. Following the wars for
independence, struggles for power in the newly independent nations kept violence from
subsiding. Once a government was established, the violence did not necessarily come to
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an end as can be seen in Argentina under Juan Manuel de Rosas, who was governor of
the Buenos Aires Province from 1829-1832 and from 1835-1852. Later in the twentieth
century, Dorfman does not mention the violence that arrived in Latin America at the
hands of Europe and the United States as these foreign countries had significant control
and influence over various industries throughout the region and had no trouble using
force to protect those interests.
Another aspect of Dorman’s theory that can be built upon is the different
approaches writers have taken to representing violence. Uruguayan short story writer and
poet, Horacio Quiroga, was one of the first Latin American authors to reveal violence and
nature; in addition, he presents violence as an external phenomenon which is a sharp
contrast to the way Juan Rulfo sees it in his short story “Macario” from El llano en
llamas. Drawing inspiration from William Faulkner’s novel The Sound and the Fury,
Rulfo uses the interior monologue/stream of consciousness; Macario is Rulfo’s version of
Faulkner’s Benjy. Violence is not an external force for Rulfo as he studies it from within
the protagonists. The twentieth century also saw the rise of urban violence which
appeared for the first time in Latin American fiction in Eduardo Mallea’s novel Todo
verdor perecerá. His protagonist, Ágata Cruz, leaves the countryside only to meet her
demise in the city. Several prominent writers including Vargas Llosa and Sabato follow
in his footsteps.
Dorfman’s focus, without a doubt, is geared toward representations of violence in
Hispanic-American literature, but his ideas can offer insights into other national
literatures and mediums such as Brazil and the cinema. Despite its cultural differences
from Hispanic Latin America, Brazil has endured its share of violence in the form of a
military coup, repressive regimes, and political instability. Given Brazil’s similar
situation to countries like Argentina and Chile, Dorfman’s theories are certainly
applicable. Lastly, many of the films from Latin America that have reached a global
audience focus on some sort of violence whether it be from a repressive regime (La
historia oficial), guerilla movements (Alsino y el condor), or the gangs that inhabit the
favelas (Tropa de Elite). This raises the question on what is the best way in which to
present cinematic violence. Also, what can we learn about a given society based on how
violence is depicted in the cinema?
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Now that I have defined and elaborated on the types of violence that are the focus of
my analysis, the next step is to address the theoretical approaches I will be taking. My
aim is to examine literary and cinematic representations of Dorfman’s three types of
violence in various types of societies where social inequality is a major problem in
twentieth-century South America, specifically in Brazil, Colombia, and Chile, by using
the theories of Ariel Dorfman, intertextuality, a sociological approach to adaptations, and
others, using the following novels and film adaptations based on the social turmoil in
their respective countries: Gabriela, Cravo e Canela (1958) by Jorge Amado, Gabriela
(1983), Gabriel García Márquez’s La mala hora (1962), O Veneno da Madrugada
(2005), La muerte y la doncella (1990) by Ariel Dorfman and Death and the Maiden
(1994). These six works depict different types of repressive government. Amado writes
about a society just prior to the rise of such a regime and at the point when the old
colonels were losing the strong influence they had had on the government for a long time
and fought to maintain their control. García Márquez, on the other hand, focuses on a
dictatorship in decline that is struggling to maintain what little power they have left. The
focus is very much at the local level as opposed to a national level. Finally, Dorfman
presents a government of an unnamed Latin American nation, likely Chile, that engaged
extensively in state-sponsored terrorism. Now, this society must confront its brutal past
for the sake of the present and future.
This dissertation seeks to examine the role violence plays in the narratives of
Amado, García Márquez, Dorfman, and the adaptations of their works using the
Dorfman’s definitions of vertical, horizontal, and to a much lesser extent, unexpected
violence. When we see stories of mass shootings, murders, gang warfare, and other
violent crimes, it can seem that on the surface, violence may appear to be just a
destructive force with no other apparent role in society. But is this really the case?
Violence, undoubtedly, can have other roles if we take a deeper look at its impact on
society. For example, Jason Summers argues that in Alberto Fuguet’s novel Tinta roja,
that violence and its portrayal by the media actually serve “as the very fiber of social
interconnection in the modern urban environment, and the lack of such would cause
societies to be even less cohesive and more divided than they already are” (64). While
violence usually appears to have a negative impact on society, there may be some sort of
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positive effect as well as suggested by Summers. Secondly, I discuss and analyze deeper
and complex issues that the texts and films bring up as a result of violence. For instance,
Death and the Maiden raises issues regarding memory, justice, reconciliation, and the
challenges of establishing a democracy following extreme cases of violence. What, then,
can society learn from literary texts and films that portray violence?
Lastly, with specific regard to the film adaptations, I examine how the depiction
of violence in the adaptation is a reflection of the society that is the intended target
audience. The target audience of the source text is not always the target audience of the
film as can be seen in Death and the Maiden as Polanski chose to shoot the film in
English as opposed to Spanish, suggesting his audience was likely Anglophone. When
thinking about violence in literature and film, most people would likely think about the
horror genre as violence is a fundamental component it. In terms of depiction of violence
in film (and literature to a lesser extent), I see three main options for directors: very
graphic, less is more and off-screen. In terms of graphic violence versus less is more, one
can watch John Carpenter’s 1979 film, Halloween, and Rob Zombie’s 2007 remake to
see the difference within a horror film context. While both films tell the story of Michael
Myers murdering various people, Carpenter’s film shows relatively little on-screen
violence compared to the blood-filled scenes in Zombie’s film. Violence, however, is not
limited to the horror genre. The texts and films of my corpus tend to focus more on
political violence, but they can contain scenes similar to those of a horror film. As
mentioned earlier, films like La noche de los lápices and Kamchatka both reveal the
horrors of the Argentine dictatorship, but Kamchatka does so without showing any
bloodshed. In Pablo Larraín’s film No, which focuses on the 1988 plebiscite vote as to
whether Pinochet should step down as president of Chile, there is even a debate within
the movie as to whether or not showing images of violence committed by Pinochet’s
regime is the best way to sway voters. The last approach, off-screen violence, either only
mentions the violence. For example, a murder may be mentioned by a character but not
shown. In some cases, you may see the corpse but not the actual murder itself. The type
of violence depicted really depends on what is and is not acceptable in the target
audience’s culture. In addition to discussing the actual presentation of violence, I analyze
what sociological factors impact the way the audience is presented the various acts of
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violence as well as the omission and addition of violent scenes from the source text.
Again, the director and production company attempt to make films that are going to
appeal to as many members of a target audience as possible; therefore, things like
violence and sexuality may become a major focus or minimized depending on these
things are accepted by the target audience. Sexual tolerance, political views, government
censorship, religious beliefs, and even levels of education are some of the many
sociological factors filmmakers should consider when trying to create a movie that will
be the most profitable and be of interest to the greatest number of viewers.
My first chapter focuses on Jorge Amado’s 1958 novel, Gabriela, Cravo e
Canela, and the 1983 film adaptation directed by Bruno Barreto. Set in the 1920s in the
town of Ilhéus, in the state of Bahia, Amado’s novel takes place during one of Brazil’s
most important, yet often overlooked, historical eras in which long-established traditional
ways of ruling were called into question and eliminated in the name of change and
modernization. While the struggle of the colonels to maintain their power is a key part of
the story, the main focus is on the sexual relationship between Nacib, a Syrian who owns
and operates a bar in town, and Gabriela, a migrant worker from the interior of Brazil. As
such, violence is not as predominant of a factor in the novel as it was in Amado’s
previous works which openly condemned the Vargas dictatorship; however, I utilize
Mikhail Bakhtin’s concepts of the carnival and carnivalesque to highlight the inversions
of established order and traditions in the novel. By challenging patriarchal values and
depicting strong-willed women, I argue, is Amado’s way of criticizing the Brazilian
dictatorship without being so direct about it. This approach showed that he still cared for
those who were oppressed and expressed a need for change in Brazil without causing the
military regime to think Amado was speaking out against them. In addition, Amado
presents modernization as a nonviolent way in which a society is able to rid itself of
violent and repressive government.
Bruno Barreto’s adaptation of Amado’s novel “stands out as the best featurelength film depicting elite culture and mentality in early-twentieth-century Latin
America” (Henderson 143). Except for omitting several scenes from the novel, such as
the ending sequence in which Nacib opens a high-class restaurant in Ilhéus, the film
closely follows the source text. As the novel is relatively long, Barreto had to leave out
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some content from the book in order to maintain a reasonable run time; none of these
omissions has a significant impact on the story, but the political messages and violence is
Amado’s novel are minimized in the film. I argue that the adaptation would classify as a
pornochique, a type of Brazilian film that usually has comic elements coupled with
sexually explicit scenes. Because the movie was made during the last years of the
dictatorship, during a transition back to democracy, and at a time when highly sexualized
domestic films were a preferred source of entertainment for Brazilian audiences.
Consequently, the violence and political messages in the source text would not fit so well
within a pornochique; thus, Barreto omits them from his movie so that the final product
would have resonated better with Brazilians at the time.
Of the three pairs of texts that this dissertation examines, Amado’s novel and the
film adaptation are the ones that places a major emphasis on modernization. When
Europeans first arrived in the Americas, the indigenous peoples were frequently viewed
as uncivilized and barbaric by the Europeans due to certain religious practices and the
fact they were unfamiliar with the Bible and Jesus Christ. As such, the indigenous
peoples were seen as barbaric while the Europeans represented civilization/modernity.
This dichotomy is best explored in Domingo Faustino Sarmiento’s 1845 book Facundo:
Civilización y Barbarie which he wrote in exile due to the tyrannical dictator Juan
Manuel de Rosas. Although the book was written in 1845, many scholars have argued
that the ideas presented have been relevant from the region’s colonial era all the way into
the present. In the case of Gabriela, Cravo e Canela, the character of Gabriela would be
classified barbarie as she is from the interior/rural parts of Brazil as opposed to
civilización which the city, in this case Ilhéus, represents. Amado inverts this dichotomy
as Gabriela is the most civilized person (or more rational) in the whole story. At the start
of the story, the city/civilization is represented by the various coronels as they hold the
strongest influence over Ilhéus and the surrounding areas like Itabuna; however, the
coronels are far from civilized people as they founded the town via bloodshed and have
very few progressive thoughts. They like the ways things are and are very reluctant to
change. By the end of the novel and film, they are replaced by Mundinho Falcão who is
the champion of modernization as he does many things such as getting the school
accredited and getting the harbor issue resolved so cacao can be shipped directly from
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Ilhéus; however, Amado does not glorify the accomplishments of the
modernism/capitalist system that accompanies Falcão to Ilhéus. This push for
modernization ultimately led to the Revolution of 1930 and ultimately led to Vargas
assuming the presidency and eventually a prolonged dictatorship in the twentieth century.
Gabriel, on the other hand, has a strong connection to nature as will be discussed in more
detail later. After marrying Nacib, she rejects the many gifts he bestows on here as they
are representatives of the elite, capitalist culture. Instead, she values her freedom and the
simple things in life such as attending a circus performance, playing outside, cooking,
and having sex. While some of the residents of Ilhéus may look down on her for her roots
in the “barbaric” interior of the country, her love of life and rejection of material
possessions make her the most civilized character in the story.
My second chapter analyzes Gabriel García Márquez’s 1962 novel La mala hora
and Ruy Guerra’s 2005 film O Veneno da Madrugada. From 1948 to 1958, Colombia
endured a brutal civil war between the liberal and conservative parties, a war which
primarily ravaged the rural areas. This decade long conflict has become known as La
Violencia (The Violence) and was the source of inspiration for Gabriel García Márquez’s
1962 novel La mala hora. Originally, García Márquez intended to call the novel Este
pueblo de mierda (This Shitty Town) as the book encapsulates the extensive hatred
between the two political parties in the unnamed town along the river. García Márquez
depicts the exploitation of Latin America by foreign powers and the suffering of the
indigenous peoples and the persecution of non-conformists in all of his texts through
Cien años de soledad. Without a doubt, La mala hora is the darkest and most violent of
these literary texts.
The central focus in La mala hora is that of an unnamed mayor trying to expand
his power and influence over a remote riverbank town that has been in decline for quite
some time. Given that most of the members of the opposition party have fled, his main
goal is to acquire land from Montiel’s widow so that Don Sabas and the widow Asís
cannot buy it instead. The other task the mayor must undertake is to find the culprit that
has been anonymously posting lampoons on the residents’ doors during the night.
Although the content of the lampoons is already known by everyone in the town, they
still manage to keep everyone on edge and create an extremely hostile atmosphere.
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Consequently, my focus will be on how the mayor manages to run an authoritarian
regime on a very small scale through violence and subversive laws. In order to better
explain the violence and the multiple discourses, I utilize Mikhail Bakhtin’s concept of
authoritative discourse to better explain the power struggles occurring in the novel as
well as James Wertsch’s take on Bakhtin’s idea that people can resist in secrecy.
Furthermore, the destructive power of the lampoons will be examined in detail Arendt
elaborates on the power of propaganda and how totalitarian regimes employ it to expand
their influence and to discredit their opposition. In the case of La mala hora, I argue that
the lampoons serve as a sort of propaganda that works against the mayor and takes away
his credibility to efficiently govern the town as his inability to resolve the issue causes the
townspeople to lose what little faith they had left in him. Also, I will revisit the concept
of the carnivalesque with regard to the lampoons as they are present a challenge to the
established order of the town as well as the mayor’s authority. In applying these various
theories and approaches, I suggest some of the possible individuals that may be
responsible for putting up the lampoons although the true identity of the culprit is never
revealed.
Of the three adaptations discussed in this dissertation, O Veneno da Madrugada is
the least faithful to the source text; however, despite all the changes to the plot, it is the
best of the three at conveying what Bazin calls “the equivalence in meaning of the forms”
(20). My approach to O Veneno da Madrugada will not simply point out the
modifications Guerra made to La mala hora. Although some of these alterations will be
mentioned in the analysis, the primary focus will be on the ways in which Guerra depicts
the mayor in the film with regard to his actions and the manner in which he is framed
within various shots. While the mayor in García Márquez’s text fits the profile of an
authoritarian ruler by Bakhtin’s standards and is quite similar to totalitarian leaders as
described by Arendt, the mayor in Guerra’s film is far more of a monster. The mayor’s
backstory revealed in the movie coupled with an array of shots using low-key lighting,
close-ups, choker close-ups, and other disorienting shots depict him as a ruthless human
being that only cares about suppressing the opposition and expanding his power.
Gabriela, Cravo e Canela undoubtedly puts a strong emphasis on modernization;
this idea is present in La mala hora and O Veneno da Madrugada in a more subtle way.
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Whereas Ilhéus is a growing/thriving city, the unnamed town in La mala hora is small
and isolated; it can only be reached via the river. The mayor throughout the story claims
his party, the Conservatives, will bring about law, order, and civilization to the town. In
Cien años de soledad, García Márquez portrays his mythical village of Macondo as a sort
of pure place prior to the arrival of outsiders. He writes, “At that time Macondo was a
village of twenty adobe houses, built on the bank of a river of clear water that ran along a
bed of polished stones, which were white and enormous, like prehistoric eggs” (1).
Macondo is mentioned in La mala hora, but it is not the setting of the story. García
Márquez, over the course of his life, consistently spoke out against the intervention of
foreign influences in Latin America, specifically the banana companies that attempted to
bring civilization to remote areas but really brought carnage and bloodshed. La mala hora
does not go into any major details about the banana company but has one reference near
the end to the influence of the United States. During one of the nightly curfew patrols,
one of the residents remarks that is rifle is a “Madeinusa”. Obviously, he does not appear
to realize that the firearm was manufactured in the United States. Normally the United
States is perceived as a civilized and democratic society, but they are often involved in
conflicts with other nations and have had a barbaric past as well. La mala hora only gives
a few details about the way the town was prior to the arrival of the current mayor. While
it had some issues, Father Ángel indicates that it was not such a bad place. Given the
town is rather isolated like Macondo, it has a stronger connection to the land/barbarie
than the city. So like Amado, García Márquez also shows that a push towards
modernization is not always the best thing.
My final chapter analyzes Ariel Dorfman’s play La muerte y la doncella (1990)
and Roman Polanski’s 1994 adaptation; both versions are set in an unnamed nation in
which a democratically elected government has regained control of the country after a
prolonged military dictatorship marked by human rights abuses. Because Dorfman is
Chilean, it is likely he used his homeland as an inspiration for the play as Augosto
Pinochet ruled over Chile with an iron fist from 1973 to 1990. Three protagonists
comprise the cast of La muerte y la doncella: Paulina, her husband Gerardo Escobar, and
Dr. Roberto Miranda, whom Paulina believes to be the doctor that raped her during her
imprisonment. Gerardo is appointed by the president to head a commission that will
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investigate human rights violations, but only those cased that ended with death. Fate
brings Roberto into Paulina’s hands, who like a snake poised to strike pounces on
Roberto to seek retribution.
To better understand Paulina’s actions, I utilize the theories of Elaine Scarry,
Doris Brothers, Judith Herman, and others to better comprehend Paulina’s emotional
state, how her trauma has impacted her life and current behavior, and why she feels the
need to take justice into her own hands. As Brothers and other psychotherapists have
shown, one must confront the past in order to heal, but there are obviously more effective
ways of finding closure than extracting physical harm on the culprits. Overall, the play
raises many valid questions to ponder about how victims can find closure, how to punish
those responsible, and that justice doesn’t always come easy.
With regard to the film adaptation, Polanski avoids showing any graphic scenes of
violence. Mathematician Alexander Aitken speaks about his difficulties in writing about
the Battle of the Somme in World War I, “I leave it to the sensitive imagination; I once
wrote it all down, only to discover that horror, truthfully described, weakens to the
merely clinical” (171). Thus, showing Paulina’s torture scenes would likely have
interrupted the flow of the story. The major change Polanski makes is the play’s ending;
Roberto’s guilt is confirmed in the movie but left ambiguous in the play; thus, I address
the implications each ending has with regard to the issues of proving guilt, achieving
justice, and finding closure after experiencing trauma and torture.
La muerte y la doncella does not address modernization or civilización/barbarie
to the extent of Gabriela, Cravo e Canela or La mala hora as the details of the military
dictatorship are minimal. From the conversations from Paulina, Gerardo, and Miranda, it
is clear that widespread human rights violations occurred. Individuals who were
considered threats were rounded up into detention centers and tortured; some, like
Paulina, were raped. Realistically, in a civilized society, widespread cases of statesponsored torture should not occur, but it was a common practice of the numerous Latin
American dictatorships of the twentieth century. Dorfman and Polanski play around with
the setting in the play/film as well to highlight the civilización/barbarie dichotomy.
When Paulina was working with Gerardo prior to her kidnapping, the play mentions they
were at a university; most universities are in urban areas as opposed to rural ones. As
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such, Paulina was likely captured and tortured in a city. This idea furthers the idea that
cities are once again barbaric places. It is possible that Paulina was taken far from the city
as certain dictatorships set up concentration camps in isolated areas like Pinochet did in
the Atacama Desert. Both the play and film are set in a remote seaside cabin. Although
the countryside is often mistakenly perceived as barbaric, it is a safer place in the context
of the story as it is the reason why Paulina and Gerardo reside there. In many cases, the
remote areas of a nation were safer when dictators were rounding up insurgents. This idea
is touched on in the Argentine film Kamachatka. Harry’s grandparents who live far from
Buenos Aires were completely unaware of the disappearances of people in the city as
nothing like that was going on where they lived. As such, the “barbaric” countryside can
offer salvation from the violence of the city.
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Chapter 2 : On Film Adaptations

In his book Film and Literature: An Introduction and Reader, Timothy Corrigan
notes:
One estimate claims that 30 percent of the movies today derive from
novels and that 80 percent of the books classified as bestsellers have been
adapted to the cinema. If the connection between the two practices has
persisted so adamantly through the years, it seems especially pressing
now, at the end of the twentieth century, as an index of why the movies
are important, why literature still matters, and what both have to offer a
cultural period in which boundaries are continually being redrawn. (2)
As Corrigan suggests, there is consistent contact between literature and film as works of
fiction that gained popularity throughout the world serve as the inspiration for a
significant portion of films being produced. With so much interaction between the two
mediums, the study of film adaptations has become a major focus for both film and
literary scholars; however, there is no clear consensus as to how to approach an analysis
of an adaptation. Regardless of the method taken, John Ellis presents an idea of what an
adaptation should hope to achieve; he writes:
The adaptation trades upon the memory of the novel, a memory that can
derive from actual reading, or as it is more likely with a classic of
literature, a generally circulated cultural memory. The adaptation
consumes this memory, aiming to efface it with the presence of its own
images. The successful adaptation is one that is able to replace the
memory of the novel with the process of a filmic or televisual
representation. (3)
One of the main points that Ellis brings up is that there should not be some established
hierarchy in which film as a medium is seen as inferior to the novel; this baseless notion
has been maintained by some critics since the adaptation studies have become a field of
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study. Due to the very different nature of literary texts and films, a hierarchy between the
two should not exist as it simply impedes any meaningful discussion of adaptations.
Since the 1950s when the first studies on film adaptations were written, lots of
different perspectives, some good and some bad, have been presented by various theorists
and scholars. My intention here is not to propose a new theory or method to examine the
relationship between literary texts and films. Rather, I seek to utilize multiple points and
aspects of several theories/theorists in order to arrive at a deeper level of understanding of
the violence portrayed on the page and on the screen and to explain how the concept of
violence can effectively be adapted to the cinema.
Undoubtedly, there has been significant debate within the academic community as
to the best way to examine films based on literary texts. George Bluestone’s 1957 book,
Novels into Film, was the first major study to address the issue. One of the key points that
Bluestone makes is that a written text and a film are two unique mediums that rely on
different devices to get their message across to their audiences. He writes:
With the abandonment of language as its sole and primary element, the
film necessarily leaves behind those characteristic contents of thought
which only language can approximate: tropes, dreams, memories,
conceptual consciousness. In their stead, the film supplies endless spatial
variations, photographic images of physical reality, and the principles of
montage and editing. All these differences derive from the contrast
between the novel as a conceptual and discursive form, the film as a
perceptual and presentational form. (viii-ix)
While Bluestone is correct in arguing that the novel relies on the written word and
linguistic elements in order to tell its story and that a film utilizes images and
presentation to do so, he falls into the common misconception that the novel is superior to
film when stating, “the novel is a norm and the film deviates at its peril” (5). Bluestone
claims, “Because its history is longer and its materials more refined, the novel is more
complex” (7). Given that the cinema was still relatively young at the time Bluestone
penned his book, films were seen as an inferior art form still struggling for the
recognition it rightfully deserved. While praising the novel, Bluestone also made claims
about the limits of the cinema. Aragay explains that Bluestone believes, “Film…can only
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aspire to metaphor in a ‘highly restrictive sense’… and is singularly inadequate when it
comes to rendering thoughts and feelings” (13). While Bluestone makes many valid
points about both the structures of the novel and film and offers several informative case
studies on major novels and their film adaptations, his claim that the novel is more
structurally complex than a film is very shortsighted. Arguments could be made for either
case, and obviously certain texts will be more complex than a given film and vice versa.
Since the publication of his book, however; numerous critics and studies on adaptations
continue to place the novel on a higher pedestal than the film. Given that the novel and
film utilize different semiotic systems, it is unjust to make a hierarchal comparison
between the two. For the purposes of this dissertation, the analyses made will not argue
that either the text or film is better than the other. My focus will be on how each one
presents Dorfman’s types of violence and what makes them effective or ineffective at
conveying it, what can the representation of violence teach us about a given society, and
what more complex issues come about from violence.
The other main issue regarding adaptations to address immediately is that of
fidelity. Ever since the first movies based on literary texts were brought to the cinema,
the notions of fidelity and the superiority of the book have been consistent in the
discussion of adaptations by both academic scholars and the general public. Looking at
how faithful a film is to the source text is, without a doubt, one of the least interesting
ways to examine an adaptation. In “Adaptation, or the Cinema as Digest”, Bazin explains
that film adaptations should focus more on “the equivalence in meaning of the forms”
(20) instead of how faithful the movie is to the book in terms of the plot. In his discussion
of the films of Japanese director Akira Kurosawa, Yoshimoto explains, “Yet, fidelity is a
misleading and unproductive notion because it establishes a hierarchical relation between
the original and adaptation, and also because it assumes that there is some uniform set of
standards for comparing two artworks in different media” (258-259). Furthermore, Brian
MacFarlane asserts, "Discussion of adaptation has been bedeviled by the fidelity issue”
(8). When directors and filmmakers decide that a change is necessary from the source
text, these alterations are not that substantial in determining the meanings behind two
different works in two distinct mediums. Dudley Andrew explains that the written prose
of the novel and the visual realm of the cinema, “[derive from] absolutely different
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semiotic systems of film and language” (34). Given the unique semiotic systems of the
cinema and the novel, it is unjust to compare them on the same playing field.
Robert Stam, in his essay “Beyond Fidelity: The Dialogics of Adaptation”,
questions the notion of fidelity at its core, asking what the film adaptation is faithful too.
Due to the numerous decisions a director must make including the choice of
actors/actresses, lighting, and set details, it becomes impossible for a director to
completely be faithful to the source texts. For example, if the novelist describes a woman
as “beautiful”, the director and his casting agents will need to select an actress for the role
whom they think is beautiful; however, beauty is very subjective and what an individual
views as beautiful might be considered hideous to someone else. In addition, Stam notes,
“But beyond such details of mise-en-scène, the very process of filming –the fact that the
shots have to be composed, lit, and edited in a certain way –generates an automatic
difference” (56). This idea goes hand in hand to the view that the film should make an
effort to capture the “essence of the medium of expression” (Stam 58) as opposed to
simply being faithful to the plot. This also leads to more problems when it comes to a
critical analysis as it forces the idea that certain mediums are effective and ineffective at
various tasks. However, the playing field is still not level as literature and film have
different ways of expression at their disposals. In the words of Stam, “Each medium has
its own specificity deriving from its respective materials of expression. The novel has a
single medium of expression, the written word, whereas the film has at least five tracks:
moving photographic image, phonetic sound, music, noises, and written materials” (59).
While it might seem the film as a medium might have an advantage over the text because
it has more “tracks”; however, this is not necessarily the case. Even though films have
more resources to convey a point, the director and his production crew must utilize these
items efficiently; it is possible for them to accomplish very little with all of these means
of expression.
Another key issue with fidelity is that a text can generate more than one reading.
Multiple readings can become a problem when someone attempts to “translate” a book
into a movie. For example, William Shakespeare’s Macbeth has been adapted to the
cinema dozens of times by directors from all over the world; yet, none of these films are
exactly alike because each director read Shakespeare’s play differently. Stam notes, “the
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trope of adaptation as a ‘reading’ of the source novel –a reading that is inevitably partial,
personal and conjectural –suggests that just as any text can generate an infinity of
readings, so any novel can generate any number of adaptations” (62-63). Going back to
Macbeth, if one were to watch Throne of Blood, directed by Akira Kurosawa, he/she
would see Shakespeare’s play transported to feudal Japan and notice the entire text of the
story has changed; only the events of the movie resemble those of the play. Kurosawa
manages to shed what Stam describes as “new cultural light” on the text. Thus, the take
away from multiple readings is that there are various factors that come into play which
influence the director’s reading of the novel. Directors hope to make a profit on their
films; thus, they want the film to have the greatest appeal to their intended target
audience. In the case of Throne of Blood, a close/faithful reading of Macbeth would
likely not have resonated as well with Japanese audiences as Kurosawa’s final product. In
addition, the director’s background, training, and style will further influence the
“reading” of the text that is presented in the film. Consequently, these variables need to
be taken into consideration when analyzing the source text and film adaptation. So, does
fidelity hold any merit when it comes to adaptation studies? With regard to whether or
not a film holds merit, fidelity should not be a factor; however, as Desmond and Hawkes
explain, “[fidelity] should be used as a descriptive term that leads to a much more
interesting discussion about the complicated relationship between text and film” (43).
One of the two main approaches I will be taking that Stam proposes over the issue
of fidelity is that of intertextuality. In simple terms, intertextuality is “the effective copresence of two texts in the form of quotation, plagiarism, and allusion” (Stam 2005, 27).
The idea of intertextuality has been explored by a number of critics including Mikhail
Bakhtin, Julia Kristeva, and Gérard Gennette. According to Stam:
The concept of intertextual dialogism suggests that every text forms an
intersection of textual surfaces. All texts are tissues of anonymous
formulae, variations on those formulae, conscious and unconscious
quotations, and conflations and inversions of other texts. In the broadest
sense, intertextual dialogism refers to the infinite and open-ended
possibilities generated by all the discursive practices of a culture, the
entire matrix of communicative utterances within which the artistic text is
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situated, which read not only through recognizable influences, but also
through a subtle process of dissemination. (64)
As suggested by Stam and other critics, intertextuality is a useful approach when
examining any aspects of film adaptations as it, for starters, offers a much more
informative and analytical approach compared to examining the issue of fidelity. As an
art form, films borrow heavily from literary texts, television shows, plays, other films,
and all sorts of visual arts; therefore, intertextuality becomes a logical lens in which one
can analyze a film. Reetamonti explains, “Intertextuality frees films from the boundaries
of genre and allows filmmakers to play with form and content…Instead of being limited
to one medium, intertextuality allows films to bond and blend with other arts and media.
[It] relates a singular text to other systems of representation” (74).
When taking an intertextual approach to analyzing a film adaptation, it is crucial
to take a few factors into consideration. Firstly, any novel, short story, poem, or play can
be written exclusively by one person. Some works may have multiple authors; however,
it is nearly impossible for a feature film to be the work of just one author. The director,
producer, filmmaker, editor, set designer, costume designer, camera crew, actors, and
many more all have to work together as a team in order to bring the film to life. The
entire cast and crew come from different backgrounds and have unique perspectives.
While it is unlike that everyone working on a film adaptation of a literary source will
have read the book, those that have will each have unique interpretations and different
readings of the text. Furthermore, each one has a distinct style that has been influenced
by their education, other movies that they have seen, and other books they have read.
“Intertextual references in the cinema also include the presence of one film’s style in the
other, the style of one director, ways of filmmaking in another” (Reetamonti 75). If one
were to undertake a critical analysis of any film, regardless of whether or not it is based
on a source text, he/she would like to find Easter eggs or other ways in which the director
pays homage to another direction that has had an influence of style. Undoubtedly, Alfred
Hitchcock is one of the greatest directors of all time. Many of his movies including
Psycho (1960), The Birds (1963), Rear Window (1954), and North by Northwest (1959)
have had a major impact on the film industry. Hitchcock’s distinctive style and influence
can be traced to countless other films. As such, a critic examining an adaptation needs to
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consider the various intertextual references that do not originate from the source texts.
Other films and texts will leave their marks on an adaptation.
Along with the concept of intertextuality, the other approach I take in my analysis
is sociological. Without a doubt, the various forms of art are representations of the
society that creates them. For example, the movies of “Bollywood” do an outstanding job
of presenting and promoting the culture of India. The type of films produced by
“Bollywood” are very popular within India; however, they do not have the same appeal
to worldwide audiences as people from other portions of the globe fail to share the same
appreciation of Indian culture. When examining film adaptations, the intended audience
of the film might not always be the same target audience of the book which is another
variable that impacts the way the director brings the text to the silver screen. As stated
earlier Japanese director Akira Kurosawa’s Throne of Blood and Ran are based on
Shakespeare’s plays Macbeth and King Lear respectively; however, Kurosawa changes
the settings of the plays from Medieval Scotland and Britain to feudal Japan. Both films
are very successful at taking Shakespeare’s tragedies an adapting them so that they
resonate well with a Japanese audience. This is precisely the point Dudley Andrews
argues, “adaptation should take a ‘sociological turn’ which directs focus on to the
possibilities of repurposing for a new audience in a different time or cultural context,
foregrounding its dependency on ‘the complex interchange among eras, styles, nations,
and subjects” (Carthmell & Whelehan 21). Andrews further explains, “The choices in
the mode of adaptation and of prototypes suggest a great deal about the cinema’s role and
aspirations from decade to decade. Moreover, the stylistic strategies developed to achieve
the proportional equivalences necessary to construct matching stories not only are
symptomatic of a period’s style, but may critically alter that style” (35).
Other scholars and theorists have seen the value in a sociological approach to
studying film adaptations. In his short essay, “Cinema and the Novel: Problems of
Narrative,” Italo Calvino argues that the cinema is derived from “the storyteller’s art…
and from the popular literature of the nineteenth century...in which the series of
successive images has a bearing on the way of writing” (74-75). Because the cinema
owes its existence to the various forms of entertainment that proceeded it, Calvino
suggests that the cinema tends to be less innovative and more repetitive; however, he
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suggests, “We therefore have to pinpoint this aspect of a problem that is especially
important in the cinema, and is most commonly called sociological… It is earlier than the
novel, and can be literary only to the extent to which one might speak of a preliterary or
metaliterary aspect of literature” (75). While Calvino notes there are some major
distinctions between the cinema and literature, such as the presence of the camera, it is
best to analyze them from a sociological perspective.
Tying into the idea of a sociological approach and even intertextuality, to a lesser
extent, another factor to consider when analyzing any film from Latin America or any
other third world nation is that of funding and resources. Unlike large film industries such
as those of the United States, India, France, Italy, and the United Kingdom that have a
significant amount of financial resources, directors and filmmakers in Latin America
frequently have to rely on grants from various film festivals, government agencies, or
cultural/art organizations if they hope to get their projects off the ground. In other cases,
the directors of Latin American films will seek out a co-producer, usually Spain or
Portugal, to secure additional support for their project. Content is usually influenced by
co-productions and festival funds as both have stakeholders that impact what kinds of
films receive funding and are shown at festivals. Peranson explains, “interest groups
influence what films and what kind of films are going to be screened at a festival” (38).
Obviously, a co-production company wants their movie to be screened at film festivals in
order to boost international recognition and gain widespread exposure, so the companies
are inclined to make certain kinds of films that will resonate with audiences all over the
world. With regards to Latin America, Ross notes a high demand for ‘poverty porn’, the
“slum-kids genre” among distributors (262). Some of Latin America’s best known and
successful films fit the poverty porn classification such as Amorres Perros (2000),
Cidade de Deus (2002), and Tropa de Elite (2007). While poverty porn films may be
entertaining for some and bring commercial success, they could promote negative
Western stereotypes and make viewers see the region as violent, dangerous, and poor. If
this is the case, then there is indeed some controversy surrounding co-productions and
festival funds since they, in a way, regulate national cinemas. Despite these issues,
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Falicov explains that while Spain has its own agenda with Ibermedia6, the fund has
become the largest and most successful film finance pool in Latin America (28). While
some of the films might be considered offensive and depict the very worst of Latin
America, without Ibermedia, hundreds of projects never would have made it onto the
silver screen. Due to the fact that film festival funds and co-production companies have
an impact on content, this, undoubtedly, can affect the way in which a literary text is
adapted to the cinema. With ‘poverty porn’ films becoming major box office successes,
the stakeholders at the festival funds and production companies would more likely fund
an adaptation that falls into this category or that has a more graphic portrayal of violence
over a film like Paz Encina’s 2006 film La hamaca paraguaya. Consequently, funding
sources and stakeholder interests cannot be overlooked when analyzing adaptations,
especially ones from nations with small film industries.
A final key issue to address when dealing with films based on literary texts is the
lack of scope that has burdened the field of adaptation studies since the first books and
articles on the field where published. Thomas Leitch, with regard to George Bluestone’s
approach to adaptation, explains, “Few of the first generation of scholars who led the
charge to introduce film studies to the academy had received formal training in film
studies themselves. Most of them came from English departments, where they had been
absorbed into the pedagogical habits of close reading and the aesthetic values of
literature” (283). The problems that arose here were that because many of the early
academics in were based in English departments which, in turn, lead to most of the
scholarship written on the field to be based on examples of novels from the Englishspeaking world, most notably the United Kingdom and the United States and that film

6

Of all of the co-production funds, the most influential in Latin America is Ibermedia which consists of
thirteen-member nations in the region plus Spain and Portugal. “Funded primarily by and housed in Spain,
this film-funding pool receives funds from each member country to comprise an Ibero-American
audiovisual fund…The countries then compete via production companies for backing in various programs”
(Falicov 2007, 21). The grants that the countries compete for could be used to support script development,
training programs, production costs, or distribution deals. The overall goal of Ibermedia is to offer financial
assistance to projects whose target audience is the Ibero-American market. As is the case with Peru and
other Latin American nations with small national film industries, their projects might never come to be
without funding from Ibermedia. To date, more than six hundred films have received financial support from
Ibermedia; in addition, it has helped to facilitate training for hundreds of people in the filmmaking industry
(Jensen).
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studies were taught by those how had studied literature. In the 1960s and 1970s, Leitch
explains that English departments expanded by offering new concentrations such as
education, creative writing, film studies, journalism, cultural studies, among others (3).
Since the film courses were taught by faculty members of an English department, this,
undoubtedly, favors the works of canonical Anglophone authors.
If one were to search Google Books and journal databases, he/she would find
dozens of books written on adaptations based on the works of Shakespeare, Jane Austen,
the Bronte sisters, Ernest Hemingway, F. Scott Fitzgerald, John Steinbeck and many
other writers from the United States and the United Kingdom. However, there is little
written about the film adaptions based on the novels of several major Latin American and
Brazilian authors such as Gabriel García Márquez, Mario Vargas Llosa, Carlos Fuentes,
and Jorge Amado. Given the fact that Latin American literature scholars tend to consider
Gabriel García Márquez as one of the best, if not the best, writer in the Spanish language
since Miguel de Cervantes, coupled with his contributions to the development of Latin
American cinema and his very cinematic writing style, one would think there would be
more scholarship written on his screenplays and works of fiction that have been made
into films. Yet, there are only a handful of articles written about them, mostly on Ruy
Guerra’s adaption of La increíble y triste historia de la cándida Eréndira y de su abuela
desalmada. While one could argue that some of the adaptations of García Márquez’s
fiction are not very good, they still offer a unique take on the source text and could teach
readers something new about the novels and short stories. Thus, film adaptations of Latin
American and Brazilian fiction have yet to be fully explored by the academic community.
My goal is to make a small contribution to this area that has not received enough
attention.
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Chapter 3 : Gabriela, Cravo e Canela
3.1 Introduction
Without a doubt, any creative mind, whether it be that of a poet, author, sculptor,
painter or musician can undergo changes in their style. Usually, the interests of the public
as well as various external factors, such as a hostile political environment, can impact an
artist’s production. When examining the literary output of Brazilian novelist Jorge
Amado, the publication of Gabriela, Cravo e Canela in 1958 marked a distinct change in
his style compared to his previous novels. As Elizabeth Lowe explains, “Suddenly there
appeared a new lightness in his writing, a fresh wit, an added tenderness, a great
compassion for both his characters and his themes. It was as if all that had lain dormant in
Amado’s literary soul…now blossomed in Gabriela” (73). Literary scholars place
Amado in group of nordestino writers as his works served as a form of social protest
against the inequality and discrimination in the region. The novels published by Amado
prior to Gabriela, Cravo e Canela usually fall into two groups: the cacao cycle and those
that are set in Salvador, the capital city of the state of Bahía and a major port in Brazil. A
major source of inspiration of Amado’s early novels was his work with class struggles
and the presidency/dictatorship of Getulio Vargas which lasted from 1930 to 1945. The
time frame in which Amado grew up was one of the most important in the history of
Brazil, but one that is often overlooked by scholars. The early twentieth century marked
the end of the somewhat feudal system in which the coronels in the semi-rural
northeastern part of Brazil had the majority of the power; the nation transitioned into a
much more modern capitalist society and industrial powerhouse over the course of the
rest of the century. As Brazil became less dependent on agriculture, there was an influx
of migrants from the interior portion of the country to the major cities along the coast
where there were more economic opportunities and jobs available. Once these workers
from the sertão arrived in the major urban centers, they experienced many forms of
discrimination; the struggles they encountered served as one source of inspiration for
Amado.
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In addition to the poor treatment of people of mixed races and women, the other
factor prevalent in Amado’s work is that of politics. Due to the political instability,
dictatorships, and influence from foreign powers in Latin America during the twentieth
century, many writers including Amado, Pablo Neruda, and Gabriel García Márquez
developed a tendency to favor socialist or communist views as opposed to capitalism;
they sought to give a voice to those being oppressed by the government. “Amado had
spent the latter half of the 1930s in militant opposition to the Vargas dictatorship, an
opposition which resulted in several jailings, exile, and even the public burning of his
works in…Salvador” (Larsen 780). These experiences partially motivated Amado to join
the communist party in Brazil in the 1940s. Political circumstances forced him into exile
from 1948 until 1952; two years after he returns, he published Os Subterrâneos da
Liberdade, a trilogy of novels that deeply criticize the Vargas dictatorship. The trio is set
in São Paulo instead of someplace within the state of Bahía, which marked a change for
Amado. Given that Os Subterrâneos da Liberdade deals with how the members of the
Vargas regime only cared about the wealthy elite, the crimes committed by the
dictatorship, the resistance from Brazil’s Communist Party, and the persecution of
insurgents, it would have seemed that Amado still had a lot to say about the injustice
occurring in Brazil.
All of his novels up to the publication of Os Subterrâneos da Liberdade featured
communist/socialist/Marxist ideas to varying degrees as they usually focused on the
unequal distribution of wealth and land, forced migration, and the exploitation of workers
by the upper class (usually the owners of cacao plantations). Thus, many members of
Brazil’s Communist Party were shocked with the publication of Gabriela, Cravo e
Canela as the novel does not vehemently condemn the Vargas regime or have a major
focus on the social inequality that had been hallmarks of his previous works. What
exactly led Amado to so drastically change his style of writing? In light of some events
occurring in Eastern Europe in the 1950s, Amado reassessed his relationship with the
communist party in Brazil, specifically clashing with other members over the Soviet
Union’s response to an anticommunist revolution in Hungary (Moser 186). Because
Gabriela, Cravo e Canela and Amado’s subsequent works failed to demonize capitalism
and focus primarily on the abuses of the Brazilian government, there was extreme
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backlash amongst his former colleagues and supporters who now viewed him as disloyal
and as a traitor to the cause. On the other hand, the publication of Gabriela, Cravo e
Canela and Dona Flor e Seus Dois Maridos earned him a positive reputation abroad as
the novels were well received in the United States and Europe. Amado, in a 1991 speech
at the Brazilian Academy of Letters, addressed the criticism he faced over leaving the
communist party and shifting to a new style of writing. In his words:
Socialismo sem democracia significa ditadura, e nenhuma ditadura presta,
seja de direita ou de esquerda. Atrevo-me a dizer que as de esquerda são
as piores, pois contra as de direta pode-se lutar de peito aberto; quem o
fizer contra as de esquerda acaba patrulhado, acusado de reacionário,
vendido, traidor…Eu próprio me vi sujeito a tais acusações quando, em
fins de 1955, mantendo intactas minhas convicções socialistas, deixei de
militar no Partido Comunista e passei a denunciar o stalinismo…Pensei,
muito tempo, pela cabeça do PC. Para sair disso, o processo é longo,
doloroso e cruel. No dia em que resolvi pensar pela minha cabeça,
comecei a levar pau por todos os lados.7 (Santos 163-164).
Despite the fact that the primary focus of Gabriela, Cravo e Canela is not to
condemn capitalism or the repressive military regime in Brazil, the novel still manages to
address many points about social inequality, racism, and the oppression of women in
Brazil. Itazil Benício dos Santos, in Retrato incompleto, explains:
[Gabriela, Cravo e Canela] shows in action…people of all classes –the
rich and the poor, the good and the bad, colonels, cacao producers,
exporters of cacao, political bosses…in short, ‘all elements of life’ are
contained herein, with the center of the narrative being occupied by the
figure of Gabriela. (164)

7

Socialism without democracy means dictatorship, and no dictatorship is worthwhile, whether it be from
the right or the left. I dare say that the leftist dictatorships are the worst, because against those on the right
one can fight openly; one who does so against those on the left ends up being scrutinized and labeled a
reactionary, a sell-out, a traitor…I found myself the target of such accusations when, at the end of 1955,
while maintain my socialist convictions, I broke ranks with the Communist Party and began to denounce
Stalinism…For a long time my thinking was the product of the Communist Party. To break away from this
is a long, painful, and cruel process. And the day that I started to think for myself was the day that I started
to get it from all sides.
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In most of Amado’s works prior to the publication of Gabriela, Cravo e Canela, he rarely
used any elements of humor, parody, or the picaresque. These elements, however, are
prevalent in Gabriela, Cravo e Canela and are fundamental to his style of writing after
his falling out of favor with the communist party in Brazil. Elizabeth Lowe observes,
“Amado introduces the picaresque to his novels; rich local humor takes the place of
rancor in his work. There is a sophistication of earlier themes. Amado no longer takes his
cause so seriously; his writing becomes subtle, and consequently more effective” (75).
Although the communist party of Brazil felt as if Amado had betrayed their cause by
choosing humor and the picaresque over more direct political attacks, an analysis of
Gabriela, Cravo e Canela and Amado’s other subsequent works reveals that he never
stopped caring about the poor, women, and people of mixed races (mostly from the
interior) that were subjected to racial discrimination.
In terms of literary production, Gabriela, Cravo e Canela is quite reminiscent of
works of fiction from the second wave of the Brazilian modernist movement, which
lasted from the late 1920s to the late 1930s which, according to Mary Daniel, is “
dominated by the surge of regionalist fiction of a predominantly socioeconomic nature in
northeastern, central, and southern Brazil, with the parallel though secondary flow of a
more psychologically based fiction from several urban centers” (167). Furthermore, the
shift from the first wave of the modernist movement in Brazil to the second is seen by the
regional novelists shifting their focus from “aesthetic concerns to programs of political
action, and it came from Brazil's "oldest" cultural region, the northeast” (Daniel 171).
This description fits Gabriela, Cravo e Canela quite well as it is a regionalist novel that
addresses what could be considered one of the most pressing political issues in
northeastern Brazil at the time, that of the colonels and their desperate attempts to cling
on the power they had held for decades, but literary scholars place it in the
regionalist/neorealism movement that came about in the late 1930s and lasted beyond the
1940s. These works “describe settings, problems, and persons about which they do in fact
care, and their works are frequently tinged with both bittersweet memories of their own
past and suggestions for sociopolitical reform involving widespread revolutionary
activity on the local, national, and international level” (Daniel 172). Amado was born on
a cacao plantation in Itabuna and grew up in Ilhéus, the two main cities featured in the
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novel, so it becomes a novel that is very near and dear to his heart as he is essentially
telling the story of the place of his youth. In addition, he also depicts protagonists of all
social classes, both men and women, and people of various races as Brazil has
historically been a very diverse country. By taking this approach, Amado, arguably,
presents a somewhat accurate historical depiction of Brazil including its many political
problems and injustices. The key difference here in comparison to his previous novels is
that he does not need to be so open and direct in his approach. For example, in Os
Subterrâneos da Liberdade, one of Amado’s many points is that he emphasizes that
resistance groups are of crucial importance to fighting the dictatorship. In the case of
Gabriela, Cravo e Canela, Amado instead utilizes strong female characters that break the
shackles that have been placed on them by patriarchal society to emphasize the need for
change and to attack the traditional family values that were important to the Brazilian
dictatorship.
Amado’s approach in Gabriela, Cravo e Canela to presenting violence and the
need for political change utilizes metaphors and suggestive imagery to get his points and
across as opposed to more descriptive and direct examples of the atrocities committed by
the military regime. This manner of presenting violence mirrors the way Latin American
cinema depicted it in the late 1980s and into the 1990s. Some examples of Latin
American films that address dictatorial violence in a graphic manner include La noche de
los lápices (1986), No habrá más penas ni olvido (1983) and Garage Olimpo (1999).
These films tend to reflect the way Amado wrote prior to Gabriela, Cravo e Canela. On
the other hand, as stated earlier, films like Veronico Cruz (1988), Kamchatka (2002), and
No (2012) avoid using graphic scenes of violence. Miguel Pereira explains, “The first
flood tackled the repression, the torture and the disappearances head on. It was a national
catharsis. But now a more elliptical approach, which uses metaphor and hints at the wider
issues, is proving far more satisfying.” Pereira’s quote resonates well with Amado’s style
of writing in Gabriela, Cravo e Canela and his subsequent novels as violence and
political messages are still present but not at the forefront. Specifically, Gabriela, Cravo
e Canela can be considered a folk novel in the sense that it highlights the customs and
traditions of cities in the northeastern part of Brazil, but beneath the messages of love,
desire, and the exploration of women, one can still find the political undertone and some
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of Amado’s views on communism and socialism. It is when violence is relegated to the
background that Amado produces his best and most popular novels like Gabriela, Cravo
e Canela and Dona Flor e Seus Dois Maridos.
In this chapter, my focus will be on how Amado consistently portrays struggles,
violence, and oppression consistently in the four hundred plus pages that comprise the
novel. To accomplish this task, I utilize the concept of the “carnival” which Mikhail
Bakhtin first explained in the 1929 publication of Problems of Dostoyevsky’s Poetics and
extensively in his 1940 work Rabelais and His World. “Bakhtin gives the name ‘carnival’
to the decentralizing (centrifugal) forces that militate against official power and
ideology” (Stam 122). In addition to Bakhtin’s writings on carnival, I also use comments
by other scholars, most notably Robert Stam, as well as how academics have interpreted
Bakhtin’s writings on the concept. When one hears the term “carnival” specifically in a
Latin American context, he/she will likely think of the lavish street festival with elaborate
costumes and parade floats. Although costumes and parades are fundamental components
of the celebration part of Carnival, there are deeper meanings and points to the festivities.
As Robinson explains:
A carnival is a moment when everything (except arguably violence) is
permitted…It creates a situation in which diverse voices are heard and
interact, breaking down conventions and enabling genuine dialogue. It
creates the chance for a new perspective and a new order of things, by
showing the relative nature of all that exists.
In Gabriela, Cravo e Canela, I argue that Amado plays around with gender and societal
roles; specifically, women, who historically had limited opportunities at the time, become
some of the major proponents of change in Ilhéus, which would not have been nearly
impossible at the time. Furthermore, they are able to create change without the use of
violence and armed resistance movements, a feat that would be impossible to achieve in
the other novels discussed in this dissertation. Each of the chapters that comprise
Amado’s novel is named after a notable woman of Ilhéus: Ofenísia, Gloria, Malvina, and
Gabriela. They all embody the essence of Bakhtin’s idea of carnival by breaking the
bonds society has placed upon them and inverting social norms. They, along with
Mundinho Falcão, allow Ilhéus to drop the archaic ways of the coronels and form a
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modern society, without major bloodshed, that has the best interest of the majority of the
people in mind as opposed to just the select elites.
This, however, is not the case in the film adaptation directed by Bruno Barreto in
1983. While I would not say that Barreto’s film is “bad”; it omits or minimizes many of
the points about social inequality in Amado’s novel and instead focuses on the sexual
elements of the text, mainly the relationship between Nacib and Gabriela. Given the
length of Amado’s novel, it would have been very difficult for any director to adapt the
work into a movie without omitting several parts/plotlines while maintaining a reasonable
runtime. Barreto, however, chose to focus primarily to focus on the sexual elements of
the text to essentially create a pornochique, a style of Brazilian film that evolved from the
pornochanchada, a popular style of film in Brazil from the 1960s to 1980s. The word
pornochanchada derives from the Portuguese words pornô (porn) and chanchada (a type
of light comedy); films of this genre fuse elements of comedy and erotica. While this is
essentially what Amado does in his novel, pornochanchadas were relatively laxed on
their nudity; as such, an adaptation of Gabriela, Cravo e Canela would work well as a
pornochique (films similar to pornochanchadas but much more sexually explicit) as the
sexuality, humor, and picaresque elements of the book resonate with the film genre.
Barreto, in his transition from novel to film, drops much of the political components of
the novel, removes the violent tendencies of the coronels, and significantly reduces the
roles of Ofenísia, Gloria, and Malvina. In taking this approach, the film fails to show how
much various women of Ilhéus were able to influence the town and work towards
changing the backward and archaic ideals of the coronels.
3.2 Historical Context
As the nineteenth century drew to a close, there were major changes occurring in
Brazil at all levels of society. One of the major pieces of legislation to pass in Brazil
towards the end of the nineteenth century was the abolition of slavery; on May 3, 1888,
Imperial Princess Isabel issued the Lei Áurea which officially ended the practice. In
1825, the percentage of Brazil’s population of African descent was estimated to be
approximately fifty-six percent; by 1872 three-quarters of blacks and mulattos in Brazil
were already free men (Ferguson 131). Over the course of its history, about forty million
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slaves were shipped to Brazil from various African nations (Ferguson 131); as such, they
made a sizable chunck of the population and huge impact on the nation’s cultural
identity. When the former slaves gained their freedom, there were attempts to integrate
them into mainstream society; however, they, along with people of color who were
already free prior to the Lei Áurea, found themselves to be victims of racism. Prior to the
abolition of slavery, Brazil and other nations in Latin America were encouraging
immigration for Western European nations in an attempt to ‘whiten’ the population. EulSoo Pang explains, “The citizens of the Center-South considered the Northeastern
sertanejos to be an embarrassment and worse, an impediment to the nation’s progress.
Economically, the masses shifted from subsistence farming and stock raising to laboring
in capitalist commercial agriculture” (123). As such, there was a shift in migrants coming
from the isolated backlands of Brazil, known as os sertões, to cities along the coast where
there were more economic opportunities available. Although they are not freed slaves,
this internal migration is exactly what Gabriela and the other members of her party do at
the start of Amado’s novel. Because conditions for agriculture in the backlands were
quite unfavorable due to drought and there were limited jobs in other fields, the men and
women journeyed to Ilhéus in search of work on cacao plantations, or in Gabriela’s case,
a domestic servant. The migration of workers due to the abolition of slavery caused
issues for business owners throughout the interior regions of the nation as they needed to
offer incentives and livable wages in order to get workers to stay.
Advances in technology played another key role in the development of the
country at this time. Factories in big cities were constructed which created jobs for
former slaves and other immigrants in the manufacturing industry. New and more
advanced mills and processing facilities sprung up on farms outside of the major city
centers as well. In many cases, the capital used to build these new facilities posed a
serious threat to the coronels who had had firm control of cacao and other agricultural
plantations for decades. Because the new technology made the farming and harvesting of
crops much more efficient and profitable, the outdated and inefficient plantations run by
the coronels became less lucrative. Amado touches on this conflict through the rivalry
between Coronel Ramiro Bastos (the most powerful of all the coronels in Ilhéus) and
Mundinho Falcão, an outsider with hopes and dreams of turning Ilhéus into a thriving
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port city. Along with the construction of new factories and facilities came improvements
in infrastructure. Obviously, with creation of new factories, there needed to be direct and
reliable transportation to send equipment and other resources needed to the farms as well
as to move the crops from the farms to cities for consumption or ports for shipping.
Again, Amado addresses this concept in Gabriela, Cravo e Canela as Mundinho Falcão
undertakes many infrastructure projects in Ilhéus such as getting the school accredited,
funding a bus line to Itabuna, paving roads, and most importantly, addressing the issue of
the sandbar that was preventing cacao from being shipped directly from Ilhéus.
Before any significant progress could be made in northeastern Brazil, the political
situation needed to undergo significant change. In many cities like Ilhéus and Itabuna, the
coronels maintained power into the early twentieth century and were not willing to give
up their influence without a fight. Pang explains how coronels shaped Brazilian society:
The coronel played a pivotal role in the drama of Northeastern banditry.
Sporting a real or assumed commission in the National Guard, he enjoyed
quasi-legal authority to rule the backlands without interference. At the
regional level, he served as a pawnbroker, mediating between the peasant
masses and the national government in Rio. The coronel used local
gunmen to control elections, distributed patronage, dispensed justice of a
personalistic sort, and acted as communal spokesman to the outside world.
Most of the rural population existed peaceably under the coronel’s rule,
but persons left at the margins and denied minimal subsistence were
available to bandit leaders. (130)
Coronels were able to acquire such power and influence in the more remote areas of
Brazil primarily due to a lack of presence of government officials and the military.
Because the government of the republic was primarily interested in maintaining law and
order in the cities along the coast, the coronels were left to do as they pleased with
minimal interference. As can be seen in Amado’s novel, when it came to government
elections, the coronels would select the candidates they wanted to represent them. For
example, in Gabriela, Cravo e Canela, Coronel Ramiro, at one point, meets with the
other coronels in Ilhéus to discuss which candidates they want to win the local elections
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and how to ensure Mundinho Falcão and his associates do not garner enough votes, but
the various coronels may not always agree on who the best option is for them.
Although Coronel Ramiro and his contemporaries criticize Mundinho Falcão for
being an outsider coming to seize power in Ilhéus, the coronels, like all European
colonists in the New World, were outsiders too at one point. When the social bandits that
would eventually become the coronels sought to clear land and set up plantations, they
did so with brute force, wiping out any people that occupied the lands. Fighting amongst
other coronels competing for the best lands to establish cacao plantations was
commonplace. Consequently, the coronels needed to hire their own personal police force
in order keep the lands they had acquired with force. Amado describes how things were
in Ilhéus in the once cacao plants arrived:
but the more recent past, the period of struggle for possession of the land
after the Jesuit priests had brought the first cacao seedlings, the period
when men in search of fortune invaded the forests and with rifle and pistol
disputed every foot of soil, when…[many families]…spread over the
region, hacking out new trails and leading their bands of armed ruffians in
mortal combat, when the forests were felled and the cacao planted over
corpses and blood, when crooked land deals were common and justice was
perverted to serve the interests of the strong, when behind every big tree a
gunman lay in wait for his victim. This was the era of which vestiges
remained in the life of the town and in the habits of the people. (13)
While the previous passage comes from Amado’s novel, it is not far from the historical
truth on how the coronels and other bandits seized control of the area and planted cacao
on the graves of those who stood in their way.
Unfortunately for the coronels, their system would not last forever. A number of
factors contributed to the downfall of the coronelismo such as the influx of immigrants
from Europe, widespread industrialization, and the government’s desire to expand its
influence on the region. Mundinho Falcão, in Amado’s novel, sees the potential for Ilhéus
to become a thriving city if it were to rid itself of the outdated policies and values of the
coronels. In Gabriela, Cravo e Canela, Amado addresses the societal transition. “But
little by little these vestiges were disappearing, yielding to new ways –not without
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resistance, however, especially from customs that time had virtually transformed into
laws of conduct” (13). Even though the coronels and plantation owners clung to the
systems that had gained them wealth and power, the changing times eventually won out.
Following the Revolution of 1930, Getúlio Dornelles Vargas became president of Brazil;
one of his goals was to push for more modernization in the country and to integrate the
rural areas, which had previously been left to the coronels to govern, along with the rest
of the nation. As such, coronelismo became part of the history books.
2.3 Theoretical Approach
Mikhail Bakhtin first introduces the concepts of the carnival and carnivalesque in
his 1929 publication, Problems of Dostoyevsky’s Poetics, and again in Rabelais and His
World in 1965. In Problems of Dostoyevsky’s Poetics, Bakhtin describes the carnival
attitude toward the world:
Carnival is an eminent attitude toward the world which belonged to the
entire folk in bygone millennia. It is an attitude toward the world, which
liberates from fear, brings the worlds close to man and man close to his
fellow man (all is drawn into the zone of liberated familiar contact) and,
with its joy of change and its jolly relativity, counteracts the gloomy, onesided official seriousness which is born of fear, is dogmatic and inimical
to evolution and change, and seeks to absolutize the given conditions of
existence and the social order. The carnival attitude liberated man from
precisely this sort of seriousness. But there is not a grain of nihilism in
carnival, nor a grain of shallow frivolity or trivially vulgar bohemian
individualism. (133)
For centuries, carnival festivities have played important roles in societies across the globe
because, as Bakhtin suggests, the carnival allows people a brief escape from the often
harsh realities of everyday life and rigid social structures. Parades, costumes, masks,
food, and the embracing of the grotesque elements of life are just some of the many
components that can comprise a carnival ceremony. In many cases, the participants
would wear masks to conceal their true identities; anybody could be anyone he/she chose
to be. The poor people could be kings, and the wealthy elite could dress as paupers. In
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any case, the social dynamics produced by carnival celebrations were of interest to
Bakhtin. “For Bakhtin, carnival and the carnivalesque create an alternative social space,
characterized by freedom, equality, and abundance. During carnival, rank…is abolished
and everyone is equal. People were reborn into truly human relations, which were not
simply imagined but experienced” (Robinson). One could argue that in any given society,
there is some sort of inequality whether it be based on race, religion, gender, class, or
religious affiliation, but during in carnival, none of these things matter. People during
carnival live their lives to the fullest in a festive manner. With the official discourses
temporarily suspended, a somewhat utopian space is created. “Carnival is also taken to
provide a positive alternative vision. It is not simply a deconstruction of the dominant
culture, but an alternative way of living based on a pattern of play. It eliminated barriers
among people created by hierarchies, replacing it with a vision of mutual cooperation and
equality” (Robinson). In Problems of Dostoyevsky’s Poetics, Bakhtin outlines some of
the key aspects of carnival:
1. the suspension of hierarchal structure and forms of fear, reverence, and
etiquette connected with it
2. collapsing of distance between people, leading to their free and familiar
contact
3. the flowering of eccentricity as a departure from the ‘rut of life’
4. a free and familiar attitude towards values, thoughts, phenomena and
things leading to contacts and combinations of sacred and profane, high
and low, and so on
5. profanation and blasphemy, obscenities and bring down to earth by
highlighting the reproductive powers of the earth and body
6. ritual mock crowning and uncrowning of a carnival king, based on the
trope of perpetual death and renewal
7. celebration of the relativity of symbolic order. (cited in Brandist 138139)
When these elements of the carnival are present, fixed social structures in a society can
be reevaluated, and this would result in a more utopian society.
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Although Bakhtin limited his research and arguments to the Soviet Union and
some portions of Europe, his points and concepts are applicable to many areas of the
globe including Latin America. With regard to Latin American and Russian societies,
Robert Stam explains:
In both instances, we find a find of insecure or tremulous nationalism in
societies dominated by foreign-influenced elites; in both we find highly
politicized artists, ever aware of the pressure of censorship and the real
possibility of repression, and in both the repressive context generates an
array of double-voiced, allegorical, and parodic strategies. (123)
Jorge Amado lived and wrote under a similar political climate as Bakhtin for a part of his
life; therefore, it is not surprising that Bakhtin’s notions resonate well with Amado’s
novels. Bakhtin’s concept of the carnival fits well within the context of Gabriela, Cravo e
Canela as one of the main themes of the novel is progress/modernization; the problem is
that in order to achieve said goal, an old and repressive regime needed to be toppled.
Given the political situation of Brazil at the time Amado wrote the novel and the
aforementioned turn of events that led to his dissatisfaction with the communist party,
conditions were not necessarily favorable to write a novel like his previous ones that
openly condemned the military regime and the atrocities committed. Had Amado directly
attacked the military regime or went into detail about their human rights violations, he
would most likely have had to write the novel in exile for his own safety; however,
authors and director from all over the world often use metaphors or other imagery to
maintain a political message without raising too many eyebrows. As such, Gabriela,
Cravo e Canela utilizes many aspects of Bakhtin’s carnival to demonstrate the need for
social institutions to change without being overly violent. Furthermore, the carnival
attitude mentioned earlier is optimized through the use of various female protagonists that
seek freedom from the confines of a repressive patriarchal society.
An early scene in the novel that is omitted from the film demonstrates the social
dynamics of carnival and its connection to religious ceremonies. Prior to finding and
hiring Gabriela, Nacib has to find a temporary replacement for Filomena to cook various
snacks for the bar and to cater a banquet to celebrate the opening of the bus line that
connects Ilhéus to the nearby city of Itabuna. Until a new cook can be hired, Nacib asks
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the two Dos Reis sisters, Quinquina and Flozinha for their assistance; the pair are known
to be “kitchen magicians” (Amado 53), but they are most famous for the massive and
elaborate Nativity scene they create for Christmas. Throughout the entire year, they cut
out pictures of famous people from magazines, paste the images on pieces of cardboard,
and add them to the previous year’s display. Amado describes the spectacle:
The tableau represented, of course, the birth of Christ in a rude manger in
Palestine. But this basic element had become little more than a detail in
the center of a kaleidoscopic, growing world in which the most diverse
scenes and figures, from the most divergent periods of history, mingled
with one another. Statesmen, scientists, military men, artists, famous
writers, domesticated wild animals, and saints with drawn faces –all side
by side with the radiant fleshiness of semi-nude movie stars…In the last
few years the number of movie stars…had greatly increased…There were
also so local figures…. (55-56).
The Nativity scene, which is an important part of the holiday celebration in Ilhéus
features a wide range of people from Jesus to celebrities to important people from the
city. This grouping of men and women from different fields and backgrounds is rather
reminiscent of the intermingling of people of different social classes during a carnival
celebration which is fundamental according to Rojek, who states, “The carnival brought
people of all ranks and from all walks of life together to share in its ‘universal’ spirit”
(26-27). Furthermore, it could be argued that the display becomes a sort of metaphor for
what Ilhéus becomes in the novel; as the power of the coronels subsides in favor of
modernism and progress, the city becomes a much more unified place.
3.3 Protagonists: Ofenísia, Gloria, and Malvina
While Nacib and Gabriela are, without a doubt, the main protagonists of Amado’s
story, it is worth exploring the three women (besides Gabriela) that each of the chapters is
named after. Although one of the main points Amado tries to accomplish in Gabriela,
Cravo e Canela is to show the struggle for power between the rather old-fashioned and
barbaric practices of the coronels and modernization represented by Mundinho Falcão,
Amado also shows how the women of Ilhéus seek their own liberty from traditional
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patriarchal gender roles. Near the start of the novel, the narrator notes, “A woman’s place
is in the house, taking care of her children and home. A young woman’s occupation was
to wait for a husband and, meanwhile, to learn to sew, play the piano, and run the
kitchen” (68). Ofenísia, Gloria, Malvina, and Gabriela seek to break this mold. At the
start of each chapter, there is a poem dedicated to each of the women. “These pieces, for
the most part, in seven- or eight-syllable blank verse, are reminiscent of the folk-ballad
tradition already noted in Amado’s earlier novels. Each synthesizes the situation, attitude,
and solution for each heroine described at length in the novel” (Mazzara 551). In any
case, Ofenísia, Gloria, Malvina, and Gabriela all defy the traditional roles of women from
their times. Their attempts to break free from the repressive lives typical of women at the
time are one of the ways Amado utilizes the carnivalesque idea of inverting social
positions / established norms.
Ofenísia is the focus of the first chapter and the only one of the four women who
is not alive when the action of the novel takes place, but she was a member of the
prominent Ávila family of Ilheús. In short, Ofenísia lived a very comfortable life with her
brother. She received lots of gifts and even had a maid; one day things changed when
Emperor Dom Pedro II paid Ofenísia a visit and she became enamored with his beard. In
the poem, Ofenísia and her brother Luís Antônio discuss the situation:
His eyes are as coals
(The emperor’s eyes!),
They burn into mine.
His beard a sheet of dreams.
(The Imperial beard!)
To wrap around my body.
With him I wish to marry
(You cannot marry the King!)
With him I wish to lie
And in his beard to dream
(Oh sister, you dishonor us!)…
I only want the beard,
So black, of the Emperor!...
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If I do not become
The Emperor’s concubine,
I shall die in this hammock
Of languor. (Amado 4)
When a woman falls in love with a man, many people would assume that she fell in love
with his eyes as opposed to his facial hair. Beards, however, are often associated with
manhood and social status. According to Livingston, shaving an enemy’s beard was a
worse punishment than flaying them (311). Given the importance of beards to figures of
authority, it makes logical sense for Ofenísia to have been attracted to the emperor’s
beard. Dom Pedro II was emperor of Brazil from 1831 to 1889; the text does not mention
when Ofenísia met him during his fifty-eight-year reign. With the action of the novel
commencing in 1925, the legendary encounter between Ofenísia and Dom Pedro II would
be at most ninety-four years old, but there does not seem to be any evidence to suggest
Ofenísia and Dom Pedro II ever really met. More details are provided in the story
indicating that Luís Antônio died in the war with Paraguay and Ofenísia never lost her
love for the emperor’s beard. “The romantic Ofenísia, still a virgin and still pining for the
imperial beard, dies of consumption at the country estate of the Ávilas” (27). Despite the
questionable validity of the story and the amount of time that has passed, the residents of
Ilheús continue using it as a sort of inspiration story for women to go against the strict
bonds of marriage and the few opportunities afforded to them. Gabriela, Cravo e Canela
opens with a foreword revealing that Coronel Jesuíno Mendonça shot and killed his wife,
Dona Sinhàzinha Guedes Mendonça and the dentist Osmundo Pimentel. It is an unwritten
law in Ilhéus that a man must murder his wife and her lover if she is unfaithful in order to
restore his honor. In the case of Sinhàzinha, she is a descendent of Ofenísia so there are
immediate connections drawn between the two women and their behavior. While
Ofenísia is not physically present at the time of the story, her story remains alive and well
with the residents of Ilhéus, and she is thought of any time there is a woman who chooses
not to conform to their gender roles.
The second chapter of the novel, “The Loneliness of Gloria” begins with the
poem “Gloria’s Lament”. Coronel Coriolano has provided Gloria with a house of her own
and all of the possessions her heart desires, but he is incredibly jealous, so she is forced to
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live in intense solitude; this practice is commonplace in Ilheús as many of the coronels
have a separate home for their mistresses. Despite the fact Gloria does not cause any
harm to any of the town’s residents, she is hated by many of the women in Ilheús. They
say things such as: “Shameless hussy!”, “The men sin even without meaning to, when
they just look at her”, “She even makes the young boys sin. They lose the chastity of their
eyes”, and “And so close to the church. Why, it’s an offense against God!” (Amado 97).
Due to Coronel Coriolano’s violent tendencies and stories of revenge from when he was
younger, the majority of men in town will only look at Gloria, keeping a safe distance
from her. However, as the town’s bookstore owner, João Fulgêncio, explains, Gloria
regularly standing at her window has a deeper purpose. He elaborates:
Gloria…is a social necessity. The government should treat her as a public
institution…she raises to a higher level…our…sexual aspect. She
improves young men’s taste for beauty and lends dignity to the dreams of
husbands married to homely women –a majority, unfortunately, in our
town --and to the performance of their marital duty, which would
otherwise be an unbearable sacrifice. (155)
Although there is humor intended in João’s statement; it clearly alludes to the problem of
women’s rights in Ilhéus and Brazil as a whole, that of women solely being treated as
sexual objects. Obviously, there is jealousy amongst the other women of Ilhéus who
resent Gloria for the attention she gets from the men of the town and her good looks;
however, none of them likely consider how lonely and miserable Gloria feels as there is a
hefty price to pay for the lavish lifestyle.
An analysis of the poem “Gloria’s Lament” reveals how deeply saddened she is
due to her situation. While she enjoys the fact that she is not poor or homeless and the
endless flow of cash, her emotional needs remain unfulfilled since Coronel Coriolano
rarely leaves his plantation to see Gloria and by the fact the men in town are afraid to
approach her. The poem opens and ends with the same three lines, plus images of fire are
present throughout the poem:
I have a fire in my breast,
Oh! in my breast a fire.
(Who would burn himself in me?) (Amado 96).
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While Coronel Coriolano has provided Gloria with material goods, nothing he can buy
for her can extinguish the fire that burns for human companionship; the only solution is
to find a man to love and cherish.
I shall find a timid student,
Growing his first mustache;
I shall find a boastful soldier.
All confidence and flash;
I must find a love to quench
The fire in my breast,
A love to end
This loneliness. (Amado 96).
Much like in Ofenísia’s poem, there is a reference to facial hair here with the mustache,
but it does not play such a dominant role. Gloria’s salvation comes in the form of the
poor school teacher, Professor Josué, who like Teodoro, writes love poems for his lovely
lady, but Gloria is much more receptive to them than Ofenísia. While the details of their
relationship are not important to the story, the reaction of Coronel Coriolano is. When he
enters the house when Josué is visiting Gloria, the spectators at Nacib’s bar all thought
there would be a double homicide similar to what happened with Coronel Mendonça
earlier due to Coriolano’s reputation. However, he simply kicks the two out of the house.
Gloria and Josué can live together but in poverty. Overall, the take away is that violence
is becoming a thing of the past in Ilhéus partly due to the push for modernization by
Mundinho Falçao but also because of the actions of women in the town.
Lastly, the other minor female protagonist of the novel is Malvina, daughter of
Coronel Melk Tavares. Chapter three’s title is “The Secret of Malvina (born for greatness
but imprisoned in her garden)”. Malvina has her father’s ambition and motivation to
succeed, but her opportunities in Ilhéus are limited simply due to her gender. She refuses
to be a submissive housewife like her mother. “Lullaby for Malvina” is the poem that
begins her section; lullabies are typically sung to children to soothe them to sleep. In
Malvina’s case, her life is a nightmare, and the poem reflects the situation she wants to
avoid:
Help! they want to smother me.
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Help! they want to kill me
Help! they want to marry me,
In a house bury me…
On the bed impregnate me…
My husband, lord, and master,
Would my life control…
My very soul.
His right to kill.
And while I live,
My only right, to weep. (Amado 170)
When writing the poem, Amado chose his words carefully to explain the sad situation of
women in Brazil (and other parts of the world) faced in the early twentieth century.
Words such as “bound”, “smother”, “kill”, and “control” perfectly describe the
patriarchal gender roles at the time. Yet, Malvina continues to dream for a better life. Her
lullaby opens with the lines:
Sleep on, sleeping maid,
Dream your brave dreams.
Sooner than you know,
You’ll sail away forever. (Amado 170)
These lines are repeated over the course of the poem and, like in the poems for Ofenísia
and Gloria, reveal what happens to Malvina. Instead of reading the books that are deemed
socially acceptable for women, she buys ones from João Fulgêncio that other women
would not dare to read; one example is O Crime do Padre Amaro by Portuguese writer
José Maria de Eça de Queirós in 1875. Upon seeing her purchase, one of the men says,
“These girls of today…They even buy immoral books. And that’s why there are cases
like that of Sinhàzinha” (198). This comment completely ignores the fact a man, whether
he be single or married, would have to actively pursue a married woman for such an
encounter to take place. Hence, Amado uses strong female protagonists to expose the
double standard that exists with regards to gender. Ofenísia, Gloria, and Malvina are all
condemned for their behavior, but no one, for example, criticizes Tonico Bastos, the Don
Juan of Ilhéus, for sleeping around with any girl he can get his hands on. Only when
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Nacib catches him sleeping with Gabriela does Tonico face any repercussions, which are
minimal at best.
For Malvina, the only escape from Ilhéus is sadly through a man. When her first
love interest, Professor Josué, proves to be a bit controlling, she dumps him in favor of
the engineer sent by the government, Rômulo Veira. What makes Rômulo different from
the other men in Ilhéus is that he is an outsider like Mundinho Falcão who does not live
by the violent and backward customs that the coronels of Ilhéus have imposed on the
growing city. Although Rômulo is married (readers are only told that his wife is mentally
ill), he treats Malvina as a human being with dignity as opposed to a piece of property;
the two even walk about the streets together much to the dismay of the gossiping old
ladies. Obviously, Coronel Melk is furious when he learns of the situation; he orders
Rômulo to leave town or face severe consequences. Malvina is sent off to a boarding
school which she escapes from and thus fulfills her destiny as stated in the lullaby that
opens the chapter. While some thought Malvina would return and beg her father for
forgiveness, which would not happen, the news of her disappearance became the talk of
the town. “At that year-end, Malvina’s disappearance was considered scandalous. Dr.
Maurício used it in his vigorous pre-campaign speeches to support his contentions about
current morality” (Amado 345). By using Malvina’s actions to promote a political
message of progress, it is yet another example of how the women of Ilhéus are facilitating
changes without resorting to violence like coronels, all of whom are men. In terms of the
film adaptation, the poems at the beginning of each section are obviously omitted as it
could be a bit challenging for a director to incorporate them; plus, they essentially contain
spoilers as to what happens to each of the women which would ruin the viewing
experience for many. Undoubtedly, one of the film’s strengths is that it really develops
the relationship with Gabriela and Nacib, but the roles of Ofenísia, Gloria, and Malvina
are minimized or almost nonexistent. With regard to Ofenísia, Barreto could have
included the scene mentioned in the poem where she meets Dom Pedro II and falls in
love with his beard, but he decided to keep the film entirely in the present. Furthermore,
Ofenísia is only mentioned in a conversation at Nacib’s bar following Sinhãzinha and
Osmundo’s murders. As such, viewers that have not read the novel before would not
understand the reference to Ofenísia.
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Between Ofenísia, Gloria, and Malvina, Gloria has the most prominent role of the
three in the film; however, her role is also significantly reduced in comparison to
Amado’s novel. Her character is portrayed by Brazilian actress Tânia Boscoli in
Barreto’s film, and there is much emphasis placed on depicting her good looks. For
example, before the funeral processions for Sinhãzinha and Osmundo pass her house,
Gloria tells her servant, “I want to be prettier than ever today. Spare nothing…the men at
the bar will be watching me. They’ll admire me. None of them talk to me, but I can tell
by the way they look at me that they all desire me. And I love it.” The screenshot below
shows the outfit Gloria has chosen to watch the funeral processions; this is a highly
inappropriate time for her to be wearing a revealing top and to be seeking attention from

men. Here Barreto plays up the sexual aspect of the story and changes Gloria’s attitude
completely. The second chapter of the novel is titled, “The Loneliness of Gloria” as she is
deeply saddened by the fact Coronel Coriolano gives her little attention and no man other
than Josué will speak to her. In Amado’s words, “At her window, Gloria emitted a deep
sigh, almost a groan. It expressed a mixture of desire, sadness, and resentment. Her
bosom was filled with indignation against men in general” (100). Gloria, undoubtedly,
represents more liberal and progressive values that are becoming widespread in the town
following the arrival of Mundinho Falcão. She directly challenges the old system of
values by appearing at the window every day in a revealing outfit much to the delight of
the other men in town. Her coronel, Coriolano, is known to be extremely jealous and
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vicious; none of the other mistresses mentioned or alluded to in the novel behave in the
same manner as Gloria; she does not submit unconditionally to her coronel nor does she
care what the men and women in town think of her. When she goes out in public with
Professor Josué, this is clearly a major act of defiance as mistresses were confined to the
homes their coronels provided to them. She is simply standing up against an old regime
with values based on male honor, repression, and violence.
As for Malvina, her character also suffers from a lack of development in the film.
In Amado’s novel, Malvina is developed throughout her chapter as a strong woman, but
viewers of the film are only shown two brief scenes of her with Rômulo Veira. The first
of which, seen below, is their initial encounter; she simply observes him walking by in
his swimsuit from the second-floor windows of her home. Given that he is a relatively

good-looking man, there is nothing out of the ordinary for a young girl like Malvina to be
attracted to him. The movie completely misses everything about Rômulo that appeals to
Malvina. The next and final time either character is seen is their forced breakup; when
Coronel Melk sees the two embracing in public, he orders his daughter home and tells
Rômulo he better leave town immediately or face some repercussions. In the novel, there
is an important scene that occurs after Coronel Melk ends their relationship. Malvina
goes to a spot near the water waiting to see if Rômulo will come or if he is too afraid after
getting the tongue-lashing earlier that day. This is a very important scene for her
character development in the book. Amado writes:
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Malvina continued to wait high up on the rocks. Below, the waves were
calling. That afternoon Rômulo had almost died of fright. She saw it all
now. He was obviously not coming…Into the waters she cast, instead, the
plans she made, Rômulo’s attractiveness, his promises, and the note he
had written her a few days after his arrival. Malvina saw clearly the
mistake she had made in thinking that the only way to get away was on the
arm of a man, whether husband or lover...The best part of all was that he
had not come. How could she live with such a coward? (256)
This scene sets into motion the previously mentioned sequence of events in which
Malvina escapes from the school she is sent to and ends up finding a job. Henceforth, the
movie omits too much of the important scenes/roles that Ofenísia, Gloria, and Malvina
play in the novel in favor of mostly depicting sex scenes with Nacib and Gabriela. Thus,
viewers of the film, especially ones that have not read the book, will likely be confused
by or have questions about the relationships involving these women as so little is
presented on screen. Furthermore, none of these three women play as important of a role
in the movie as they do in the text; they are simply underdeveloped secondary characters.
Barreto’s omissions here cause much of what Amado tries to push with regard to women
creating change to be lost.
In any case, Ofenísia, Malvina, and Gloria in different ways channel the essence
of carnival in the sense that they attempt to challenge the unwritten rules of the
patriarchal society in the novel. Each one of them takes it upon herself to break free of
the shackles that have been figuratively placed on them simply because of their gender.
As stated at the start of this section, the narrator of the novel states that a woman’s role in
Ilhéus is that of a mother and domestic servant; none of these three women accept this
role and take it upon themselves to break free of the shackles that have been placed on
them due to their gender. As such, the trio attack and break down traditional family
values, especially Gloria since she is a mere concubine. This idea is similar to what
Dennison and Shaw see in three female protagonists Xica da Silva, Dona Flor, and
Solange in the films Xica da Silva (1976), Dona Flor e Seus Dois Maridos (1976) and A
Dama do Lotação (1978). Dennison and Shaw explain, “Hence the element of
carnivalesque spectacle in all of them. Xica, Flor and Solange subvert the patriarchal
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order in the sense that they destroy the myth of the conservative family values so dear to
the heart of the dictatorship” (177). This is precisely what we see in Ofenísia, Gloria,
Malvina, and even Gabriela.
3.4 Protagonists: Gabriela
Gabriela’s chapter also begins with a poem; hers is titled, “Plaint on Behalf of
Gabriela”. The poem more or less describes portions of Gabriela and Nacib’s
relationship. The sultan in the poem (who represents Nacib) is asked repeatedly, “Oh,
Sultan, what have you done / With my blithesome girl?” (Amado 276). The sultan
answers by stating he has given her many extravagant gifts such as a royal palace, a
throne of precious stones, gems, gowns of diamonds, and much more. This mirrors what
Nacib has done for Gabriela; while Nacib has not given her anything as lavish as the
items listed by the sultan; he has given Gabriela many presents that he can afford such as
dresses, a bird, fancy shoes, and a comfortable place to live. Despite these luxuries, both
Gabriela and the girl in the poem have no interest in these material possessions. Amado
writes:
She wanted only fields,
To gather flowers,
She wanted just a glass,
To see her face.
She wanted only sun,
To feel its warmth.
She wanted only moonlight,
To lie in its beams.
She wanted just to love
And to be loved. (276)
When Gabriela is first mentioned by the narrator, she is in rough shape due to the arduous
journey and far from the beautiful woman she becomes after she meets Nacib. “The dust
of the roads in the dry scrubland had so completely covered her that it was impossible to
distinguish her features. Her piece of comb could no longer penetrate her hair. She looked
like a wild woman wandering through the country” (Amado 91). She’s a penniless,
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orphaned mulatta upon her arrival. This part of Gabriela’s identity is the blithesome girl
referred to in the poem.
Marriage becomes a problem for both Gabriela and the girl in the poem as it
forces them to become something they are not nor enjoy. The transformation of Gabriela
into a high-class woman, Mrs. Saad, is much like a participant in a carnival celebration
dressed in a costume. For example, a depressed person could dress up as a clown for the
festivities, but the person is still miserable as a costume can only change a person’s
outward appearance. While Nacib only has good intentions in buying the best things for
Gabriela that he can afford and taking her to events attended by the social elite, the toll it
takes on Gabriela is a hefty one as she no longer experiences the joy and freedom as she
once had as well as the intimacy with Nacib. Amado writes:
It was awful being married, she didn’t like it at all. The closet full of
dresses. Tight shoes, more than three pairs. Even jewels…What was she
going to do with all that stuff? She couldn’t do any of the things she liked.
She couldn’t play merry-go-round in the square…She couldn’t go to the
bar with Nacib’s lunch… She couldn’t walk barefoot on the sidewalk in
front of the house. She couldn’t run on the beach, with her feet in the
water and the wind blowing through her loose hair. She couldn’t laugh
whenever she felt like it, wherever she was. She was Mrs. Saad, so she
mustn’t do such things. It was bad to be married. (339).
Gabriela was not fond of the idea of marriage in the first place but only agreed to it
because it was what Nacib wanted. Material possessions meant nothing to Gabriela as she
would rather do the simple things in life that have brought her immense joy up until that
point. Her situation mirrors that of the caged bird which Nacib had bought for her earlier
in the story. She, like the bird, longs for freedom. Stam explains that one of the concepts
evoked by carnival is “a rejection of social decorum entailing a release from oppressive
etiquette, politeness, and good manners” (94). This is exactly how Gabriela responds to
how she is opposed to act as Nacib’s wife.
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Barreto’s film also does an excellent job at visually portraying Gabriela’s
transformation into Mrs. Saad and the displeasure that comes along with it. Given
Gabriela’s upbringing in the backlands and the lack of strong parental figures, she was
brought up without learning acceptable manners and etiquette. In one scene depicted
below, Gabriela and Nacib are watching a movie; with the story taking place in the
1920s, it is a silent film. When snacking on popcorn, Gabriela takes handfuls and shoves
them in her mouth; this type of eating would most likely be associated with the way
children would enjoy popcorn as opposed to a sophisticated adult. In addition, she asks
Nacib what the title cards in the film say, not realizing it is inappropriate and disruptive
to talk in a movie theater while the film is playing. Furthermore, he tells her not to call
him Mr. Nacib as he is her husband and not to ask the meaning of the words. If she asks
about what the title cards say, others will know she is illiterate which will make Nacib
look bad. Unlike in the scenes prior to their marriage, Gabriela’s hair is not loose and
free-flowing. Instead, it is tied up in the back which further mirrors the constricting
situation she finds herself in as Nacib’s wife. In another scene from the film, which is
also in the novel, Gabriela and Nacib attend a lecture. Gabriela was more interested in
going to the circus instead of some boring lecture, so she dozed off during it. In the story,
both she and Nacib were bored by the speaker. This behavior is again viewed as highly
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inappropriate as the wealthiest and most important people in Ilhéus have come to the
event. Nacib, as can be seen in his facial expression, is again embarrassed by his wife’s
behavior in public. Additionally, like in the previous screenshot, Gabriela’s hair not

loose; instead, it is completely covered. Among other things, a woman’s hair is
representative of her beauty, femininity, and liberation. In the context of the lecture,
Gabriela is dressed modestly with her hair covered so she does not appear as a sexual
object as she does in most other moments in the film.
Prior to becoming Mrs. Saad, Gabriela thoroughly enjoyed her freedom and loved
the attention and joy she brought others. One of the ways in which she became quite
famous in Ilhéus, apart from her looks, was through her cooking. Food plays an important
role in carnival celebrations as often times they coincided with seasonal changes and the
harvest. Bakhtin introduces another concept related to the carnival / carnivalesque, which
is the grotesque. While the grotesque for Bakhtin can entail the embracing of things like
sex, defecation, urination, and other bodily functions, my focus here is on how the
grotesque relates to food and overeating. As Robinson explains, “The spirit of carnival
was personified as a fat, boisterous man who consumed vast quantities of food and
alcohol.”
Before going into detail on Gabriela’s food, it is worth mentioning some of the
other ways in which Gabriela has a connection to the earth/nature. As the title of the
novel suggests, Gabriela smells of clove and has the color of cinnamon. Cloves are an
aromatic bud from the myrtle family of plants; they are common ingredients in cuisines
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from all over the world. Cinnamon is produced from the inner bark of cinnamomum trees;
it has many medical benefits and has been used for centuries to treat various ailments.
Clemente, one of the members of the party that Gabriela traveled in to get to Ilhéus, fell
in love with her during the trip. Even after being separated from her, he still can’t get her
out of his mind. “She had something; it was impossible to forget her. Was it her
cinnamon color? The smell of cloves? Her way of laughing…She had warmth, burning
on her skin, burning inside, a fire” (Amado 211). In addition to the spices, Clemente also
associates Gabriela with another of the classic elements, fire. This occurs again when
Nacib is worried about losing Gabriela before proposing the idea of marriage; he
mentions, “the warmth of her breasts, the fire of her inner thighs” (Amado 189) and
again, “She was a raging bonfire, an inextinguishable flame, an ashless fire of sighs and
moans. Her skin burned into his” (Amado 332). Lastly, she even shares a connection to
animals. A stray cat comes towards Gabriela to eat out of her hand and eventually goes to
sleep in her arms. Normally stray cats are very cautious around humans, especially ones
they have not seen before; as such, this action makes Dona Arminda believe Gabriela to
be a medium.
When Nacib sought out Gabriela, his intention was to find a cook to replace
Filomena; the added sexuality that Gabriela brought into his life was an added bonus.
Eating food can have an erotic context as explained by Luce Girard:
We eat with our mouth, a corporal orifice whose parts (lips, tongue, teeth mucous
membranes) and functions (tasting, touching, licking, caressing, salivating, chewing,
swallowing) intervene para excellence in a love relationship. One acts to nourish one’s
body, to develop it, build it, or transform it according to one’s image and desire.: one
defines one’s own alimentary diet to embellish, to purify, to prepare one’s self to be
pleasing; one chooses a companion’s food to conform his body to our desire for it, to
render it stronger, softer, or fatter, tender or well-muscled. By cooking, one ‘prepares for
oneself’ a partner cooked ‘just right’. (195)
Gabriela’s dishes are so popular with Nacib and the customers at the Vesuvius bar
as the food is perfectly seasoned; she prepares many regional foods such as brigadeiros,
acarajés, abarás, and cuscus de milho com leite de coco. As John Martin and Donna Van
Bodegraven, there is also a connection between Gabriela’s cooking and the earth. In their
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words, “Gabriela’s use of terrestrial fire to prepare the culinary masterpieces that delight
Nacib and his customers in the bar is another tie between this earth goddess and the
element of fire” (183). Obviously, the vegetables, fruits, and spices in her dishes further
establish her connection to the earth. Nacib’s bar becomes one of the most profitable bars
in Ilhéus as patrons come early and stay late just to see Gabriela and to enjoy the culinary
masterpieces she has created. In addition, the town’s teacher and poet, Josué comments
on Gabriela’s cooking; the narrator explains, “How could it be compared to Gabriela’s
cooking! Josué spoke of her ‘poems’ of shrimp and palm oil, of fish and coconut milk, of
meat and pepper” (Amado 405). Josué was so moved by her delicious food, he even
wrote a poem about Gabriela’s bean-paste balls (Amado 173). As such, the French chef
that Nacib and Mundinho had hired to cook at the new restaurant could not prepare food
that satisfied the people of Ilhéus as Gabriela could.
In any case, Gabriela’s cooking and beauty earn her the admiration of all of
Ilhéus. Due to the love and respect for Gabriela, she becomes a sort of carnival queen.
João Fulgêncio explains, “Who in the whole town hasn’t fallen in love with her? If she
were running for election as mayor, she could beat either the Capitan or Maurício, or both
of them together. Everybody would vote for her” (Amado 360). The bookseller’s
comments come as no surprise as many affluent men in Ilhéus including the judge and
some of the coronels have offered Gabriela a house of her own (like Gloria has) and even
some land for a cacao plantation. Gabriela turned down every offer as she refused to be
controlled or conform to specific standards; she lived for her freedom and enjoyed life
because she had no restrictions. João’s statement is a bit ironic as he believed Gabriela
could win the mayoral election at a time when women’s suffrage in Brazil did not exist.
Gabriela’s popularity and power to inspire are also seen in the Three Kings Pageant;
originally, she wanted to participate but Nacib refused to allow his wife to dress as a
shepherdess as it would not sit well if he was trying to pass her off as a high-class
woman. Regardless of Nacib’s wishes, Gabriela chooses to participate. In the narrator’s
words:
For Gabriela had kicked off her shoes, run to the front, and snatched the
banner from Miquelina’s hands. Her body whirled, her hips swung, her
liberated feet set the dancing pace…Jersua [Nacib’s sister] looked at
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Nacib; he was almost crying with shame. And then she too stepped out,
took a lantern from a shepherdess, and began to dance. A young man
joined in, then another. Iracema took Dora’s lantern. Mundinho Falcão
took Nilo’s whistle. Mister and his wife started dancing. João Fulgêncio’s
wide, the happy mother of six children got into step. Other ladies, too; and
the Captain, and Josué, and everybody. At the tail end were Nacib’s sister
and her agronomist husband. At the front, Gabriela with the banner in her
hand. (Amado 358)
If everyone in the scene were in costumes, it would perfectly optimize a carnival
celebration in Ilhéus where Gabriela is queen. Residents from all social classes are
dancing carefree with each other and just having a blast. This scene is reminiscent of a
comment made by Brazilin director Carlos Diegues on his film Xica da Silva which is
based on the novel of the same name by João Felício dos Santos, which is based on the
true story of Chica da Silva, an 18th century African slave who becomes the lover of a
Portuguese man and rises in Brazilian society. Regarding his film, Diegues says, “The
idea that a black slave might become an empress even during slavery is an idea that has
everything to do with carnival” (128). The fact that Gabriela, a mulatta, would be leading
a procession is quite remarkable as it is an inversion of the norms. A similar situation
occurred the night Fagundes attempted to assassinate Coronel Altino, Gabriela helped
him escape the patrol trying to capture him. In doing so, she prevented a major fight
between the coronels of Itabuna and Ilhéus. Coronel Ramiro thanked Gabriela for what
she did and offered to help her in any way he can as a form of repayment. For a man of
Ramiro’s stature to feel indebted to a mulatta cook/servant at that time was unheard of
just like Xica da Silva becoming an empress; this is just another example of how
Gabriela’s character exemplifies certain aspects of carnival. Like Ofenísia, Gloria, and
Malvina, Gabriela challenged the established gender norms and embraced the freespirited lifestyle synonymous with carnival.
There is no doubt that Gabriela is the driving force of the novel; she is the purest
and most natural woman in the novel. Her kindness, acceptance of others, and free-spirit
suggest she possesses much of the essence of what carnival is for Bakhtin and Stam. She
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may, however, embody one other key element of carnival, the mask, for as Jean Roche
suggests, Gabriela is really the incarnation of Jorge Amado. Roche writes:
The beautiful mulatta, a double symbol of purity and eroticism, designed as the
incarnation of original purity which knows no sin…is the double negation of both
religion and institution, and is the affirmation of spontaneity…and a revindication of
freedom itself against social taboos. She is in effect Jorge Amado himself. (93)
Roche’s argument makes sense as Gabriela and Amado both care about all people
regardless of their race, gender, or color. Amado sought freedom for women and those
who were exploited in Brazil just like Gabriela cherishes her own freedom and even the
freedom of the caged bird. So perhaps Gabriela is, in fact, a mask for Amado.
3.5 Protagonists: Nacib
Although often referred to as “Turk”, Nacib was born in Syria and arrived in
Brazil at age four. Five years prior to the start of the novel, he purchased the Vesuvius
Bar, which is located in a residential area but not far from the business center of town.
Bars in Ilhéus are more than just establishments in which one can grab some food and a
drink; they were places where people of all social classes gathered and interacted. “The
streets were filled with traveling salesmen, newcomers attracted by stories of quick
wealth, and businessmen of all sorts. Many deals were closed right at the tables of bars,
which were especially crowded in the late morning and again in the late afternoon”
(Amado 48). Upon purchasing the bar, it was in rough shape, but it soon it had the second
most business in any bar in town. Nacib served a variety of drinks and appetizers, offered
ice cream to attract families, and had poker games in the back room. In doing so, the
Vesuvius becomes a sort of carnival meeting place as Stam notes, “The business district,
usually synonymous with productive labor, becomes the irradiating center of playfulness”
(129) Based on the information given in the novel, there is no other locale in all of Ilhéus
where working-class families, salesmen, travelers, highly respectable men in town, and
the coronels can all interact with one another. According to Stam, “Carnival…dramatizes
certain utopian aspirations of Brazilian culture –freedom, equality the mingling of
races… [carnival] translates a profoundly democratic and egalitarian impulse” (130). The
intermingling of people of all levels of society in the bar and the fact that Nacib treats
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everyone equally, it becomes a place that resonates with several aspects of the spirit of
carnival. When Gabriela begins to visit the establishment, the patrons have an even more
enjoyable experience, spend more money, and stay there longer, resulting in more
business and profit.
One of the sections in chapter one is titled “On the Art of Gossiping”; whenever
there is a major event or breaking news in Ilhéus, the Vesuvius is crowded. In the
afternoon on the day Coronel Mendonça murdered his wife and Dr. Osmundo, the bar is
packed as people talking about the double murder. On other days, topics of discussion
include the sandbar, various undertakings spearheaded by Mundinho Falcão, and the
upcoming elections. In addition, every day men come to the bar just to stare at Gloria
leaning out the window. Nacib is also called on to cater important events like the banquet
celebrating the establishment of the bus line. As such, his bar plays such an important
role in the story and brings people in the town together that would otherwise likely have
little interaction.
Without a doubt, Nacib’s most important role in the novel is that of the husband/
lover/employer of Gabriela, but one of the biggest ways he impacts the town is his
reaction to Gabriela’s infidelity. During a discussion of Coronel Mendonça’s murder of
his wife and her lover, Nacib explains that the penalty for cheating is much more severe
in his homeland. In his words, “They are not content to kill the woman with two or three
little bullets. That’s a country of he-men, and the treatment of shameless women is
different: they cut her up into bits, beginning with the nipples of her breasts” (Amado
122). Nacib even comments that this is what he would do if he were married to an
unfaithful woman. As for the man who sleeps with the married woman, “He’s held fast
by a bunch of those tough Syrians from the hills.; they take off his pants, spread his legs –
and the husband, with a sharp razor…cut off at the root” (Amado 122). In Ilhéus, the
punishment is far less severe as both culprits are simply shot. Given that Nacib comes
from a Syrian culture where adultery is a severe offense and is accustomed to the way of
life in Ilhéus, one may think he would have reacted more violently when he found
Gabriela sleeping with his friend Tonico, but Nacib is against using violence. In an earlier
scene, Nacib spoke with Coronel Ramiro about Mundinho Falcão and a boat that had run
aground in the sandbar. The narrator of the novel comments, “It was the harsh voice of a
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man who had mercilessly set fire to plantations, invaded villages, and killed people.
Nacib trembled” (Amado 68). For Nacib to have such a strong reaction to Ramiro’s
voice, it is evident he was disgusted by violence. Instead of killing Gabriela and Tonico,
Nacib just beat both of them; Gabriela, undoubtedly, got the worst of it. As seen in the
image below, Barretto positioned the holster of Nacib’s gun right by where his genitals
would be to give the idea that the gun is an extension of his penis; thus, it seems like the
perfect instrument to use to exact revenge on a cheater.

Nacib opted for an annulment of the marriage on the grounds that the papers
pertaining to Gabriela’s birth and records were falsified. Instead of resorting to the
violent tradition of Ilhéus, Nacib’s actions earn him respect. João Fulgêncio remarks that
Nacib’s handling of the situation is an act of civility that one would see in Paris or
London. Perhaps Nacib’s clemency influenced Coronel Coriolano’s actions when he
found out Gloria had been fooling around with Josué. Given that he and Gloria were just
lovers, not a married couple, he would not have necessarily killed her and Josué, but due
to his reputation and temper, everyone thought there would have been bloodshed. Instead,
he simply kicked the two out of the house, unharmed. Shortly after the annulment, Nacib
is asked to give a campaign speech. In the words of the narrator, “[Nacib’s] speech was
an unprecedented success, perhaps because, having begun in Portuguese and then finding
himself at a loss for words, he had switched to Arabic and let loose a stream of highspeed, unintelligible eloquence. The applause was prolonged and deafening” (Amado
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389). Even though the listeners could not understand what Nacib was saying, it was
evident to them that he had such a strong passion for Ilhéus and wanted what was best for
the town. By the end of the novel, he is extremely well-respected for his contributions to
the town and helping to bring some level of civilization to create a more utopic place.
3.6 Protagonists: The coronels & Mundinho Falcão
While the primary focus of Gabriela, Cravo e Canela, is arguably the love story
between Nacib and Gabriela, the main subplot is the modernization of Ilhéus, represented
by the conflict between the coronels, headed by Coronel Ramiro Bastos, and the cacao
exporter, Mundinho Falcão. It is through their back and forth fighting that we see the
carnival’s subversion of hierarchal structures. As previously stated, Stam defines
Bakhtin’s concept of carnival as decentralizing forces that stand against official power;
going further, Stam explains:
But parallel to this opposition ‘between’ cultures –namely, that which
contrasts ‘closed,’ self-sufficient, ‘deaf’ cultures, on the one hand, with
‘open’ permeable, and ‘hearing’ cultures on the other. What Bakhtin calls
‘decentering’ occurs when a national culture loses its sealed-off and selfsufficient character and becomes conscious of itself as only one among
many cultures. (122)
When Bakhtin came up with the idea of carnival, he was thinking about Europe’s shift
from the Middle Ages to the Renaissance. During the Middle Ages, he viewed Europe as
“closed;” the Renaissance the establishment of the new and further-reaching trade routes,
the rise of the middle-class, more urbanization, and a renewed interest in learning and
other cultures. As such, Bakhtin would identify the Renaissance as an ‘open’ culture. In
the case of Gabriela, Cravo e Canela, the Ilhéus run by the coronels would be a ‘closed’
culture much like the Middle Ages from Bakhtin and Stam’s perspectives because the
coronels liked to maintain the established order of things as the current system served
their best interests. In Problems of Dostoevsky's Poetics, Bakhtin explains, “[The carnival
sense of the world] is opposed to that one-sided and gloomy official seriousness which is
dogmatic and hostile to evolution and change, which seeks to absolutize a given
condition of existence or a given social order” (122). Outsiders who seek to ruffle the
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feathers or bring about change are seen as the enemy; hence, Mundinho Falcão represents
the Renaissance/an ‘open’ culture as he is determined to transform Ilhéus from a
backward town into a thriving city through the introduction of infrastructure, culture, and
urban development. Although Amado set his novel primarily in Ilhéus, he used the
conflict between Mundinho Falcão and the coronels to show how Brazil as a whole was
opening up as a nation to the rest of the world. According to Skidmore, Brazil, at the end
of the nineteenth and beginning of the twentieth centuries, sought to achieve more
worldwide respect8 through modernization; “One tack was to produce glossy volumes
showing how modern Brazil was in its transportation, education, and communication
systems” (2010, 81). These, of course, we exaggerations. On a related note, Skidmore
also explains that many of Brazil’s major cities like Rio de Janeiro had a reputation for
being filthy and dangerous; he states, “As Brazil entered the twentieth century, its cities
retained many of the sights, sounds, and smells of their colonial past…the layout of Rio’s
streets had changed little since the 18th century. They were narrow, crowded, unhygienic,
and difficult to navigate. Sanitation was primitive and the water supply suspect” (2010,
81). Due to these issues, Rodrigues Alves, who was elected president of Brazil in 1902,
set forth a major construction plan to expand Rio and vastly improve its infrastructure.
This is not unlike what Mundinho Falcão planned to do with Ilhéus. In any case, as will
be seen in my analysis of the relationship between him and the coronels, Amado utilized
the carnival’s idea of a transition from a ‘closed’ to a ‘society’ to show not only the
transformation of Ilhéus but also Brazil as a whole.
In the closing sentences of the foreword, Amado addresses the transformation that
Ilhéus experienced in 1925, “New streets had been opened, automobiles brought in,
mansions built, roads constructed, newspapers published, clubs organized –Ilhéus was
transformed. But the ways men think and feel evolve more slowly. Thus, it has always
been in every society” (2). As indicated in the citation, the town does not just show a
physical progression through the construction of new buildings and innovations in
technology; there is also a change in mentality which is much more gradual. The days in
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The end of the Paraguayan War and the abolition of slavery were two other measures taken by the
Brazilian government to boost its reputation abroad.
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which the coronels ruled without being questioned and women were confined to the
home were also coming to an end.
Years prior to the start of the novel, the coronels had a similar function to what
Mundinho has in the sense that they too brought progress to what was essentially an
underdeveloped settlement. The coronel explains, “When I landed here in 1902…this
place was a hell of a hole, run-down, falling to pieces…There was no pier for ships, no
pavement on the streets, practically no business A good place to wait to die in” (Amado
16). Obviously, the town has changed for the better under Coronel Ramiro as there are
some paved streets, a pier where smaller vessels can enter the harbor, and other
businesses like Nacib’s bar. Because Ramiro managed to build up the town, albeit,
through highly questionable means, he became a sort of carnival king who is wellrespected but is only criticized by outsiders like Mundinho Falcão. A king wants to keep
his throne, so Ramiro developed an intense hatred for Mundinho. This idea relates to
another of Bakhtin’s concepts, that of authoritative discourse, which will be explored in
more detail in the next chapter. In short, Bakhtin argues that one must either completely
accept or totally reject the voice of authority; there is no room in between. Mundinho
may respect Ramiro; however, he had goals and ambitions that required him to stand up
to Ramiro. Amado writes, “But [Mundinho] was different. The others arrived modestly
and soon bowed to the authority of the Bastoses; they only wanted to make money…they
didn’t take it upon themselves to promote progress of the town or to make decisions
about its needs” (68-69). Mundinho’s founding of the daily newspaper with Clóvis Costa,
getting the school accredited, (which Ramiro failed to do), and arranging the engineer to
examine and address the sandbar issue all demonstrated Mundinho’s rejecting of
Ramiro’s authority and show how the established ways of doing things can be altered.
When hearing about the accreditation, Ramiro “almost jumped out of his skin” (Amado
85); thus, the coronels all realized that Mundinho was a threat unlike any other that had
come to Ilhéus since Ramiro assumed power.
In posing such a strong threat to Ramiro and the other coronels, their candidates,
for the first time, were not guaranteed to be elected. Thus, the established norms are once
again being called into question; the coronels had to think of ways to maintain their
power should they lose at the ballot box; their answer was to resort to violence or have
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not recognized the winners. “As long as the Bastoes remained in control, they said, there
would always be rule by force and intimidation” (Amado 221-222). When the coronels
met to discuss the situation with Mundinho, the film does an excellent job in showing
Ramiro’s power and authority. In the image below, Ramiro is seated in the center of the

other coronels in the most elaborate of the chairs, demonstrating he has the final say in
any decisions to be made. In a scene from the novel, Ramiro’s son Tonico and Coronel
Altino, make a suggestion to Ramiro to compromise with Mundinho over the sandbar.
Because this would require Ramiro to relinquish some authority, he promptly rejected the
idea, “You know me better than that…I never compromised even when I was young and
my life was at stake. I’m not going to begin now. I don’t want to hear more about it”
(Amado 241). As will be explained in more detail shortly, the film primarily focuses on
the relationship between Nacib and Gabriela; as such, the moments like this from the
book that show how aggressive and stubborn Ramiro can truly be. As for Mundinho, he
was consistently referred to as an “outsider” by the coronels and some other residents of
Ilhéus. When he was first introduced in the novel, he is gazing at the town from the ship
he arrived on. “From the captain’s bridge on the ship, which had lain to while awaiting
the pilot, a well-dressed, clean-shaven, youngish man was looking at the town with a
slightly bemused air…The captain…handed him the binoculars” (Amado 39). This scene
is recreated exceptionally well in the film as seen in the image below. As this is
Mundinho’s first appearance, the fact he is observing Ilhéus from a ship instead of being
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within the town establishes the fact he is an outsider; nevertheless, he has much better
intentions for the town than Ramiro ever will. In Mundinho’s own words, “It was that
very backwardness that held me here. A new land, rich, where everything remains to be
done, where everything is just beginning. What has been done so far is generally bad. It
needs to be changed. There is, so to speak, a civilization to be built” (Amado 74-75).

Mundinho quickly replaced Coronel Bastos as the sort of carnival king as he cared about
the needs and well-being of the entire town instead of his own interests like the coronels.
He did things like founded the Progress Club, financed a bus line that connected Ilhéus
with Itabuna, brought in culture, built new roads, established a daily newspaper,
addressed the current corruption, and most importantly had the sandbar removed so cacao
from Ilhéus could be shipped directly to countries across the globe instead of going
through Bahia first. At Nacib’s bar, a law student praised Mundinho’s work, “the future
Mayor, who will rid Ilhéus of its backwardness, its ignorance, and its small-town
mentality, a man who understands and will promote the progress that is just beginning to
shed the rays of civilization on the capital of cacao” (Amado 345-346). Mundinho was
the leader that Amado believes that Brazil needed at the time he wrote the novel as
Vargas was a lot like the coronels in the sense that both ruled with an iron fist and did not
hesitate to use violence. Just like with the coronels, Mundinho’s role in the movie is
significantly diminished as Barreto opted to focus on the sexual relationship between
Nacib and Gabriela.
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3.7 Adapting Gabriela: The Director: Bruno Barreto
Undoubtedly, Bruno Barreto was born to be a director and filmmaker. His father,
Luiz Carlos Barreto, was one of the major producers of the Cinema Novo movement of
the 1960s (IMDB); his most famous project is arguably Vidas Secas (Barren Lives),
1963, which is considered by critics and scholars to be one of the most important Cinema
Novo films. Additionally, Bruno’s mother, Lucy Barreto, has served as a production
supervisor for nearly thirty films from 1970 to 2013 (IMDB). Given his parents’ heavy
involvement in the film industry, it came as no surprise that Bruno became a director. To
date, Barreto has directed over twenty-five films including several shorts and television
mini-series, his first being Três Amigos Não se Separam (Three Inseparable Friends) in
1966 when he was just eleven years old. Six years later, in 1972, Barreto completed his
first full-length feature film, Tati, a Garora (Tati, the Girl). With these early
accomplishments and by being submerged in the film industry starting as a child, Peter
Rist states, “Bruno Barreto was the Brazilian equivalent of Stephen Spielberg in being a
kind of ‘child prodigy’” (67).
Barreto has directed a wide range of films over his career; he has found success in
both Brazil and Hollywood. Without a doubt, his 1976 film Dona Flor e Seus Dois
Maridos (Dona Flor and Her Two Husbands), which is based on the novel of the same
name written by Jorge Amado, earned him a reputation as one of the best directors in
Brazil. According to Rist, Dona Flor e Seus Dois Maridos was “until recently the most
commercially successful Brazilian film of all time” (67). One of the reasons for the film’s
success is that it marked a clear turning point in Brazil’s cinema industry. Barnard and
Rist explain that Dona Flor, “is representative of a marked shift away from Cinema
Novo’s seriousness to soft-core pornographic entertainment. Well over half of the films
produced in Brazil in 1976 had sex as the central component, and although not all the
works are comic, it’s clear that pornochique had emerged as the dominant Brazilian
genre” (175). Barreto continued to find success with pornochique films when he adapted
another of Jorge Amado’s novels, Gabriela, Cravo e Canela (Gabriela, Clove and
Cinnamon) to the silver screen in 1983. The film contains numerous steamy sex scenes
with Gabriela (portrayed by Sônia Braga) which likely contributed to its box office
success in both Brazil and the United States.
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Although Barreto found success in adapting Amado’s novels, he also completed
several projects in Hollywood including Kiss Me Goodbye (1982), an English language
version of Dona Flor. Arguably, his 1997 film O Que É Isso, Companheiro? (Four Days
in September) is Barreto’s greatest achievement as the film was nominated for the
Golden Bear award at the Berlin International Film Festival. The movie also was
nominated for the Academy Award for the best foreign language film. O Que É Isso is a
political thriller as opposed to a pornochanchada film; it is a fictionalized account of the
kidnapping of Charles Burke Elbrick, a former United States ambassador to Brazil,
perpetrated by the Movimento Revolucionário 8 de Outubro (MR8) and the Ação
Libertadora Nacional. The movie is a “loose” adaptation of O Que É Isso, Companheiro,
a memoir written by Brazilian politician and deputy, Fernando Gabeira. Barreto
continues to direct films in Brazil and Hollywood and is currently working on El Olor del
Olvido, a movie based on the 1970 abduction of Colonel Donald Crowley by Dominican
revolutionaries.
3.8 Adapting Gabriela: Narrative & Visual Elements
Before examining the narrative and visual elements of Barreto’s movie, it is worth
briefly discussing the state of the Brazilian cinema industry at the time Gabriela was
filmed and some of the factors that affected domestic film production. As stated earlier,
the adaptation of Amado’s novel is a pornochique, as such the violence present in the text
is minimalized along with some of the social critiques that Amado was trying to convey.
When addressing this issue, it is important to keep in mind that Brazil was under a
dictatorship until early 1985. During its twenty-one-year tenure, there were multiple
military presidents; as such, there was not consistent regulation of the film industry
throughout the dictatorship. During the twentieth century, advances in technology created
national film industries all across the globe; with the popularity of movies among the
general public, leaders have utilized censorship and other restrictions to limit what
directors and filmmakers can show. For example, the Hays Production code (1930-1968)
set moral guidelines for what could be shown in movies in the United States. In the case
of a dictatorship, the government typically prohibits any content that portrays its policies
in a negative manner or promotes the opposition. This was the case during Brazil’s
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dictatorship as noted by Skidmore, “topics most often forbidden were student political
activities, workers' movements, individuals deprived of their political rights and bad news
about the economy. Most sensitive of all was news about the military--anything that
might cause dissension among the military or tension between the military and the
public” (1988, 134). Schiff also notes that films that highlighted “moral objections to
sexually oriented scenes or to improprieties regarding family, criminality or religion”
(474) also experienced a form of censorship, usually receiving a rating that required
theatergoers to be at least eighteen years old to watch them.
As previously mentioned, Barreto’s adaptation of Gabriela, Cravo e Canela
classifies as a pornochique film which is a subgenre that developed from
pornochanchadas; according to Stephanie Dennison and Lisa Shaw, pornochanchadas
contained “characteristics of the chanchada9 (humor, plots commonly reliant on a clash
between the archaic and modern in society and on mistaken identity, the glamorization of
Brazil’s urban spaces, and so on), but all with added spice” (157). Robert Stam, however,
argues that:
The chanchada was from its inception intimately linked to the world of
carnival…even the chanchadas that are not marked by the diegetic
presence of carnival are still linked to the larger universe of carnival in
that they incorporate the social inversions that are typical of carnival and
develop, like carnival itself, an implicit social critique. (1989, 139).
Based on the comments by Dennison, Shaw, and Stam, it would appear that Amado’s
novel would fit some key components of a chanchada in the sense that there is a clear
“clash between the archaic and modern” as seen in the rivalry between Coronel Ramiro
and Mundinho Falcão. Additionally, the novel offers a number of social critiques with
regard to race and gender, specifically women bringing about social changes in a
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Chanchada movies in Brazil were comedies that normally featured musical interludes and dance. There is
a debate amongst film scholars on what the fundamentals elements of a chanchada are. According to J. B.
Tanko, the director of the chanchada, Sai de baixo (1956), stated, “To define what a chanchada is I have to
begin by defining what a comedy is, namely a drama with a comic solution. The protagonists are realistic;
they have character. But there is another type of funny film that features stock types rather than characters
and relies on exaggeration. This is the chanchada. In the chanchada the characters are not realistic, they are
superficial caricatures, and the crudest methods are used to make the audience laugh” (cited in Dennison
and Shaw, 26).
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dominant patriarchal society. With specific regard to the pornochanchada, José Avellar
argues that the subgenre came about, in part, because of the censorship imposed by the
government; both the censorship restrictions and the pornochanchada made the debuts in
early 1969 (70). Allevar even believes that the audience viewing pornochanchadas was
an act of carnivalesque defiance against the military government. He states, “The
spectator…would go to the cinema to take part in a kind of plot, to conspire against the
established order, to conspire against conversations in broad daylight, made up of
irrelevant subjects, or using words he could not even understand” (cited in Dennison and
Shaw 163). In any case, the pornochanchada became quite a popular style of film in
Brazil for three main reasons: the censorship of overtly political films, a ban on foreign
pornography, and screen quotas that increased the production of domestic films
(Dennison and Shaw 158). Throughout the early and mid-1970s, pornochanchadas
became one of the more successful film genres in Brazil due to the aforementioned
reasons; however, changes in governmental policy lead to the creation of the
pornochique. General Ernesto Geisel was chosen by the Brazilian military to become
president; he was the penultimate president of the military regime. Under his leadership,
the previous military policies became laxed in an order to begin the transition back to
democracy; thus, his presidency is often referred to as the abertura (opening). Without as
much censorship of the film industry, a more sexualized version of the pornochanchada,
the pornochique, was born.
Although the pornochique is not considered a type of chanchada, one can see the
influence that the genre has had on pornochique as certain films like Gabriela offer an
implicit social critique albeit on an institution in Brazil’s history that has long passed. As
stated prior, due to censorship restrictions imposed by the military dictatorship at the
time, directors in the 1960s and early 1970s were not able to show rather sexually explicit
sequences like those in Barreto’s adaptation of Gabriela, Cravo e Canela. Instead, these
films were more sexually suggestive with a handful of shots of breasts, legs, or other
body parts that highlighted a woman’s body. In the late 1970s and early 1980s, with the
establishment of Embrafilme, a distributor and producer of Brazilian movies, in 1969,
and the dictatorship’s push to increase the number of domestic films playing in theaters in
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the nation, directors like Barretto and Carlos Diegues were able to bring key projects to
life. Dennison and Shaw explain:
With their big budgets, famous actresses and catwalk models, and high
production values, films such as Xica da Silva, Dona Flore e seus dois
maridos, and A dama do lotação created a cleaned-up version of the
pornochanchada…They tended to rely on nudity…of the leading
actresses, especially if the public was used to seeing the latter in more
‘respectable’ roles in TV soap operas…It was arguably this element of
transgression that attracted viewers to the cinema as much as the promise
of nudity associated with such films. (172)
Barreto’s adaption of Gabriela, Cravo e Canela would be another entry in Dennison and
Shaw’s list of pornochique films. Sônia Braga, the actress that played Dona Flor and
Gabriela in the two films, began her career as a television soap opera and theater star. In
1975, Braga played the role of Gabriela in a telenovela series based on Jorge Amado’s
novel; Walter Avancini directed the one hundred and thirty-five episodes of the show.
This role established her as a sex symbol which helped her be considered for film roles
like Gabriela and Dona Flor. As such, the Brazilian moviegoing public had a strong
preference to see pornochique films and for actresses like Sônia Braga to be seen in many
sexually explicit scenes. It is important to keep this in mind when analyzing the film as it
explains the approach Barreto took. In pornochanchadas and pornochiques, directors
frequently used the sexuality of women to undermine patriarchal gender roles and family
values which the dictatorship sought to preserve. Thus, there was no need for them to
depict acts of violence and subversion that directly attacked the regime. Obviously if
Gabriela had been made in the 1960s or the early 1970s when the Cinema Novo
movement was prominent, the end result would likely have been a very different movie
from what Barreto made.
Moving on to Barretto’s adaptation, teachers and critics frequently stress that the
opening line(s) of a story should serve as a hook so that readers will want to continue
reading. Often times, this entails plunging the reader in the middle of a tense and
dramatic situation. For example, the opening line of James McCain’s novel, The Postman
Always Rings Twice, reads “They threw me off the hay truck about noon.” This line is
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effective at piquing the interest of readers as they find themselves in right in the midst of
the action of the story. Another great opening line is that of Shakespeare’s Hamlet, at
Elsinore, Bernardo asks, “Who’s there?”. These two words create an eerie and mysterious
feeling. This idea of a catchy opening can be applied to the cinema as well; a well-crafted
sequence can either gain the audience’s full attention or make them want to turn the
movie off. Most films feature an opening credit sequence which can bore audiences
unless the director crosscuts with action sequences.
With regard to Gabriela, Cravo e Canela and Barreto’s film adaptation, there is
quite a difference between the opening of each work. Amado’s novel opens with a
foreword with the line, “On a bright spring day, old Fiolmena finally carried out her
longstanding threat” (Amado 1). Readers will likely be intrigued by the first sentence as
they may wonder what kind of threat an old woman could possibly carry out and to
whom. Three sentences later, “Colonel Jesuíno Mendonça shot and killed his dark-haired,
slightly overweight wife, Dona Sinhàzinha Guedes Mendonça and the elegant young Dr.
Osmundo Pimentel” (Amado 1), readers are introduced to a double homicide over an
extramarital affair with the explanation that this is the way a man will avenge his honor if
his wife is unfaithful. Overall, the opening sentences/pages of the novel are very effective
in gaining the interest of the reader and establishing the seemingly uncivilized ways
people handle issues in Ilhéus.
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Barreto’s film has a much slower start to it. The opening credits last nearly two
minutes; while festive music plays, the background image (see screenshot above) is that
of a group of poor workers (which Gabriela is a part of) from the interior of Brazil
walking through semi-arid lands towards Ilhéus where they hope to find work. Droughts
have made it impossible to sustain a decent living in their homeland. By the time viewers
see the bodies of Dona Sinhàzinha and Dr. Osmundo at the seven-minute mark, Nacib
has already hired Gabriela to be his cook, Mundinho Falcão has arrived, and more festive
music has given the film a light-hearted feel to it. Thus, the shock viewers may have from
seeing the two dead bodies (see image below) is softened compared to what readers of
the novel experience. The change in the opening sequences is likely to due to Barreto’s
intention of making a pornochique film.

With a runtime of almost one hundred minutes, Barreto’s film consistently shows
off the physical beauty of the female actresses the play various roles including Gabriela
and Gloria, but there are others too. For example, approximately fifteen minutes into the
movie, right after cutting from the shot of Dona Sinhàzinha’s body in her casket, there is
a two-minute-long sequence featuring a cabaret performance by Anabela. (See images
below.) She begins her performance by flailing around a veil and eventually ends up
laying on the stage almost completely naked. Occasionally, the camera cuts away from
Anabela’s act to show the joyful faces of the men in the crowd, including Nacib,
Mundinho Falcão, and some of the colonels; these men are seated alongside other exotic
dancers and have their arms around the beautiful women. Other than a few brief remarks
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by Mundinho’s associates, the entire sequence is devoid of any dialogue as Barreto
clearly places the emphasis on Anabela’s body. In terms of film, two minutes of time is
quite a significant amount of time to dedicate almost exclusively to one character that
really adds nothing to the plot of the story. The scene is a bit ironic, in both the movie
and novel, in the sense that one of the coronels just murdered his wife and her lover for
infidelity. Mundinho Falcão’s associates even comment that this type of entertainment is

a form of “progress”. In a way, they are correct as it is one of the ways in which Amado
and Barret attack the family values upheld by the dictatorship. Malvina, who plays a
relatively important part in the novel and has an entire chapter named for her receives
less runtime in the movie than Anabela. This entire dance sequence could be removed
from the movie, and its omission would not have any impact on the flow or story. While
Anabela is mentioned in Amado’s novel as performing shows that are similar to what
Barreto presents, she is a very minor character that does not make any major
contributions to the plot. The sequence was likely included in the film to appease
audiences that had grown a taste for sexualized pornochique films.
As previously mentioned, the film also displays Gloria’s voluptuous figure
whenever she is featured onscreen. Ofenísia is only mentioned in a conversation; Barreto
opted not to incorporate a flashback of her encounter with the emperor so audiences do
not get the opportunity to see her beauty or body. With regard to Malvina, given her
status as a minor, it would be considered poor taste by some people to depict her the same
way as Anabela, Gloria, or Gabriela. Without a doubt, the majority of sexualized scenes
in the movie involve Nacib and Gabriela making love, but there are some instances of
nudity that do not involve sex. For example, in the first of the shots below, Nacib
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presents Gabriela with a new floral dress on the first night she has arrived in town.

Although her breasts are covered by the outfit, there is the suggestion of nudity as it is
clear that she is sleeping without any clothes on; this is the type of shot that would have
been quite common in a pornochanchada film. In the other shot, Gabriela is seen bathing
naked in Nacib’s outdoor shower. Much like Anabela’s cabaret sequence, the scene of
Gabriela’s nude shower serves no purpose other than to highlight Braga’s beautiful body.
When it comes to the actual scenes of intimacy between Nacib and Gabriela, there
are two distinct types. The first set occurs when the pair have their initial, happy
relationship up until their marriage and after they have reconciled following Gabriela’s
infidelity and the annulment of their marriage. The second set of scenes occur when the
two are having relationship issues such as Nacib not wanting Gabriela to come to the bar
as the male customers and him trying to impose the appearance and lifestyle of an upperclass woman. The first image below shows the scene in which Nacib has bought Gabriela

a bird inside a cage. After expressing their love for one another, Nacib undresses her and
the two have some intimate contact; Nacib’s clothes remain on the entire time while
Gabriela is stripped completely naked. In the second image, audiences see Gabriela and
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Nacib caressing in bed together following their reconciliation. While both Nacib and
Gabriela are naked in this shot, the final one of the movie before the credits roll, Nacib’s
body is mostly obstructed by Gabriela’s. Her leg is carefully positioned to block his
genitals from the camera’s view. These scenes demonstrate that the film primarily
focuses on displaying the female body.
During the time that Nacib and Gabriel’s relationship is strained, the scenes in
which they are sleeping together change to reflect the tense and troubled feelings the two
are experiencing. As seen in the previous screenshots, Gabriela was usually naked; Nacib
was some of the time. In the screenshot below, Nacib comes home to Gabriela after what
he describes as a “horrible day” at work. Nacib attempts to initiate sex, but Gabriela is
reluctant. It seems that the spark that the two once had has now been extinguished. The
main point of interest here is that Gabriela is completely covered by her simple, white
dress; Nacib may be shirtless, but his genitals remain out of view due to his pants. Thus,
the use of clothing is one way in which Barreto highlights the marital issues with
Gabriela and Nacib.

Undoubtedly, one of the strengths of the film is showing sexual scenes, but by
putting so much emphasis on this, certain content from the novel must be omitted. In this
case, Barreto sacrifices much of the political tension between Colonel Ramiro’s faction
and Mundinho Falcão’s men. As part of Mundinho’s commitment to bringing progress to
Ilhéus, he established the town’s first daily newspaper. Prior to the newspaper, the only
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main source of printed news came from a magazine operated by Colonel Ramiro and his
associates. Ramiro even stated, “A daily newspaper would be a menace…the paper
would stir up opposition, interfere in municipal affairs, make investigations, drag
reputations in the mud” (Amado 69). When Ramiro’s son, Tonico broke the news to his
father that Mundinho Falcão was already building the facility for a daily newspaper in
town, Ramiro was furious. The first story published was that of the scandal of the sandbar
and how the local government officials are really just puppets controlled by Bastos. In
subsequent issues, “The Doctor wrote a series of articles –ferocious lampoons –
brandishing the engineer’s imminent arrival like a sword over the heads of the Bastoses”
(Amado 177). The politically motivated mudslinging of the newspaper led to Ramiro
sending some ruffians to start a bonfire with copies of the paper.
The conflict over the newspaper would have been an excellent way for Barreto to
highlight the tension between Ramiro and Mundinho, but the movie falls flat in doing so.
In one scene depicted in the images below, one of Ramiro’s men is upset over the
newspaper headline and confronts one of Mundinho’s men in Nacib’s bar. The first
image shows Ramiro’s associate holding the newspaper; Barreto crafted the shot to make
sure his pistol is visible and not hidden under his jacket. This minor detail is shown to
depict the violent and barbaric nature of the colonels. The second picture shows him

confronting one of Mundinho’s men. The two exchange words:
- “The newspaper should be more careful of what it writes.”
-“Threats won’t intimidate us. They cannot change the truth. The neglect of the
harbor is scandalous...”
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-“Mundinho should be careful not to promise too much and should be careful with
the reporter he ‘bought’…He better watch what he writes or Mundinho will have to buy
another coffin.”
At this point in the dialogue, the camera focuses on Nacib, who has kneeled down
to retrieve a bottle of liquor from the bottom shelf of the counter. Sounds of a scuffle and
shouting are heard to indicate a fight has broken out between the two men; Nacib even
grabs the pistol he keeps at the cash register thinking something serious is happening.
Then, all of the noise abruptly stops; Nacib stands up and sees Gabriela there holding his
lunch. The men stopped their bickering as soon as she entered the bar. The camera never
reveals the aftermath of the fighting.
Other than the aforementioned scene, the only other moment of violence shown in
the film is that of the assassination attempt of Colonel Altino of Itabuna, after Altino has
pledged his support for Mundinho in the upcoming election. The image above shows
Fagundes firing a single shot at the colonel; when the bullet strikes his chest, he falls to

the sidewalk and no blood is visible. While Amado goes into some detail about the
colonel’s recovery, the film does not. The colonel is seen at the ceremonial opening of
the harbor wearing a sling and bandages towards the end of the film. The brevity and lack
of actual depictions of violence in the film show that Barreto was attempting to maintain
only the key portions of Amado’s story that deal with the political tension occurring
between the new and old regimes. The film’s emphasis is clearly on Gabriela and her
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sexy body as Barreto intended to make a pornochique out of Amado’s novel instead of
trying to closely follow the plot.
As previously stated, Amado’s novel is considered a regional/neorealist
novel in which he presents Ilhéus, what’s good and bad about the city, and its diverse
people. If there is one fault in the film, it is the fact it minimizes these important aspects
of the novel. Despite the immense importance of cacao in the novel, viewers of the film
never see a single shot of a cacao plantation, the exploitation of the workers on the
plantations, or the dismal accommodations of the workers. In the book, Colonel Ramiro
and his colleagues are a bunch of vicious men that only rose to power through bloodshed
and only maintain that power through intimidation and violence. Yet, in the film,
audiences would not likely get this impression since the colonels have minimal screen
time, and their only real act of violence is the attempted assassination. By focusing so
much on Nacib and Gabriela, the film’s audience gets minimal exposure to the racial
diversity of Ilhéus, the women who challenged established gender norms, and the less
fortunate. When Amado defended Gabriela, Cravo e Canela from critics, he maintained
he never stopped caring about the poor; this is clearly the case if one does a complete
analysis of the novel; however, a viewer of the film would likely get the impression that
Amado only cared about Nacib and Gabriela had he/she not read the book prior to
watching Barreto’s film. Although much of the social and political messages of the novel
are lost, the film is nevertheless entertaining, but it’s missing a lot of the heart and soul of
Amado’s narrative and what made the book an international success.
3.9 Conclusion
The publication of Gabriela, Cravo e Canela in 1958 marked a distinct shift in
Jorge Amado’s writing style and his falling out with the communist party. Unlike his
previous works, many of which directly attacked the Brazilian government for various
social injustices, Amado adopted a different style which José Paulo Paes describes as
“caracterizado pelo alargamento do conceito de crítica social, que passa feita sob a égide
do humor picaresco, recaindo a ênfase mais na personagem individualmente considerada
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que no quadro social em que se insere10” (107). As such, Gabriela, Cravo e Canela and
the four subsequent novels by Amado form the “Ciclo da Comdêdia Baíana”, elements of
humor and the picaresque are much more prevalent than in his previous works.
Chamberlin notes, “Comic exaggeration…is counterpoised with such ironic techniques as
euphemism, antiphrasis, understatement, and transferred epithets, which lend greater
subtlety, depth and complexity to the novelist’s prose” (30). This new style brought out
the best in Amado, and starting with Gabriela, Cravo e Canela, he began to receive
worldwide acclaim as an author.
Despite the comic elements in the novel, Amado manages to show the need for
social change and progress and presents a solution to achieve the goal that does not
involve more violence. The early twentieth century was a crucial point in Brazil’s history
as it marked the transition from a predominantly agriculture-based economy into what
would become an industrial powerhouse. As such, outdated and inefficient systems like
that of the coronels had to come to an end. As a champion of social justice throughout his
career, Amado never forgot about women and minorities that lived at the margins of
society, those who were oppressed, and victims of discrimination. Gabriela, Cravo e
Canela presents people at all levels of society, both men and women, Brazilians of
various ethnic backgrounds. While it would have been easy for Amado to attack the
wealthy oppressors, this was not his intention. “Instead of viewing the rich as evil and the
poor as morally superior, he tends to poke fun at the shortcomings of both groups with a
mixture of sympathy and detachment” (Chamberlin 60). This balance allows for the
inclusion of comic and picaresque elements while still being able to convey the need for
societal changes. For Amado, modernization, both in terms of technological advances and
progressive ways of thinking, was a major force in attacking Brazil’s military regimes.
Systems based on outdated patriarchal values, male honor, and vicious oppression are
detrimental to society and only hold back people that could make a difference in the
world that benefits the masses and not just a select few.

10 is

characterized by the broadening of the concept of social criticism, which is made under the aegis of
picaresque humor, with the emphasis on the individual characters being more important than in the social
context in which they are inserted
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Bakhtin’s concept of the carnival/carnivalesque provides an excellent insight into
the message that Amado attempted to get across when writing Gabriela, Cravo e Canela.
With carnival celebrations being an important part of Brazilian culture, it should be no
surprise that this concept works well in a Latin American context as has been explained
by Robert Stam and other critics. During carnival festivities, anything except for violence
is completely acceptable; one of the main points as outlined by Bakhtin is the inversion
of established norms and hierarchal structures in an attempt to create a utopian space.
One of Amado’s intentions was to show the need for social change as women, minorities,
and the poor were being oppressed and mistreated under coronelismo. In the novel, four
women and Mundinho Falcão are able to bring about changes in Ilhéus to create a system
that benefits everybody not just the best interests of the wealthy coronels. By using
humor and picaresque elements, Amado is able to get this message across in a very
festive atmosphere.
Lastly, Barreto’s adaptation of the novel presents an interesting take of Amado’s
story and shows how the tastes and interests of Brazilians have evolved over the time of
the initial publication to the film’s release in 1983. Undoubtedly, the novel and the film
are highly sexualized works. Both feature numerous sex scenes involving Gabriela and
Gloria, but the movie puts too much emphasis on the relationship between Gabriela and
Nacib that it sacrifices some of the original political context of Amado’s story. At the
time of its release, pornochique films were immensely popular and Barreto had had
previous success with them; therefore, it seemed logical that he would have taken this
approach with Gabriela, Cravo e Canela. In any case, the movie is worth watching
despite any shortcomings of content that was lost in the transition to the silver screen.
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Chapter 4 : La mala hora and O Veneno da Madrugada

4.1 Introduction
Undoubtedly, Gabriel García Márquez is one of the most well-known and
respected Latin American writers of the ‘Boom’ generation as he earned worldwide
recognition for the development of magical realism, in which a fusion of both realistic
and seemingly magical elements permeates into everyday life. While Cien años de
soledad (1967) will forever be considered his magnum opus, his short stories, novellas,
and other novels provide interesting perspectives on his native Colombia as well as Latin
America as a whole. García Márquez began his literary career in 1955 with the
publication of La hojarasca (Leaf Storm), which is set his mythical village of Macondo.
His literary cycle continued with the publications of El coronel no tiene quien le escriba
(No One Writes to the Colonel) in 1961, La mala hora (In Evil Hour) in 1962, Los
funerales de la Mamá Grande (Big Mama’s Funeral) in 1962, and finally Cien años de
soledad. These works are set in Macondo or an unnamed river town and feature some of
the same protagonists. Many of the short stories that comprise Los funerales are
expanded versions of events that take place in one of the novels. Following the
publication of Cien años, García Márquez no longer writes about Macondo or features
any of the protagonists from this literary cycle in his subsequent works.
Of all of his works, La mala hora is arguably the most violent work. When García
Márquez wrote La hojarasca, he was clearly paying homage to William Faulker’s novel
As I Lay Dying and incorporating magical elements into his writing. This is not the case
with El coronel and La mala hora as both deal with what García Márquez refers to “la
realidad colombiana” (GGM, 82) referring to the civil conflict known as La Violencia
which lasted from 1948 to 1960. Furthermore, as Ricardo Gutiérrez Mouat explains,
“García Márquez confesses that in writing [El coronel and La mala hora] he yielded to
the proddings of his ‘militant’ friends who thought Leafstorm had no political value in
that it failed to denounce the bloody political persecutions rampant in Colombia during
and after the period known as “la violencia” (17). As a result, El coronel and La mala
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hora feature significantly more violence than is portrayed in La hojarasca, and they are a
better reflection of what life was like during La Violencia.
In this chapter, I begin by examining Dorfman’s three types of violence in La
mala hora and O Veneno da Madrugada using Mikhail Bakhtin’s concept of authoritative
discourse and the carnivalesque. In Latin American history and literature, power and
violence go hand in hand as almost every nation in the region during the twentieth
century experienced a repressive regime that attempted to maintain control over the
country at any cost. To no surprise, violence was used extensively to control the
population. The hostile environment, depicted by both García Márquez and director Ruy
Guerra, is the perfect setting to apply Bakhtin’s ideas about authoritative discourse and
the carnival. In his essay, “Discourse and the Novel”, Bakhtin explains that “there is a
struggle constantly being waged to overcome the official line with its tendency to
distance itself from the zone of contact, a struggle against various kinds and degrees of
authority” (345). By using Bakhtin’s ideas associated with authoritative discourse, the
dialogical aspects of these power discourses and their interaction with each other, the
violence and power struggles can be understood on a deeper level. Specifically, I analyze
the townspeople’s strife with the two main figures of authority in the unnamed town: the
mayor (the main authority figure) and Father Ángel (the priest/another authority figure).
With regard to the lampoons, I utilize the Bakhtin’s ideas on the carnival, mainly the
concept of the inversion of power/established norms, to determine who may be the
culprits and what they hope to gain by posting them. The seventeen-day time frame in
which the novel is set is not the first time the town has endured a conservative
government that seeks to wipe out the opposition; thus, the residents of the town are
better equipped to deal with violence. In situations like these where an authoritative
discourse is present, Bakhtin affirms one must completely accept or reject it. In the case
of La mala hora, I suggest that the residents of the town completely reject the
authoritarian discourse as no one aligns himself/herself with either figure of authority.
Father Ángel complains people are not attending mass; in addition, the church is in a state
of total disrepair as it is overrun with mice. As for the mayor, most of the town either
wants him dead or tries to tolerate him at best, but he has no allies or anyone watching his
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back. Even though the townspeople accept the mayor and Ángel in public; in private,
they resist their agendas; this idea is explained in detail by James Wertsch.
Before exploring the concept of violence in García Márquez’s novel and Guerra’s
film, I briefly discuss Ruy Guerra, his style, and works in an attempt to better understand
the way in which he brought La mala hora to the silver screen. Guerra is the only director
to have made two films based on novels/short stories by García Márquez11, and he also
directed a screenplay written by García Márquez, Fábula de la Bella Palomera, in 1988.
When Guerra made his first feature film adapted from a García Márquez work, Eréndira,
in 1983, based on the novella La increíble y triste historia de la cándida Eréndira y de su
abuela desalmada, he remains very faithful to the source text and incorporates the plot
and elements from another García Márquez short story “Muerte constante más allá del
amor.” García Márquez co-wrote the screenplay with Guerra so it makes sense that this
would be one of the best adaptations of García Márquez’s works. In addition, stellar
performances by Irene Papas (the grandmother) and Claudia Ohana (Eréndira) help to
convey a lot of the emotion and magic of García Márquez’s stories.
In contrast, Guerra worked alongside Tairone Feitosa to write the screenplay for
the adaptation of La mala hora titled O Veneno da Madrugada. Instead of remaining close
to the source material as he did with Eréndira, Guerra made significant changes to the
plot, most notably altering the origin story of the mayor and condensing the film into a
single day. Choosing to have the action take place in one day is a major risk as the
lampoons appear repeatedly over the course of the novel and are a major source of
tension in the town. Despite this significant alteration, I argue that O Veneno da
Madrugada is still one of the best movies based on a García Márquez text. By making
other narrative changes, using various elements of cinematography including angle shots
and low-key lighting effectively, and via carefully crafted set designs, Guerra manages to
convey the bitterness and hostility that is tearing the town apart. As a result, he does not

11

Mexican director Arturo Ripstein directed two films based on the works of García Márquez: El coronel
no tiene quien le escriba (1999) and Tiempo de morir (1966). For the latter, García Márquez wrote the
screenplay, but as it is not based on one of his short stories or novels; thus, Guerra remains the only director
to adapt two different works of fiction written by García Márquez.
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need to follow the plot closely in order to capture the tension and animosity prevalent in
La mala hora.
4.2 Historical Context
Before describing my theoretical approach to violence in La mala hora and O
Veneno da Madrugada, it is helpful to take a brief look at the historical events that
inspired García Márquez to write El coronel no tiene quien le escriba and La mala hora;
both novels, as well as some of his other works, attempt to represent some of the realities
that rural communities in Colombia faced during La Violencia. García Márquez does not
specify which Latin American nation the unnamed town is located in, mostly to make the
novel take on a universal appeal to all peoples of the region as Colombia was not the only
Latin American nation to have major political instability in the twentieth century.
In comparison to other countries in Latin America, Colombia has been much
more stable in terms of its government. Since gaining independence from Spain, the
country’s armed forces have only seized control of the government on three occasions:
1830, 1854, and 1953; this figure is quite low when compared to the number of militaryled coups other nations in the region have endured. Since the mid-nineteenth century, the
Conservative and Liberal parties have been the only two major political parties that have
controlled Colombia’s political landscape. Obviously, there are key ideological
differences between the two political parties. “The Liberals were oriented towards urban
areas, industrialization, and labour; and they were more pro-welfare state and anticlerical,
and less private property-oriented than the Conservative Party. The Conservatives
concentrated on rural areas and favored the military, large landowners, and the Roman
Catholic Church” (Kotta 171). Given the absence of military regimes, Colombians, for
the most part, have experienced fair elections at regular intervals. The most recent
military seizure of power in 1953 resulted from the Liberal and Conservative parties
failing to maintain political order after several years of the nation’s worst conflict, La
Violencia. In addition to the military and two political parties, the other institution that
long-held great influence over Colombia’s government is Roman Catholic church, whose
influence can clearly be seen in La mala hora and O Veneno da Madrugada through the
influence Father Ángel holds over the mayor and citizens of the town. All of these factors
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combined led to relative stability for Colombia until the mid-twentieth century when the
country erupted into the civil war known as La Violencia. Prior to La Violencia, the
nation’s most bloody and violent conflict since gaining independence was the War of a
Thousand Days (1899-1902) in which roughly 100,000 Colombians lost their lives.
Historians typically mark the start of La Violencia as April 9, 1948, the day in
which Jorge Eliécer Gaitán, a left-wing politician, was assassinated (McMurray 79). The
civil conflict between the liberal and conservative parties lasted for approximately
seventeen years, ending in 1965. While it is impossible to determine a concrete number,
it is estimated that a quarter of a million Colombians lost their lives in the bitter conflict.
The majority of the violence from the conflict was confined to the rural portions of
Colombia; the conservatives wanted to take control of land that was primarily used for
agriculture once they had assumed power. LaRosa and Mejía argue that due to the
inefficiency of the government in Bogotá, the poor had to take matters into their own
hands. “They destroyed their enemies, their neighbors, through visceral, brutal violence,
and it took years for the nation’s decision makers to take note and to develop a plan of
action to stop or at least diminish the violence” (86).
The president of Colombia at the time of Gaitán’s assassination, Mariano Ospina
Pérez, who was in office from 1946 until 1950 became a rather oppressive figure as he
and the successive presidents were unable to control the violence in Nariño, the rural
regions in the Andes, and the areas along the Caribbean coast. Some of the measures that
Ospina, a Conservative, took to maintain his party’s firm control of Colombia are
reminiscent of portions of La mala hora. Kotta explains:
As retaliation, the Ospina government became more repressive. Ospina banned all
public meetings in March 1949 and fired all Liberal governors in May. In November,
Ospina ordered the are to forcibly close Congress. Rural police forces heightened the
effort against belligerents and Liberals, and eventually all Liberals, from the ministerial
to the local level, resigned their posts in protest. (165)
Things did not improve much for Colombia under Ospina’s successor, Laureano
Eleuterio Gómez Castro as he sought to expand powers of the executive branch and crush
any opposition using fascist tactics. Some of the ways in which Gómez cracked down on
the Liberals and anyone else that disagreed with his policies included: branding Liberals
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as communists, holding elections without any candidates running against the
Conservative ones, rescinding certain labor laws, dissolving labor unions, limiting
religious worship to Catholicism, and controlling the court system. To no surprise, these
brutal measures led to an increased number of fatalities in the country. Following a major
heart attack in October of 1951, Gómez had to relinquish the presidency to Roberto
Urdaneta Arbeláez. Two years later, in 1953, after Gómez had sufficient to recuperate
from his heart attack, he attempted to regain the presidency, but there was resistance to
his attempts to take power back, which led to the military coup of 1953.
Violence was a consistent part of life in Colombia during the conflict, which
spawned a significant amount of cultural production in the nation. One problem,
however, is that existing scholarship on the historical events that occurred during La
Violencia and its influence on the arts has been a bit flawed. Ramsey explains:
La violencia en Colombia, de 1946 a 1965, el mayor conflicto armado en el
hemisferio occidental desde la Revolución Mexicana, fue una de las guerras intestinas
más extensas y complejas de este siglo. El estudio de la violencia remonta las fronteras de
todas las ciencias sociales. La atmosfera intensamente emocional, densa y política del
conflicto, ha producido una literatura nacional sobre el tema, acerca de la cual para ser
exactos sólo puede hacerse una generalización: todo es parcial. La investigación y
análisis de los académicos provenientes de fuera de Colombia –fundamentalmente de los
Estados Unidos y de la Gran Bretaña –que ha intentado abordar la violencia encara cuatro
dificultades. Primera, los académicos anglosajones, demasiado sensibles al cargo de
perpetuar la leyenda negra de la violencia y crueldad en la cultura hispánica, tienden a
ofrecer excusas a la corrupción en lugar de enfrentarse directamente con los problemas
sociales colombianos. En segundo lugar, como suelen aceptar como un artículo de fe que
el concepto de democracia bipartidista es deseable por sí mismo, les resulta difícil
imaginar que un sistema con dos partidos sea la mayor causa de violencia social. En
tercer lugar, la violencia es un fenómeno rural que ha generado relativamente muy pocos
datos escritos y que requiere una muy ardua investigación de campo y de un tipo muy
poco practicado por los muchos autores que han escrito sobre el tema. En cuarto lugar, el
estudio de la violencia ha sido abordado en una época de reinterpretaciones marxistas e
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izquierdistas que ha producido tantas emociones como genuinas evidencias cuando más
apremiante resultaba recabar hechos fundamentales.12 (3)
When analyzing the causes of the violence experienced in Colombia during the
twentieth century, one must consider the bipartisan roots of the nation during the midnineteenth century when Colombia had gained its independence from Spain and had
some setbacks in its attempts to establish its own federal government. The narratives
produced during and about La violencia, often referred to as la novela de la violencia,
which Jaime Alejandro Rodríguez Ruiz describes, “como puro testimonio y logra con el
tiempo afianzarse como una opción estética en la que la fuerza de lo temático va dando
paso a la elaboración de obras de gran alcance y valor artísticos13”. The challenge for the
Colombian authors who attempted to write about La Violencia was to create a novel that
accurately depicted the severe acts of violence being committed in the country and the
reality of living in such harsh conditions without coming off as too journalistic.
If their works came off as too much like testimonies, the story would suffer as it
would be lacking in artistic and aesthetic value. By his own admission, García Márquez
did not achieve this balance in La mala hora. As Robin Fiddian notes, “According to
García Márquez, In Evil Hour was intended as a corrective to a type of Colombian
writing about that country’s experience of la violencia that, in his view, lacked
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La Violencia, in Colombia, from 1946 to 1965, was the largest armed conflict in the Western Hemisphere
since the Mexican Revolution and was one of the most extensive and complex internal wars of this century.
The study of violence encompasses the frontiers of all social sciences. The intensely emotional, dense and
political atmosphere of the conflict has produced a national literature on the subject, about which, to be
exact, a generalization can only be made: everything is partial. The research and analysis of academics
from outside of Colombia - mainly from the United States and Great Britain - who have tried to address the
violence face four difficulties. First, Anglo-Saxon scholars, too sensitive to the charge of perpetuating the
black legend of violence and cruelty in Hispanic culture, tend to offer excuses to corruption instead of
directly confronting Colombian social problems. Second, as they usually accept as an article of faith that
the concept of bipartisan democracy is desirable in itself, it is difficult for them to imagine that a two-party
system is the major cause of social violence. Thirdly, violence is a rural phenomenon that has generated
relatively few written data and that requires a very arduous investigation of the field which the many
authors who have written on the subject have failed to undertake. Fourth, the study of violence has been
approached in a time of Marxist and leftist reinterpretations that has produced as many emotions as genuine
evidences when it was most pressing to gather fundamental facts.
13

as pure testimony and over time achieves an aesthetic option in which the force of the thematic is giving
way to the development of powerful works and artistic value.
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imagination, ideological complexity and literary merit” (52). On the other hand, Williams
(1991) explains that many readers would find the majority of Colombian novels written
about La Violencia to be “faulty” as most of the works simply attempt to fictionalize the
conflict (49). Williams acknowledges that La mala hora is one of the few exceptions as it
can “communicate experience through narrative strategies that allow the reader active
participation expected in the modern novel” (Williams 1991, 49). While La mala hora
may not be as poetic and deep as some of García Márquez’s other works such as La
hojarasca and Cien años de soledad, it still manages to present a solid depiction of the
uncertainty and animosity that plagued rural Colombia during La Violencia. García
Márquez would continue to improve as a writer culminating with the publication of Cien
años which exemplifies how to portray violence and still manage to maintain a high level
of aesthetic and poetic value.
4.3 Theoretical approach
With regard to scholarship on Mikhail Bakhtin and Latin American literature and
film, the primary focus is on what Bakhtin refers to as the carnival/carnivalesque.
Without a doubt, the reason why scholars and critics have primarily dealt with this
concept Bakhtin’s in a Latin American context is, as I have suggested in the previous
chapter, due to the fact because many nations within Latin America, most notably Brazil,
hold annual carnival celebrations that make a huge part of their culture. In some cases,
businesses and schools are closed during the festivities so that everyone is given the
opportunity to participate. Undoubtedly, the publications of scholars on the role of the
carnival in Latin American literature have provided insightful commentary on how
Bakhtin’s writings on the subject can lead to a deeper understanding of carnival
festivities, but there are many other concepts and ideas that he wrote about that are
pertinent to Latin America that have not received sufficient critical attention. Bakhtin
lived and wrote under a repressive regime in the Soviet Union. During the twentieth
century, primarily during the second half, the majority of nations in Latin America
endured a dictatorship that perpetrated state-sponsored violence, propaganda, and other
means of repression that were commonplace in the Soviet Union as well as Germany
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under Hitler. Thus, Bakhtin’s concepts of dialogism and authoritative and internally
persuasive discourses become especially applicable to Latin American nations.
Bakhtin describes the fundamental proponents of authoritative discourse in his 1935
essay “Discourse and the Novel”. He writes:
The authoritative word demands that we acknowledge it and make it our
own, it binds itself to us regardless of the degree it internally persuades
us; we encounter it with its authority already fused to it. The
authoritative word is in the distanced zone, organically connected to the
hierarchical past. It is, so to speak, the word of our fathers…it demands
our unconditional allegiance. Therefore, authoritative discourse permits
no play with the context of framing it, no play with its borders, no
gradual and flexible transitions, no spontaneously creative stylizing
variants on it. It enters our verbal consciousness as a compact indivisible
mass; one must either totally affirm it, or totally reject it. (342-343).
Bakhtin furthers his argument by explaining that the discourse fuses with the authority of
a person, institution, or political group. It is possible for them to rise or fall as one.
Authoritative discourse is rigid and as such, “it refuses to accept the validity of any voice
that does not coincide with the ideological positions defended by its own voice” (Wall
212). Throughout history, countless dictators have risen to power by means of violent
force, military coups, or other questionable means. After these ruthless individuals and
groups had taken control of their respective nations, any person that dared to question
their power and authority was considered an enemy of the state; usually torture or death
was the result. When it came to recounting the history of any of nation under a
dictatorship or authoritarian regime, the crimes committed by the government were not
included in the ‘official’ histories of the time. This idea resonates exceptionally well with
the Soviet Union and Latin American nations under military control as anyone who
would dare to speak of human rights violations would become a target and likely
disappear. On January 7, 1929 Bakhtin was arrested and faced charges of being antiCommunist and corrupting the youth (Clark & Holquist 142). Similar situations occurred
throughout Latin America as anyone with ties to specific political parties disappeared or
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went to a concentration camp to be tortured. For example, when Isabel Perón was ousted
in Argentina by a military coup, Jorge Rafael Videla assumed the presidency, leading the
nation into one of the nation’s darkest periods of history, the “Dirty War”, which saw the
disappearance of approximately 30,000 Argentine citizens. Most were taken into custody
and murdered without due process; more were jailed and tortured as well. Videla is even
credited with saying, “A terrorist is not just someone with a gun or a bomb, but also
someone who spreads ideas that are contrary to Western and Christian civilization”
(McSherry 1). Although these are Videla’s words, they easily could have been spoken by
the mayor in La mala hora as he found any liberal ideas a threat to his power and the
town as a whole.
When analyzing authoritative discourse within the context of a literary text and
film, it is crucial to examine the relationships between the protagonists and the figures of
authority. Freedman and Ball write, “Bakhtin explains that literary characters often
struggle against ‘various kinds and degrees of authority,’ against the ‘official
line’…These struggles occur in what Bakhtin calls a ‘contact zone’…where we struggle
against various kinds and degrees of authority” (8). Beasley-Murray says, “This zone of
contact is also the site of an opening up of the singularity of tradition into the democratic
plurality of new meanings” (38). In the real world, every person is entitled to their own
beliefs, which may or may not agree with established laws and rules. Thus, people can,
from time to time, challenge a particular discourse which may lead to the creation of our
own ideologies. For Bakhtin, however, this is not acceptable as he claims that
authoritative discourse requires complete acceptance or total rejection; nothing can lie in
between these two extremes. In his words, “One cannot divide it up –agree with one part,
accept but not completely another part, reject utterly a third part” (343). James Wertsch,
however, offers a slightly different take on the matter. In a 2002 study which examined
collective memory, he proposes the notion that residents of a particular nation that is
controlled by a repressive government may choose to resist and fight back. He explains
that “exerting too much pressure in the form of external rewards and threats may
encourage individuals to resist fully internalizing--appropriating--a text” (122).
Consequently, citizens may be forced into agreeing with the authoritative discourse in the
public sphere; however, this may not be the case in private. People may publicly agree
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with the authoritative discourse, but in their private lives, reject all or part of it. This
forms an internally persuasive discourse, another idea addressed by Bakhtin. He writes,
“It is affirmed through assimilation, tightly interwoven with ‘one’s own world’” (345).
Internally persuasive discourse is essentially the opposite of authoritative discourse
because it is “denied all privilege, backed by no authority at all, and is frequently not
even acknowledged in society” (Bakhtin 342). Every human being thinks differently and
forms his/her own interpretations; what is persuasive to one individual may not be
persuasive to another; hence, there may not be consistency among internally persuasive
discourses among any given population. This is very different from authoritative words
which apply to all members of society. As we interact with other people, new ideas are
presented to us which can affect and change our own ideologies. Bakhtin clarifies that “a
variety of alien discourses enter into the struggle for influence within an individual’s
consciousness (just as they struggle with one another in surrounding social reality)”
(348).
4.4 Protagonists: The mayor
While the novel was published with the title La mala hora, García Márquez had a
different title in mind while he was writing it, Este pueblo de mierda. This alternative
title is very fitting as it is able to capture the resentment and distrust that is reaching a
level that could destroy the town completely. Of all of the residents, the mayor is,
unquestionably, the one that causes the majority of the problems and violence. Even
though he is mayor, there is no clear indication in the text that he was actually elected to
the position fairly. Within the town, he has no allies or friends; therefore, it is highly
probable that he was not chosen by the people. The only information about his arrival
into the town is the following: “On the dawn when he had disembarked furtively with an
old cardboard suitcase tied with cord and the order to make the town submit at all costs”
(IEH 143). During the twentieth century, this sort of practice was commonplace in
Colombia as the party in control of the federal government would assign members of the
party to various positions. “Nepotism and misappropriation of power are at its worst in
Colombia. Any party that won an election rewarded its members by appointing them to
public positions or by funding special projects” (Kotta 169). Given this nepotism
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occurred in Colombia, it is very likely that the mayor in La mala hora likely received his
position as a reward for being a member of the Conservative Party. In O Veneno da
Madrugada, Guerra significantly changes the mayor’s backstory which in turn, alters
much of his actions and motivations. These modifications will be discussed shortly.
Overall, the mayor is the representative of the repressive Conservative regime in control
and thus, the primary perpetrator of vertical violence in the story.
The mayor’s main enemies are the barber, the dentist, the Asís family, and Don
Sabas as they have chosen to remain in the village despite the high probability that they
will end up will a bullet in their backs. Regardless of how he came to power, certain
people in the town remain hopeful that there will be fair elections that can bring about
change and hopefully dispose of the mayor. For example, the widow Asís explains,
“Every day I’m getting better and better so I can vote” (IEH 28-29). This comment
alludes to the democratic history of the nation in which the town is in, so the turmoil
caused by the mayor may just be temporary. Shortly thereafter, Father Ángel visits the
mayor to discuss the incarceration of César Montero, who was arrested for murdering
Pastor after a lampoon suggested Montero’s wife was having an affair with Pastor. Father
Ángel wanted to speak to Montero to get his confession but is unable to do so due to the
procedures that need to be followed. The mayor explains Montero is incommunicado
until the preliminary hearing and can confess afterward. “We’re living in a democracy”
(IEH 34), explains the mayor to Father Ángel which is why certain measures are being
taken.
Undoubtedly, the mayor’s ruthlessness combined with the anonymous posting of
the lampoons has caused some residents of the town to become extremely worried about
the future. When speaking to a group of concerned women, Father Ángel reminds them,
“We’ve gone through a difficult political moment, but family morals have been
maintained intact” (IEH 39). Although Father Ángel has good intentions and is trying to
reassure the women that things will be okay, that the person/persons behind the lampoons
will stop, and the government will be fair; however, his statement is not entirely true.
Given the fact that there is rampant political corruption, censorship, disregard for laws,
and a death caused by the lampoons (Pastor), it does not appear as if the town and family
morals are still intact.
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While it could be argued that everyone in the town is an enemy of the mayor with
the possible exceptions of Father Ángel and his three-man police force, which were all
criminals before he appointed them to act as his henchmen, the mayor’s main enemies are
the barber, the dentist, the Asís family, Dr. Giraldo, and Don Sabas. The barber, dentist,
and Dr. Giraldo all have ties to the guerillas and likely help to spread clandestine
literature, like the flier that Pepe Amador had in his possession when he was caught. The
Asís family and Don Sabas are extremely rich, probably the wealthiest residents of the
town along with Montiel’s widow; thus, their money carries power and influence;
therefore, they have better means of defending themselves against the mayor and his
cronies. Fear of being unlawfully incarcerated, having possessions seized, and even death
are some of the ways in which the mayor attempts to keep the population of the town
under control; these, however, are not the only tactics he employs. Certain other methods
are used that are much like what Ospina and Gómez utilized during their presidencies to
crack down on any resistance; one of those is suppression of the press. With regard to the
censorship of the press during La Violencia, Olga Yanet Acuña Rodríguez observes:
Durante el periodo 1949-1957, se instauró en Colombia la censura a los
medios de comunicación, con el propósito de evitar que las masas
conocieran la real situación de orden público y que se hicieran críticas al
régimen político, y así homogeneizar la opinión pública. La metodología
utilizada en este artículo de revisión es la historia social y política, que
permite comprender cómo se crean o limitan los espacios de opinión,
alrededor de lo que Roger Chartier denomina el cuarto poder. Con el
control de la información de los medios de comunicación se pudo apreciar
en Colombia una transformación del régimen democrático en autoritario.14
(241)

14

In Colombia, between 1949-1957, mass media censorship was established in order to prevent the
population from knowing the real situation of public order and avoid criticism against the political system;
a strategy for homogenizing public opinion. The methodology used in this review article is that of social
and political history, which allows an understanding of how spaces of opinion are created or limited, what
Roger Chartier calls the fourth estate. Control over mass media information enabled the transformation of
the democratic regime into an authoritarian regime in Colombia.
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In a conversation with Mr. Carmichael, the barber states, “The only newspapers left in
the country the official ones and they won’t enter this establishment as long as I’m alive”
(IEH 43). Suppression of the press and the elimination of all non-state sponsored
publications is a tactic frequently employed by dictatorial and authoritarian regimes such
the Soviet Union under Joseph Stalin, Hitler’s Nazi Germany, and most recently by Kim
Jong Un in North Korea.
Without a doubt, the most heinous act committed by the mayor relates to the
situation involving Pepe Amador, a young man taken into custody after being caught with
clandestine fliers that the conservative government had outlawed.15 The mayor tells him,
“Well, Pepe…I think you fucked yourself up” (IEH 145). Then, the mayor instructs,
Rovira, one of the police guards, “Take charge of that boy…try to convince him to give
you the names of the ones bringing clandestine propaganda into town. If you cannot get
them in a nice way…try any way you can get him to talk” (IEH 146). The mayor’s
statement clearly refers to the use of torture; if Pepe will not cooperate and do things the
“easy way”, he will have to face harsh consequences. A short while later, Pepe had still
refused to give up any information that he knew despite not being given any food for two
days; he probably went through an intense interrogation and physical beatings as well.
“While two policemen held him (Pepe) sitting up, another supported his head by grasping
the hair. One would have thought that he was dead but for the irregular breathing and the
expression of infinite weariness on his lips” (IEH 169). In response, the mayor ordered
his men, “keep working on him until he spits up everything he knows. I don’t think he’ll
be able to resist for long” (IEH 170). Torture has been used for centuries by dictators,
authoritarian regimes, and anyone in power in an effort to obtain information or to
intimidate others into submission. A 1995 report on torture in Colombia made by the
Special Rapporteur states:
Most of the torture, which is widespread, is said to be used by the
security forces, and by paramilitary and other armed groups working in
parallel with them, if not as a direct part of their campaigns. Torture may
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The scenes with Pepe Amador are omitted in Guerra’s film.
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be used to extract information or confessions or to terrorize. It may occur
before the victims are killed or are subjected to enforced disappearance.
(104).
A short time later, Pepe is murdered while in custody; the whole town knew what
happened without having been told. “Lying on the floor, curled up, [Pepe] had his hands
between his thighs. He was pale, but there were no signs of blood” (IEH 175). Pepe
suffered the same fate as the donkeys that were mentioned in the lampoon affixed to Don
Sabas’s door. Although Pepe’s murder may seem harsh; it was relatively tame to some of
the brutal methods of torture and killing that became all too commonplace during La
Violencia. According to Norman Bailey, it likely was the gruesome ways in which
Colombians were murdered that gave the conflict its name. He explains some of the
horrific torture methods used: while people were alive they were cut into small pieces
(picar para tamal), a victim received many small puncture wounds so they would slowly
bleed to death (bocachiquiar), beheadings, crucifixions, thrown from airplanes, the rape
and murder of children, and many other bloody and painful ways to be killed (562-563).
The sheer ruthlessness in which the Conservative government executed the opposition
gave Colombia a black eye from which it would take a long time to recover. While the
mayor in La mala hora never resorts to such horrific acts, his hands are still stained with
the blood of the innocent.
When the mayor asked who was the one responsible for the murder, the one guard
says it was all of them and that Pepe had tried to escape. Pepe is one of the many victims
of vertical violence during La Violencia. This act of aggression on the part of the
mayor/the Colombian government of the time is a great reflection of the sociological
issues of the nation during the bloody civil conflict. While facts and data pertaining to
Colombia as during La Violencia are either difficult to come by or potentially unreliable
if the repressive government altered the statistics, there are a few places in which fairly
accurate data exists. For instance, in Tolima, a department of Colombia in the Andes
region approximately two hundred and seventy kilometers west of Bogotá, reliable
statistics about the destruction caused during La Violencia exist. Although Tolima and
the riverbank town in La mala hora are definitely not the same place, both are small areas
that would have been considered remote and difficult to reach during the mid-twentieth
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century. In any case, between 1946 and 1958, roughly eight thousand residents left the
region (roughly 1,993 families). In addition, 34,730 farms were left abandoned and
property damage totaled roughly nine hundred and seventy million pesos (about 450-500
million dollars) (Guzmán 292).
Prior to Pepe’s murder, his mother attempted to help her son by getting him
released from the mayor’s custody through a writ; she sought Mr. Benjamin’s help in
writing the writ. Although he agreed to do it, he told Pepe’s mother, “You go right on
believing in writs. These days…justice doesn’t depend on writs; it depends on bullets…I
know it’s useless, but I’m going to do it just to prove to God that I’m a stubborn man”
(IEH 173-174). Sadly, Mr. Benjamin is correct in his statement about justice. Given the
extensive use of torture and the total disregard for a civilian’s right to a fair trial in
Colombia during La Violencia, justice realistically depended on bullets more than
anything else. In addition to suspending laws, rights, and fair trials, the situation with
Pepe reveals the Colombia government’s efforts to coverup any wrongdoings and human
rights violations. Despite the whole town knowing, that Pepe had died, the mayor told his
cronies, “And remember one messy thing for the rest of your life…This boy never died”
(IEH 178). Despite the mayor and his guards were responsible for Pepe’s death, they will
not face any consequences for their actions. Pepe’s family will not even get to properly
bury him; situations like this occurred throughout La Violencia.
Not all of the corrupt things the mayor does are on the level of Pepe’s murder. In
some other cases, he just used his position of authority to benefit himself. For example, in
the novel, the mayor speaks to César Montero before the latter is set to leave town
following his killing of Pastor. Obviously, the mayor attempts to use the situation to his
advantage to get some money out of César Montero, who is likely the wealthiest man in
town after the Asís family, the Widow Montiel, and Don Sabas. The mayor tells César:
Everything you’ve got you owe to me,” he said. “There were orders to do
you in. There were orders to murder you in ambush and confiscate your
livestock so the government would have a way to pay off the enormous
expenses of the elections in the whole department. You know that other
mayors did it in other towns. Here, on the other hand, we disobeyed the
order” (IEH 74).
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No one knows for sure if the mayor is actually telling the truth here, but he is likely lying.
From La hojarasca to Cien años, García Márquez carefully incorporates words related to
the olfactory sense to accomplish various points. In La hojarasca, for example, the smell
of jasmine is associated with the dead. When someone smells it, it’s almost as if the dead
have come back to life. With regard to La mala hora, smells are described to highlight
corruption. In the novel, a cow gets stuck in the river when the persistent rains caused
flooding in the town. The mayor tells César, “‘I’m trying to help you…We all know that
it was a matter of honor, but it’ll be hard to prove. You did a stupid thing by tearing up
the lampoon’” (IEH 75). As the mayor finished uttering those lines, the decaying stench
of the drowned cow invaded the room. García Márquez references this odor to allude to
the fact that the conservative government’s corrupt actions will always reek no matter
how much they try to wash their hands or use perfume.
For obvious reasons, Guerra faced a difficult challenge when trying to include the
smells mentioned in the novel in his film. Most movie theaters are not equipped to inject
a scent into the theater, much less the repugnant odor of a decomposing cow. While the
audience cannot experience the stench of the cow first hand, Guerra uses a few visual
techniques to achieve what Bazin referred to as “equivalence in meaning of the forms”.
Instead, Guerra repeats the scene of a barge navigating a dark and narrow river; each time
the shot appears, it is right after the mayor attempts one of his secret dealings. The
captain of the boat states every time, “Nowadays you don’t need a compass to get to the
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middle of nowhere. All you need to do is follow that cow’s stinky smell.” These words
highlight the violence occurring in the remote parts of the nation and the mayor’s heinous
actions while attempting to reference the repugnant odors that García Márquez wrote
about. However, the film omits the aforementioned conversation between the mayor and
César because César does not murder Nestor16 in the film. The mayor has two dreams
during the course of the movie in which he dreams that César kills Nestor in the first one
and that Nestor shoots César dead in the second one. In the film, Nestor wants to leave
town, and the mayor wasn’t to ensure that Nestor’s property does not get bought up by
the Assis17 family. The following shot depicts the mayor sleeping when had the dreams
of both scenarios. The blood flowing from the mayor’s mouth is due to his tooth being
pulled; however, it also alludes to the scheme he has concocted to gain control of
Nestor’s property and to ultimately eliminate the Assis family.
By applying Bakhtin’s theories on authoritative discourse to the mayor, his
actions, and the manner in which the residents of the town respond to them, the complex
structures pertaining to authority and power become more apparent to readers. During
numerous scenes in both the novel and film adaptation, readers and viewers can observe
the mayor’s authority via complete acceptance or total rejection of his orders. For
example, the mayor enters Judge Arcadio’s home without knocking while Judge Arcadio
and his “wife” are having intercourse. The instant in which Arcadio realizes the mayor is
there, he immediately stops what he is doing and proceeds to get dressed; this sequence
reveals that the judge is completely submissive to the mayor and likely fears him. The
mayor in Guerra’s film is much more heinous than the one in García Márquez’s novel;
this can often be seen in the way the mayor appears within the frame. In the screenshot
below, as the mayor walks in on Arcadio and his “wife” in the act, Guerra employs lowkey lighting extensively to create rich, dark shadows. By having the mayor appear as a
dark figure with little or no distinguishable features, it makes him appear menacing.
Whenever the mayor is up to some shady business or doing something unlawful, Guerra
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Pastor is renamed to Nestor in the film.

17

This is the spelling of Assis in the film’s credits.
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depicts him this way. In this particular scene, the mayor has come to see Arcadio and
command him write out a warrant for the arrest of Don Sabas. In order to complete the
task, Arcadio needs to know what Sabas is actually being charged with. The mayor
responds, “Could be anything. Burglary, subversion, moral outrage…In sum, whatever
you want.” On top of the arrest warrant, the mayor requests Arcadio to also draft a

transference for Nestor’s lands; the beneficiary will not be named right away.
Unfortunately, the mayor was not aware that the widow Assis had already spoken to
Nestor and Arcadio to make arrangements to purchase the estate. Although Arcadio is not
an entirely innocent protagonist, he tries his best to follow regulations and do the right
thing when possible. Upon hearing the mayor’s request for a new transference form,
Arcadio states, “I cannot go back on my word.” Given the power and influence the Assis
family holds in the town and beyond, Arcadio is aware that he will face consequences if
he reneges on his guarantee to the widow Assis. In any case, the mayor responds by
asserting “I am not asking, I am commanding.” Failure to comply on Arcadio’s part will
result in a prison sentence even though he wants to keep the promise he made to Nestor
and the Assis family. The mayor, prior to leaving Arcadio’s home, issues another threat,
telling the judge to keep quiet about the arrangement the two just discussed “because
silence is the elixir for eternal life.” There is no doubt that the mayor is in complete
control here and that his authority supersedes any that Arcadio possesses. This scene, in
particular, demonstrates Ken Hirschkop’s argument on how Bakhtin perceives authority.
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“The authority of the authoritarian can be acknowledged or recognized but cannot be
something which one responds to or develops, and to acknowledge it means to accept it
as something utterly unlike one’s self” (87). Arcadio submits to the mayor’s orders, even
though he knows it is morally wrong, because authoritative discourse, in this case,
requires unconditional acceptance.
Obviously, there are other residents in the town that refuse to submit to the
mayor’s unreasonable demands. One of those people is Mr. Carmichael. In García
Márquez’s novel, he is the bookkeeper for the Montiel family; in the film adaptation, he
has the same role except he works for the Assis family18. Mr. Carmichael, who is
probably the only honest resident of the town, is also the only character with a somewhat
important role that is black. Given that he is also poor, he is an easy target for racial
discrimination. He is, however, unquestionably loyal to his employers in both text and
film. “Twenty-four hours earlier Mr. Carmichael had been led into the armored office and
subjected to an intense interrogation concerning the situation of the Montiel estate. He
had given a detailed exposition” (IEH 170). At this point, the mayor reveals his plan to
purchase the Montiel estate at a set price so that Don Sabas or the Asís family will not be
able to acquire any of the land or cattle. Mr. Carmichael, however, refuses to go along
with the plan as the will has yet to be probated. The mayor even calls Mr. Carmichael a
“mule” for his determination and attempts to convince him by bringing up his wife and
children. Mr. Carmichael still refuses and tells the mayor, “You still have another way
out, Lieutenant…Shoot me” (171). Mr. Carmichael is held for a few more days still
unwilling to give in to the mayor’s demands. His fate remains unknown at the end of the
novel. The situation is similar in O Veneno da Madrugada, but there are a few distinct
changes that really highlight the political violence in the town. Mr. Carmichael, in the
film, is arrested without any real justification after the mayor catches him and the widow
Assis making love. Due to the mayor’s vendetta against the Assis family, he demands
Mr. Carmichael to confess to posting the lampoons on behalf of the widow Assis. Doing
so would earn him his freedom and a new pair of shoes. Mr. Carmichael still refuses to
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In Guerra’s film, the widow Montiel never makes an appearance. She is mentioned in one scene by the
widow Assis who reveals she left town in fear of the mayor and lampoons.
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oblige the mayor, but this time the audience knows his fate. While the mayor is out
having his infected tooth pulled by the dentist, the prison guards murder Mr. Carmichael
in the same manner that Pepe Amador19 is killed in the book. Thus, Judge Arcadio and
Mr. Carmichael represent the only two reactions Bakhtin acknowledges are possible to
authoritative discourse. While Arcadio quickly obeys the mayor, Mr. Carmichael stands
up for his values and completely rejects all of the mayor’s demands.
In both the novel and film, an interesting scene occurs when Father Ángel and
Doctor Giraldo arrive at the police barracks to perform an autopsy on Pepe Amador and
to collect the body; in the film version, Dr. Giraldo and the dentist seek to do the same,
except with Mr. Carmichael instead of Pepe. When confronted by the doctor and priest,
who are only there to fulfill their duties, the mayor releases the safety on his rifle and
warns the pair to halt. Dr. Giraldo responds by stating, “‘Let’s play clean,
Lieutenant’…His voiced hardened for the first time in a long while. ‘That autopsy has got
to be done. Now we’re going to clear up the mystery of the fainting spells prisoners have
in this jail’” (IEH 180). Not impressed by the stern words from the doctor, the mayor
replies, “‘Doctor, if you move from where you are, I’ll shoot you down…And that goes
for you too, Father…I’m going to start counting. When I reach three, I’m going to fire at
that door with my eyes closed. Just be aware of that, now and forevermore…The little
jokes are over. We’re at war, Doctor’” (IEH 180). Liking the response, Doctor Giraldo
adds, “‘I like it this way, General…now we really are beginning to understand each
other” (IEH 180). Guerra’s film adaptation plays out in a similar manner, but the visual
imagery is exceptional at demonstrating the mayor’s power. By situating the mayor at the
top of a staircase and using a high-angle shot, the mayor is unmistakably the one in
control of the situation. The barrel of his rifle is carefully positioned between his legs to
give the impression it is an extension of his phallus. In both the story and movie, Doctor
Giraldo, the dentist, and Father Ángel follow orders and leave the police barracks so that
they could continue their fight against the mayor another day. These scenes demonstrate
Wertsch’s idea that individuals may resist in secrecy, but in public they are obedient in
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The scenes with Pepe Amador are omitted entirely in the film.
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order to avoid punishment, torture, or death. Up until this scene, Doctor Giraldo never
shows any signs of resistance to the mayor; he happily complied with the mayor’s request
for an autopsy for Pastor at the beginning of the story.
Another example of a townsperson resisting in secrecy is the barber. In his
establishment, he has posted a sign indicating that speaking about politics is prohibited.
Although he is the business owner, the barber has no other authority in town in which he
could make or enforce any rules. Given the barber’s association with the
resistance/guerrilla movements, it seems logical that he would not want to have politics
discussed in his shop so that his involvement with the leftist groups would remain a
secret to the mayor and his cronies. In La mala hora, García Márquez makes it clear that
the mayor normally did not patronize the barbershop, but he goes there one day looking
for Judge Arcadio and flips out about the sign and demands to know who authorized the
barber to post it; “Experience” is the barber’s answer. To which the mayor responds,
“Here the only one who has the right to prohibit anything is the government…We’re
living in a democracy…No one can stop people from expressing their ideas” (IEH 103).
Although the mayor probably does not realize it, his last comment is really interesting
given the constant posting of lampoons despite his efforts to discover the identities of the
perpetrators. He is right in that nobody, himself included, can stop the people from
expressing their ideas by posting anonymous lampoons; thus, the measures he takes to
catch those responsible ultimately fail. Going back to the barber, in O Veneno da
Madrugada, the mayor actually goes to the barbershop for a shave, asking for only the
right side to be done due to the painful molar on the left side of his mouth. While the
barber could have easily slit the mayor’s throat with his straight razor, he chooses to do
his job while resisting in private. This idea is furthered in the penultimate chapter of the
book in which the barber spoke with Judge Arcadio. The barber expressed his feelings
about living in the town before and after the arrival of the mayor:
‘Before you people this was a shitty town, like all of them, but now it’s the worst
of them all…You don’t know what it’s like getting up every morning with the certainty
that they’re going to kill you and ten years pass without their killing you…Do everything
possible…so that you’ll never know.’ (IEH 156)
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The comments made by the barber demonstrate the fear that the political situation
of the country and the mayor have instilled in him. If the barber were more open about
his ties to the resistance movements, he certainly would have been arrested, interrogated
and tortured like Pepe Amador and Mr. Carmichael. Despite the barber knowing that
Judge Arcadio and the mayor are friends, he gives the judge a clandestine flier, similar to
the one Pepe was caught with, and instructs him to pass it along. In the very last scene of
the novel, Mina reveals to Father Ángel that the mayor and his gang went “crazy looking
for clandestine fliers” (IEH 182) the previous night. When the floor of the barbershop
was lifted, guns were found. These are two more examples of the barber’s secret
resistance. In order to stay alive, he could not resist publicly; if he had chosen not to do
things in secrecy, he likely would have ended up dead long before the mayor got to town.
The mayor is a complex protagonist. While he can be brutal and ruthless as seen
in the way he handles the murder of Pepe Amador, he attempts to do positive things at
times, even if some of them were to benefit himself. For example, after the river flooded,
the poor residents of the town had to pick up their homes and belongings and move to
higher ground. Instead of having to pay to rent land from Don Sabas, the mayor offered
the displaced townspeople the use of a vacant lot for free. The empty plot of land was
owned by the mayor; by allowing the residents to occupy it, the mayor will receive
financial compensation from the national government. Thus, he performs a seemingly
charitable act, but it ultimately benefits both him and the displaced residents Some more
of his good intentions are revealed when dealing with the circus impresario. For starters,
he addresses concerns that some of the residents had because they were under the
impression that the circus impresario was paying the youth of the town to bring him cats
that would be fed to the wild beasts that are part of the circus. The mayor orders the
circus impresario to stop the practice to avoid having the boys in town steal people’s pets
just to make a quick couple of bucks. Furthermore, when the circus departs from the
town, the mayor revealed that he revoked the circus impresario’s license for refusing to
perform a free show for the children in town. Thus, when dealing with the circus
impresario, the mayor actually is doing good without directly receiving any benefits.
Beyond the handling of the circus, the mayor also attempts to uncover the
person/people who are putting up the lampoons. The first major event in the novel is the
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death of Pastor at the hands of César Montero, which was motivated by the lampoon that
claimed Pastor and César’s wife, Rosario, were lovers. As the mayor of the town, he
owed it to the rest of the villagers to try to discover the culprits behind the lampoons
before more residents ended up dead or fighting with each other. In addition, some of the
wealthy and powerful residents of the town such as Father Ángel and the Asís family put
pressure on him to bring the perpetrators to justice. Instating a curfew with nightly patrols
comprised of civilians is a good idea in practice although the mayor ended up using the
situation to attempt to eliminate some of his enemies in town. When the curfew proved
ineffective at stopping the posting of lampoons, the mayor sought the aid of Cassandra to
find out who was posting them. She responded by saying, “It is something very
strange…The signs were so obvious that I was frightened after having them on the
table…It’s the whole town and it’s nobody” (IEH 133)20. Thus, the mayor utilizes his
authority to help out and went out of his way to address the lampoons. As Bollettino
elaborates, “[El alcalde] lucha por la justicia y el bienestar de los habitantes. En cuanto a
su carácter es hombre pacífico y compasivo frente al dolor humano.” (83)21
In the case of Guerra’s film, the mayor neither has redeeming qualities nor does
he do anything to benefit anyone other than himself. With regard to the mayor in García
Márquez’s story, Luchting argues that the mayor epitomizes governmental power and
brutality, making the novel “eminently political” (95). This description is not as fitting
for the mayor in the film; this is because Guerra and his screenplay writer, Tairone
Feitosa, modified the mayor’s backstory to make him much more aggressive and
merciless because of a personal vendetta he has against the town. In the movie, the mayor
is under the impression that Roberto Assis is seeking to assassinate him and become the
new mayor. It is mentioned in the film that the mayor was responsible for the deaths of
Roberto’s brothers, which would give Roberto a reason to want the mayor dead. The Asís
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In Guerra’s film, the mayor does not seek out the aid of Cassandra to find the culprit(s) putting up the
lampoons; instead he encounters her while searching for César Monteiro. The film ends with a reference to
these lines by Trinidad asking Father Ángel who was responsible for the lampoons. He tells her, “It was
everybody and nobody.”
21

The mayor fights for justice and the well-being of the residents. Regarding his character, he is peaceful
and compassionate in the face of human pain.
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family assumes the role of the traditional-land owning class and exercise significant
power in the town (Mouat 20); given their wealth, power, and the fact their name is
known abroad, it comes as no surprise that the mayor would think he would be succeeded
by Roberto in the event of his passing. Undoubtedly, the entire Assis family is a
formidable adversary for the mayor; given the serious threat Roberto and the widow
Assis pose to the mayor’s power, the pressure transforms the mayor into a monster that
will do anything to maintain his authority. Guerra carefully even crafts scenes to visually
suggest that the mayor is, in fact, becoming a monster. In the shot below, the audience
sees the mayor’s shadow climbing a couple of stairs. This particular shot is eerily
reminiscent of the iconic shot of Count Orlok ascending a staircase in F.W. Murnau’s
classic 1922 vampire film Nosferatu (Mongor-Lizarrabengoa 5). Towards the end of the

movie, the mayor speaks to Father Ángel about the situation in the town; he orders the
priest to hear his “confession.” The mayor informs Father Ángel of his backstory,
referring to himself as the “terminator angel.” According to the mayor, his mother was a
prostitute and town who had a relationship with José Assis, the late husband of the widow
Assis and Roberto’s father. After giving birth to the mayor, his mother was shunned by
the Assis family (and therefore the entire town); she died penniless from various diseases.
The mayor then claims he later enlisted in the military and rose in the ranks, eventually
becoming the mayor of the town that had mistreated his mother. As explained earlier, the
mayor was simply assigned to the town in the novel and told to take control over it, ruling
it with an iron fist. The inclusion of the backstory in the film explains why the mayor has
so much hatred for the town as he seeks to fulfill a personal vendetta against the town and
specifically the Assis family. Given that he had already knocked off two of Roberto’s
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brothers, he is very close to succeeding in wiping out the entire Assis bloodline. The
motivation to seek revenge, his toothache, pressure from Father Ángel, and the posting of
the lampoons combined cause the mayor to snap and truly become a monster. According
to Shepherd, “Authority in Bakhtin, by contrast is something altogether ‘less benign’, has
more recognizable and often more sinister character” (136). As a result, the demonic
transformation that the mayor undergoes from text to film fits well with Bakhtin’s ideas
on figures of authority. When those in power are challenged, the measures they take to
remain in power know no limits; the mayor in Guerra’s film optimizes this idea.
While the mayor’s origin story adds an interesting twist to the film and gives him
a clear reason for wanting to pummel the town into submission, it is not the only notable
change that Guerra made that plays into the plot. The other significant modification
Guerra makes regards the mayor’s sexuality. In La mala hora, the mayor and Judge
Arcadio are complete opposites when it comes to their sex lives. Judge Arcadio has a
high sex drive and will sleep with practically any woman that he cand get his hands on.
This does not change in the film; however, Guerra’s choice to have him played by Nilton
Bicudo seems a bit ironic. At the time of filming, Bicudo was nearly forty years old,
balding, and scrawny. In the movie, he appears to be a geeky and frail; based on his
appearance in the film, it is quite hard to believe he would have such a high sex drive and
that many women would want to sleep with him. As for the mayor in García Márquez’s
story, he never expressed any interest in developing an intimate relationship with
anybody and even tries to avoid the subject at times. For example, when he first saw her
arrive with the circus, “The mayor put on a desolate expression. ‘I’d like to go to bed
with her [Cassandra],’ [the mayor] said. ‘Everything’s possible,’ said the impresario.”
(IEH 80). Once Cassandra visited the mayor for the first time, he had the opportunity to
sleep with her, but he declined the opportunity and instead requested she tell his future by
reading the cards. Cassandra set up the cards and inquired if the mayor wanted his
business or love fortune read. “The mayor dried the sweat on his hands. ‘Business,’ he
said” (IEH 95). When attending a performance from the circus, the mayor again exhibited
unusual behavior. “Then Cassandra appeared dressed in black velvet with her eyes
blindfolded, offering to guess the thoughts of the public. The mayor fled” (IEH 112).
Obviously, it is impossible to tell what Cassandra would have been able to guess had she
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the opportunity to read the mayor’s thoughts. What is certain is that the mayor did not
want anyone to discover any of his personal feelings towards any individual in town nor
any of his questionable deals that he is orchestrating to gain more money and power;
thus, he did not want to risk the chance of being exposed by Cassandra and left the show.
In the case of Guerra’s film, the mayor accomplished an extraordinary feat in the
town; he managed to keep a secret, that of his love affair with Rosário Monteiro. From
what we can see in the movie, only Dr. Giraldo suspected there was something odd as he
noticed the mayor visiting Rosário frequently but only when her husband César was
gone; towards the end of the film, the mayor had become paranoid over César
discovering the affair as he knew there would be consequences. This love triangle
between César, Rosário, and the mayor is where Cassandra enters the action of the story.
From the first time the mayor consulted her, she warned him his life was in danger; to
which he replied, “My life was in danger since the moment I was born.” Cassandra told
the mayor, “The answer is in the love of the two Isoldes for Tristan,” which refers to the
twelfth-century tragic romance Tristan and Iseult. In short, after Tristan defeats the Irish
knight Morholt, he begins his journey back to Ireland with Iseult, who will marry
Tristan’s uncle, King Mark of Cornwall. During the trip back, Tristan and Iseult ingest a
love potion drawing them to one another even after Iseult and King Mark are married.
Thus, the relationship between César, Rosário, and the mayor is similar to that of Tristan,
Iseult, and King Mark. After another sexual encounter with the mayor, Rosário went to
the church to pray and seek atonement, only to find Cassandra at the church too. A
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closeup shot of Rosário’s face reveals just how disturbed she is by her sexual encounters
with the mayor. Rosário says, “It’s been like a rape with consent that soon became an
obsession, an irrepressible desire, an insatiable hunger. I denied, and I ran away, but the
repugnance magnetized me like an addiction without medicine…the more I ran, the more
I surrendered myself.” She even offered her all of her blood to the angels and demons if
they would make her capable of refusing the mayor’s advances, but she never could resist
his advances. To better highlight the grotesque nature of their relationship, Guerra
included a dark shot of the two kissing on Rosário and César’s bed. The shot is a twisted
version of the one from Disney’s Lady and the Tramp; the strand of spaghetti has been
replaced with blood and saliva.

Shortly thereafter, in another carefully shot sequence, Cassandra and the mayor
speak outside of the church in the pouring rain. She reiterates that he is Tristan in her
dream. At this moment, time seems to pause in the movie as Guerra features a shot of a
clock; the only sounds heard in the segment are the gongs from the clock and the ticking
of the second had; this gives viewers the impression that time is passing much more
slowly than normal. Cassandra then speaks while the audience sees a flashback of César
Monteiro riding his mule through the muddy streets. She states: “In my dreams, the white
candle that announces Isolde’s arrival to save Tristan wasn’t white nor black; it was red.
In my dream, it’s Isolde who runs towards death…In my dreams, Tristan is the one who
runs in order to save the woman he loves.” The red candle that Cassandra refers to is the
red shawl that belongs to Rosário that the mayor smelled right before the two had sex
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earlier that day. This news prompts the mayor to run from the church steps towards
Rosário’s house; a single gunshot is heard, likely signaling the death of Rosário at the
hands of her husband. Upon exiting the Monteiro home, the mayor picks up Rosário’s
shawl from the mud and is shot twice in his back. Immediately, a voice announces,
“They’ve killed the mayor”; whoever pulled the trigger is not known, but it was likely
César Monteiro. Undoubtedly, the mayor’s death marks a major departure from the
novel. In an interview, García Márquez said, “[the mayor] became more and more
interesting to me as a human being, and I had no cause to kill him off” (Fiddian 53). As
shown through my analysis of both the text and the film, the mayor in La mala hora is
very different from the mayor in O Veneno da Madrugada. The ending of the film is
reminiscent of the start of the novel in the sense that the man in love with César
Montero’s wife winds up full of lead at the hands of the hulking giant. Guerra’s mayor
needed to worry about César Monteiro murdering him not Roberto Assis. Given his
demonic characterization in the film, the mayor’s death was inevitable.

4.5 Protagonists: Father Ángel
In addition to the mayor, the other main protagonist in La mala hora that wields
quite a bit of power and influence over the town is Father Ángel; he is, however, no angel
as his name suggests. He is the town’s representative of the Catholic Church, which still
yielded a significant sway over Colombia’s political affairs well into the twentieth
century. As with most of García Márquez’s works, the church is not portrayed in a
positive manner; in the case of La mala hora, the place is infested with rats and the
building itself is falling apart. The novel opens and closes with Father Ángel reflecting on
the situation in the town. García Márquez writes, “Before going into the church, Father
Ángel went to the toilet. He urinated abundantly, holding his breath so as not to inhale the
intense ammonia smell which brought out tears in him” (IEH 2). Normally, one would
not associate a priest with the act of urination and comment on the repugnant odor of it,
but García Márquez does this specifically to comment on how corrupt the Catholic
Church in Colombia was at the time and to demonstrate that Father Ángel is not the holy
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man of God he believes himself to be. This is just the first of many examples in which
García Márquez uses a repugnant odor to indicate corruption or scandal.
In the opening scene of the book, readers learn that the church building is infested
with rats, which Father Ángel’s assistant, Trinidad works to eradicate. “Trinidad…went
to the corner where she had set the traps for the mice. She found something that brought
on repugnance and pleasure in her at the same time: a small massacre” (IEH 2). Guerra’s
dark shots of the church reveal the mice are all over the place; live ones stroll along next
to their fallen comrades as seen in the image above. Later on in the story, Trinidad
attempts to exterminate the rodents by placing plaster in the church; this makes them
thirsty, but when the mice drink water, the plaster solidifies in their stomach. “That night,
after rosary, Father Ángel found a dead mouse floating in the holy water font” (IEH 35).
Given that holy water is blessed and somewhat sacred, the fact a dead mouse in the font
reveals the moral dilemma Father Ángel and the town as a whole is facing. Towards the
end of the novel, Mina has taken over for Trinidad who fell ill. When the number of mice
caught each day dwindles, Father Ángel tells her, “Put a little faith into your work…and
the mice will come into the trap like lambs” (IEH 165) In the books of Jeremiah and
Isaiah of the Bible, there is mention of leading lambs to the slaughter. Both verses
highlight the inability of lambs to detect the danger that they are facing; thus, Father
Ángel is killing helpless creatures. In addition, one of the ten commandments that God
handed down to Moses is “Thou shall not kill;” while this commandment applies
primarily to human life, animals are still God’s creatures in the eyes of Catholics;
therefore, they should not be killed (unless used for food) or mistreated. As such, Father
Ángel should take a non-lethal approach to rid the church of the mice such as trapping
and releasing them.
García Márquez obviously has a meaning behind the mice massacre in La mala
hora. Father Ángel’s quest to rid the church of mice is not that different from the mayor’s
fight to stop the posting of the lampoons. As Arnold Penuel explains, “Among other
implications, both the lampoons and mice symbolize the persistence of the quest for
freedom, truth, and the satisfaction of basic human needs” (16). The use of an animal
massacre to symbolize the deaths of insurgents and the resistance is not unique to García
Márquez as other Latin American writers employ similar tactics. For instance, in Roberto
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Bolaño’s novel Nocturno de Chile, another priest, Father Urrutia travels to various
churches in Italy, France, Spain, and Belgium that have revived the art of falconry; these
churches utilize falcons to keep the pigeon population under control. The allegory is quite
clear, the church, with absolute power eliminating the heretics. This is not unlike the
message García Márquez is trying to convey with Father Ángel and the mice.
This negative depiction of the Catholic church likely is due to their political
involvement in Colombia up to and including La Violencia. Ever since the Spanish
arrived in the New World and colonized what is now Colombia, Roman Catholicism
became a dominant force in Colombia’s affairs. When the nation established the
Constitution of 1886, the Catholic Church was granted various provisions that influenced
life in the nation, most notably in education (Mecham 115-138). Historically, the Roman
Catholic Church in Colombia was aligned more closely with the Conservative party.
Suzanne Dailey explains, “In the Conservatives' view, governmental order and progress
require both a strong central government topped by a powerful executive and a unifying
spiritual order… [whereas the Liberals] have led efforts to extend the suffrage, to uphold
free speech and press, and to limit the church’s civil influence” (383). Given that the
mayor is a member of the Conservative party, this offers a possible explanation as to why
Father Ángel does not vehemently condemn some of the mayor’s ruthless actions.
Furthermore, Stephen Minta argues, “Given the influence of the Church in secular
matters, this was of obvious significance in the political context of the violencia, and
there were widespread attempts by Church officials to identify Liberalism with a variety
of undesirable forces, most notably that of ‘atheistic Communism’” (87). While Father
Ángel never directly attacks a person for their political affiliation, he seems to have
alienated much of the town as donations to the church at mass are down, the majority of
the residents do not attend his weekly mass, and his approach to speaking to certain
townspeople is very unbecoming of a man of God. Instead of doing the right thing and
looking out for the needs of the people, Father Ángel is more interested in pursuing his
own goals. James Zackrison explains that many Catholic priests and bishops used the
unstable political climate caused by La Violencia to push their own personal ambitions
and to persecute Protestants, who were Liberals, and therefore the opposition (12). In
addition, there were other forms of religious persecution practiced.
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Incited by Catholic priests, many cases of discrimination occurred:
couples were refused marriage licenses without the priest’s consent;
patients were not cared for in hospitals without first attending a Catholic
confessional; police confiscated Bibles and interrupted Protestant religious
services. (Zackrison 12-13).
An example of this type of behavior from Father Ángel is a reference to La hojarasca.
“On a day like that, dusty and hot, he had denied a Christian burial to a hanged man
whom the stiff-necked inhabitants of Macondo had refused to bury” (86). In this case, the
reclusive doctor that had declined to help the injured residents of Macondo following the
banana company massacre. Father Ángel’s tells the Colonel trying to give the doctor a
proper burial, “I won’t let them bury in consecrated ground a man who hanged himself
after lived sixty years without God…But in this case it’s not up to us to do it, it’s up to
the sanitary authorities” (Leaf Storm 15). The Colonel tells Father Ángel it is written that
burying the dead is a work of charity; while Father Ángel agrees with the Colonel, he
insists that this is a special case. Another example of this unjustified discrimination
relates to Father Ángel behavior at mass. The movie theater manager tells the mayor,
“Father Ángel would point out from the pulpit and drive from the church the women who
had contravened his warning during the week…the priest won’t give communion to
women in short sleeves and they keep on wearing short sleeves, but they put on fake long
sleeves before going to mass” (IEH 93-94). A priest is supposed to serve the community
and the fact that Father Ángel is holding a grudge against someone who refused to
partake in religion couple with the fact he singles out women he feels are behaving
immorally reveals some major flaws in his character.
Rather than using his position as the town’s priest to make some meaningful
changes like helping the poor and putting an end to the lampoons, Father Ángel devotes
his time to things of little importance such the extermination of rats in the church and
eliminating public concubinage. When approached by a group of women concerned about
the lampoons, Father Ángel changes the subject bragging, “We should place ourselves
above such things and go on observing God’s law as we have done up to now…Nineteen
years ago when they assigned me to the parish, there were eleven cases of public
concubinage among the important families. Today there is only one left and I hope for a
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short time only” (IEH 37-38). The one remaining case he refers to relates to Judge
Arcadio and his “wife,” who is pregnant at the time the story takes place. Not content that
there is still concubinage in the town, Father Ángel confronts her, asking is she has plans
to get married to Judge Arcadio to which she replies, “No hope at all, Father…And even
less now that I’m going to have a child…doesn’t matter [if it’s an illegitimate child]
…Arcadio treats me well now. If I make him marry me, then he’ll feel tied down and
make me pat for it” (IEH 70). Despite six months of pleas and Father Ángel claiming the
situation is “a bad example for the town” (IEH 71), she refuses to give in to the priest’s
requests that she gets married. This is a perfect example of the total rejection of
authoritative discourse that was examined earlier with the mayor.
Bakhtin’s concept of authoritative discourse is especially relevant to the religious
word. As previously discussed, the authoritative word according to Bakhtin does not
permit any type of discussion; it must be totally accepted or rejected with no room in
between. This idea, as Beatriz Muller argues, is not unlike that or religious dogma. In her
words, “It is a common denominator for religions to attribute the Truth, at least
theological Truth, to themselves. For centuries, this used to be the case, especially after
the Council of Trent, when attacking dogma was equivalent to being a heretic” (92). With
regard to Father Ángel, he firmly believes that any of the residents that fail to attend
mass, commit sins in the eyes of the church, or does not follow the teachings of Christ
will be punished by God. From Father Ángel’s perspective, there cannot be salvation
without God / the church. One example of this behavior can be seen in the incident with
the extremely sick boy. García Márquez writes:
Stretched out on a mattress was a child of indefinite sex, nothing but
bones, covered all over by yellow skin. Two men and a woman were
waiting, sitting by the partition. The priest didn’t smell any odor, but he
thought that the creature should have been giving off an intense
stench….None of the dead people I’ve seen in my life seemed as dead as
that poor boy. (IEH 50-51)
The poor boy’s mom informs Father Ángel that her son has “been shitting a little blood”
(IEH 50) for two years and that the boy has been eating green bananas without any luck.
In response, Father Ángel tells her, “You have to bring him to confession” (IEH 50). This
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response is highly unfitting for a priest as Jesus preached that the sick and children
needed extra love and care. No amount of prayers or time would help this child; Father
Ángel is too conceited to realize that there are plenty of people in his town that need help,
but he refuses to offer any assistance if they do not attend mass. In this case, Father
Ángel seems almost like an outsider as he is oblivious to the suffering around him; this
idea can be applied to the Western world and Latin America as a whole. Outsiders from
the region are very ignorant about Latin America’s problems and usually end up causing
more trouble.
The extent and power of the authoritative word of Father Ángel can be seen in
how certain characters interact with him. For example, in one instance, he forces Trinidad
to confess and prodded much more than usual, even asking if she ever had suicidal
thoughts. García Márquez writes, “Father Ángel couldn’t resist the urge to dig
deeper…the girl’s eyes were beginning to fill with tears…She burst into tears. Father
Ángel felt them running through his fingers like warm vinegar” (IEH 89-90). During the
entire confession, Father Ángel behaves inappropriately by pushing Trinidad to confess
secrets that she is not usually comfortable revealing, and he had the audacity to accuse
her of wanting arsenic to take her own life instead of using it as poison for the mice. This
scene is another prime example of total submission to a figure of authority; Trinidad is
Father Ángel’s assistant so under normal circumstances she obeys him anyway, but in
this case, his actions are borderline abusive.
Another resident that completely submits to Father Ángel, often against his better
judgment is the manager of the movie theater. As the spiritual leader of the town, Father
Ángel possesses a censorship list compiled by the Catholic Archdiocese which lists
movies and books that are deemed appropriate or offensive according to the church’s
moral guidelines. Whenever a movie is considered offensive, Father Ángel rings the
church bell twelve times. On the night of Pastor’s murder, the manager asks the priest
why he censored a movie approved for all, stating, “I’ve accepted the business of the
bell…because it’s true, there are immoral movies…Last year the police themselves killed
a man inside the movies and as soon as they took the body out the show went on” (IEH
17-18). Again, Father Ángel’s words prevail as the manager’s pleas to allow the show fail
to change the curate’s mind. Later on, another movie is playing that is deemed immoral
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by Father Ángel’s standards, “for the first time in his life, felt an obscure pride as he gave
the twelve rounds of absolute prohibition…[Father Ángel] got ready to verify publicly
which ones were going into the movie contrary to his admonition” (IEH 92). The fact that
Father Ángel feels immense joy in censoring a movie and by doing so affecting the
livelihood of the theater manager furthers how out of touch he is with reality.
While some residents of the town like Trinidad and the movie theater manager
submit to Father Ángel’s authoritative word, not everyone shares their perspective. The
two residents that offer resistance to Father Ángel’s authoritative voice are the mayor and
the widow Asís, mostly because the political power allows the mayor to do so; the Asís
family’s immense wealth allows its members to do almost anything they’d like. As stated
prior, the Catholic Church played a dominant role in Colombian politics well into the
twentieth century with a stronger connection to the Conservative party. This can be
clearly seen through the interaction between the mayor and Father Ángel. As the two
main authoritative voices in town, it comes as no surprise that they frequently interact on
matters related to the well-being of the town. Usually, the mayor is compliant with Father
Ángel, but he knows when to draw the line between church and state. For example, when
Father Ángel asks to hear César Montero’s confession following the murder of Pastor, the
mayor allows the priest to do his job after a few César’s legal proceedings are finished.
The mayor undoubtedly recognizes Father Ángel’s duties and allows him to conduct
religious affairs without getting in the way…at least for the moment. Desperate to have is
infected tooth extracted, the mayor asks Father Ángel to “Try in any way to talk to the
tooth-puller…This all contributes to the consolidation of peace” (IEH 35). As soon as the
mayor’s pain becomes intolerable, he orders his men secure the dentist’s office and force
the dentist to pull the tooth, but by asking Father Ángel to speak to the dentist first shows
the mayor attempts to use the priest’s influence over the town to find a peaceful solution
to his toothache. All bets are off, however, when Father Ángel requests to see Pepe
Amador’s corpse following the boy’s murder.
Despite being accommodating toward one another, the mayor and Father Ángel
sometimes have to push the limits of their authoritative discourse on one another. The
mayor, for example, knows that he must respect Father Ángel, but he cannot let the
church interfere too much in the politics of the town. For instance, following Pastor’s
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murder, the mayor tells Father Ángel, “Don’t worry, Father, nothing is going to happen to
[César Montero]. Go inside; that’s where they need you” (IEH 11). In this example, the
mayor keeps Father Ángel from interjecting into César’s crime and tells the curate to go
inside to console those that are grieving. On a personal level, it is suggested by the movie
theater manager, it is extremely unlikely Father Ángel would interfere with the mayor. In
the novel, everyone knows that the mayor is doing rather shady things to accumulate
wealth. The movie theater manager suggests the mayor purchase his business saying, “it
would be a gold mine for you. It’s obvious: the priest wouldn’t come to you with the
business of his little bells” (IEH 94). The mayor never commits to buying the theater, but
the manager is likely correct in that Father Ángel would cease to censor the movies with
the bell if it would be costing the mayor money.
Besides the mayor and Father Ángel, it could be argued that the wealthy residents
of the town such as the Asís family, Montiel’s widow, and Don Sabas all possess an
authoritative voice to a degree, but for the most part, they try to coexist with the mayor
and priest. Undoubtedly, the wealthy residents are the ones most frightened by the
posting of the lampoons so the Asís women approach Father Ángel knowing that his
authority over the people could help resolve the epidemic. Rebeca Asís, the wife of
Roberto Asís, and a few other Catholic Dames address their concern over the lampoons
with him. Initially, Father Ángel states, “My feeling is that we shouldn’t pay attention to
the voice of scandal. We should place ourselves above such things and go on observing
God’s law as we have done up to now” (IEH 37). In response, the women argue, “this
calamity can bring fatal consequences in the long run…we thought that with these
lampoons, all your work might be lost…we thought that the country is recuperating and
that this present calamity might cause trouble” (IEH 37-39). These are some of the more
influential women in town speaking to Father Ángel, and their encounter with him
demonstrates their faith in his work given that he has had an impact during his tenure in
the town. Later on, the widow Asís speaks to him directly as she is concerned about her
son Roberto whom the lampoons claim is a cuckold. The widow tells Father Ángel, “if
you could talk about the lampoons in your Sunday sermon, I’m sure that Roberto Asís
would feel called upon to reflect…Nothing’s more important that avoiding a crime…I’m
sure that I won’t have the means to prevent it” (IEH 85-86). Father Ángel agrees to do so,
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and the church is packed on that Sunday’s mass, but he never directly mentions the
lampoons. Overall, this scene again highlights the fact that some very powerful residents
of the town believe Father Ángel to be a sort of voice of reason that could prevent the
situation from escalating.
This situation with the widow Asís causes Father Ángel to be stuck in a rough
situation as he does not want to address the lampoons, so he decides to use his
authoritative voice against the mayor. The priest explains, “What worries me is –let’s put
it this way: a certain level of injustice that’s all in this…But maybe it’s not too late for
you to fulfill your duties…It’s a question, if one might say so…of a case of terrorism in
the moral order” (IEH 113-115). This conversation ultimately leads the mayor to
implement a curfew in hopes of catching the culprit. In O Veneno da Madrugada, Guerra
ups the ante by Father Ángel literally threatening to withdraw his support of the mayor to
remain in his role. In the film, Father Ángel claims that in order to remain mayor, he
needs the priest’s approval. Once Father Ángel threatens to withdraw support, the mayor
implements the curfew and likely snaps completely as he had been worrying about many
other problems already. In any case, this segment in both works is the only time which
the church / Father Ángel directly gets involved with the political situation in town. In
both scenarios, his authoritative voice may not supersede the mayor’s, but he at least gets
the mayor to act.
As discussed prior, Guerra utilized various angle shots to depict the authority of
the mayor and to demonstrate that he is in firm control of various scenarios. Although
Father Ángel also wields significant influence, there are no specific shots that convey the
same idea. Rather Guerra opted instead to incorporate shots of Father Ángel and the
church building to visually illustrate the corruption of the Catholic Church in Colombia at
the time the film is set and that Father Ángel is not morally fitting of his title. For
example, when one envisions a church in his or her mind, one normally thinks of a bright
building with ornate statues, various religious images, candles, and stain-glass windows;
this is far from the case of the church in Guerra’s film. García Márquez provides very
little details about the appearance of the church. Father Ángel comments, “our church is
the poorest in the apostolic prefecture. The bells are cracked and the naves are full of
mice: (IEH 38-39). With dark shadows and low-key lighting, both the interior and
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exterior of the building give the impression that it is actually a sinister place, far from
being a house of God as seen in the two images below. In addition to the shots of the

church itself, a few shots of Father Ángel raise suspicion about his character. For
example, in the novel when Rebeca Asís and the other women speak to Father Ángel,
García Márquez writes, “Rebeca Asís took a deep breath, and the priest wondered how
that woman could exhale such a hot smell. She was splendid and floral, possessing a
dazzling whiteness and passionate health. The priest spoke, his gaze fixed on an
indefinite point” (IEH 37). When this scene is recreated in the film, as seen in the image
below, the camera tilts down revealing that Father Ángel is touching his crotch when
speaking to the women. Roman Catholic priests are required to take a vow of celibacy so
any sexual thoughts or feelings that Father Ángel has towards Rebeca are highly
unbefitting of a priest especially since she is suspected of being unfaithful to her husband
according to the lampoons.
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In any case, Father Ángel, like the mayor, commands authority due to his position
as the priest in town, which is quite reflective of the influence that Roman Catholic
Church had over government affairs until the second half of the twentieth century.
Unfortunately for him, the majority of the residents appear to completely reject his
authoritative voice as the church building is in shambles, many residents engage in
behavior that he would consider sinful, and the attendance at mass is low. If he were
more charismatic and cared about the needs of the people instead of dedicating his time
to exterminating mice, censoring movies, and riding the town of concubinage, things
might be different. While his role is not as prominent in O Veneno da Madrugada as the
film focuses primarily on the mayor, Guerra utilizes low-key lighting to faithfully capture
the rat-infested and crumbling church that García Márquez describes in La mala hora to
the point where one would question if such a dark place could really be a house of God.
This rather ominous shots of the church combined with some minor plot/character
changes work exceptionally well in the film to convey Father Ángel’s corruptness.

4.6 Protagonists: the lampoons
One could argue that the lampoons are the most important protagonist/force in La
mala hora as nothing disrupts life in the town as much as they do. In the last chapter, I
explored Bakhtin’s idea of the carnival with regard to Gabriela, Cravo e Canela, but the
concept resonates well with the lampoons too. Again, according to Stam, “Bakhtin gives
the name ‘carnival’ to the decentralizing (centrifugal) forces that militate against official
power and ideology” (122). In the case of La mala hora, the lampoons clearly serve as a
destabilizing force that causes significant disunity among the townspeople despite the
efforts undertaken by the mayor to stop them. They create chaos and could possibly be a
direct response to the mayor’s ruthlessness. According to Mr. Benjamin the lampoons are
“a symptom of social decomposition” (IEH 108), and Father Ángel believes they are “a
case of terrorism in the moral order” (115). Coover observes, “The mystery of the
authorship of the lampoons is never solved; indeed, by the end of the novel with its brutal
political realities and in spite of its final teasing ellipsis, it no longer seems important”
(35). However, the identity of the culprits behind the lampoons is not important, what
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they signify is what is significant. Michael Bell argues, “In an important sense, of course,
they are the work of the town. They express the condition of the community” (31), and in
turn are a symbol of the town’s resistance. “The lampoons are not political in content, so
they are threatening to the official language only in the sense that they can potentially
destroy the social cohesion and unity of the town” (Williams 67). For the most part, there
are two distinct reactions to the lampoons; the poor people in town have a laugh at the
lampoons while the more prominent residents are deathly afraid of them; consequently,
the lampoons represent Bakhtin’s other discourse, internally persuasive, as they don’t
represent an authoritative voice and are open to different points of view.
Ironically, the content of the lampoons is a bit interesting as García Márquez
writes, “They revealed no secrets: there was nothing said in them that hadn’t been public
domain for some time” (IEH 65). As such, some of the town dismisses them as pure
gossip while others take them as the truth. Bakhtin suggests that there will be different
reactions when people have exposure to new discourses, and this is clearly the case with
La mala hora. From the very beginning of the novel to the end, there is violence in the
town with the lampoons partly being responsible. It is here that one can see examples of
Dorfman’s horizontal violence as witnessed through the opening scene in which César
Montero murders Pastor over a supposed affair between Pastor and César’s wife, Rosário.
This act of horizontal violence is similar to the start of Guerra’s film in which Roberto
Assis, after reading a lampoon about his wife’s infidelity, fires a pistol at her and he turns
the gun on himself; no bullets fire from the gun so both are unharmed. Rebecca does not
have such a strong reaction and simply dismisses the rumors entirely. On the extreme,
lampoons can generate so much horizontal violence that entire towns can be wiped out as
seen in the conversation between Judge Arcadio and his secretary in both novel and film.
“And he told the story of a town that was wiped out in seven days by lampoons. The
inhabitants ended up killing each other off. The survivors dug up the bones of their dead
and carried them off to be sure they’d never come back” (IEH 25). These varying
reactions demonstrate the raw power gossip / new discourses have on our internal
thoughts and support Bakhtin’s idea of people responding differently to these discourses.
When there are many discourses causing people to feel uncertain about the future
and live in fear, coupled with a repressive regime can ultimately cause resistance that gets
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to the point where authoritative persons can potentially lose the control and power they
exercise over the masses. Specifically examining the case of the Soviet Union and the
government’s desire to “exercise complete control over collective memory”, Wertsch
observes that, “an important force involved in the transition that had been unleashed
stemmed from the alternative voices that had been silenced for decades and now had a
kind of pent-up energy” (86). Thus, when the Soviets had the opportunity to transition
from the repressive regime into a new one, all of the anger and suffering that they had
endured was unleashed so that they could create a less restrictive society. This concept is
demonstrated in La mala hora and O Veneno da Madrugada in the scene with the mayor
and the dentist; the roles are reversed and the dentist revels in the fact he can exact some
revenge for the men the mayor had killed by extracting the infected tooth without any
anesthetic. This scene is a case of vertical violence, but in reverse as the dentist is able to
inflict harm on the representative of the repressive government. However, the best
instance of the oppressed townspeople releasing their pent-up frustration and anger at the
mayor occurs on the final night in the novel/the end of the movie. In order to finally catch
the culprit behind the lampoons, the mayor sets up a night patrol using his police force
and regular civilians which he gives rifles made in the United States along with blank
cartridges. Obviously, the mayor’s plan sets fuel to the burning fire of resistance; a riot
ensues leaving many dead, in jail, or fleeing into the woods to band with the guerilla
movements. Too much repression broke the townspeople’s spirits leading to utter chaos.
As Wertsch explained, the collective voices of the oppressed can become a powerful
mechanism for change when they have the chance to revolt.
Again, García Márquez never clearly identified those responsible for the posting
of the lampoons; however, when readers examine the various discourses and what is at
stake for the protagonists, there are a few likely suspects. Most obviously, it could be one
of the protagonists that rejects the mayor’s authoritative discourse and/or distributes the
clandestine fliers. Some possible suspects in this category include the barber, the dentist,
Dr. Giraldo, Pepe Amador, the Asís family, and Don Sabas. By posting lampoons and
thus creating a volatile atmosphere, the mayor is forced to act and bring those responsible
to justice; however, if he is unable to get the situation under control, it could justify his
removal as mayor. Father Ángel even acknowledges to the mayor that the town was not
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such a bad place prior to his arrival. As such, the townspeople would want to take
measures to rid themselves of the mayor in an attempt to restore peace; given that the
posting of lampoons does not seem like such an uncommon practice in the region, it
seems like a viable option. Murdering the mayor in cold blood would likely cause severe
repercussions from the conservative government, which in turn would bring a level of
violence that is far worse than anything the mayor could do; as such, this potential
solution is unlikely to work out. For someone like Don Sabas or the Asís family who
possess significant land and money, they realize the mayor is trying to expand his own
wealth through shady means, such as acquiring the Montiel estate, so they also have an
interest in stopping him. At the time the story takes place, the mayor is quite poor, but if
he were to become as rich as Don Sabas or the Asís family, he would pose a significant
threat. Hence, the lampoons could serve as a way for the more affluent residents to rid the
town of the mayor or to at least serve as a distraction long enough. Given the context of
the story, it is most likely that one of these groups or individuals that vehemently reject
what the mayor stands for is behind the lampoons, but there are other possibilities too.
As unlikely as it may seem the mayor might, in fact, be the one behind the lampoons.
Again, the mayor is full of ambition and will stop at nothing to maintain power and his
authoritative voice. Whenever an individual hopes to seize control over a community or
nation, it makes his/her job much easier if there is disunity amongst the population. This
concept is resonated in Símon Bolívar’s Jamaica Letter. In Bolívar’s words:
I will tell you exactly what we need to ready ourselves to expel the Spaniards and form a
free government: unity, of course; however, such unity will not come to us through divine
miracle but through sensible action and well-organized effort…when the undertaking is
still remote in time and space, all men vacillate; opinions are divided, inflamed by
passion and by the enemy, which seeks to win easy victory in this way. When we are at
last strong, under the auspices of a liberal nation that lends us its protection, then we will
cultivate in harmony the virtues and talents that lead to glory; then we will follow the
majestic path toward abundant prosperity. (29-30).
This idea of unity is resonated in García Márquez’s novel El general y su
laberinto, which is about the final months of Bolívar’s life. García Márquez writes, “Our
enemies will have all of the advantages until we unify the government of America” (97).
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By posting the lampoons, the mayor would effectively be creating a lot of disunity and
fear amongst the town’s residents. If everyone is divided and unwilling to work
cooperatively to stand up to the mayor because of the gossip presented in the lampoons,
the mayor will be able to conquer the town easily. Furthermore, the lampoons also give
the mayor a reason to justify his actions such as the curfew, armed patrols, and not
following established due process. The mayor explains to the residents that the curfew
and nightly patrols are meant to catch those responsible, but there is clearly an ulterior
motive. Hannah Arendt notes, “The point is that both Hitler and Stalin held out promises
of stability in order to hide their intention of creating a state of permanent instability”
(391). What Arendt is describing is exactly what the mayor is doing if he is the one
behind the lampoons.
Lastly, the culprit(s) behind the lampoons could be someone just looking to cause
trouble for his/her/their own entertainment. García Márquez establishes that the town is
quite isolated and the only real contact with the outside world are the arrivals of the boats
that bring in supplies. On top of the remoteness of the town, the weather makes it difficult
to do anything outdoors. Devastating floods are frequent, and the intense heat and
humidity during the day cause residents to remain indoors or at least in the shade. All of
these factors combined suggest there is not a lot of options for younger residents to do for
fun. Things only get worse with the installation of a curfew and when the circus leaves
town. A similar situation occurs in García Márquez’s short story “En este pueblo no hay
ladrones” in which Damaso steals the billiard balls at a bar, leaving the town with no way
to pass the time. Going back to La mala hora, some of the residents may be posting the
lampoons simply because there is no other outlet to cure their boredom. Putting up
lampoons and seeing how the people will react at least gives the residents something to
talk about and the culprits may get a good laugh at how some of the others react to the
lampoons.
Despite the crucial role the lampoons play, their role in Guerra’s film is
significantly reduced, one of the main reasons why is due to the fact that the film is set in
a single day so the effects and changes that occur as a result of the lampoons over the
three weeks the novel takes place cannot be seen in the movie. More or less, the same
lampoons that are posted in the novel appear in the film such as the ones about Pastor
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being in love with César Montero’s wife, the different fathers of Mr. Carmichael’s
children, Rebecca Asís being unfaithful to her husband, and the story of Don Sabas and
the mules. Guerra, in addition, adds a few more lampoons such as one claiming Trinidad
really wants to be a prostitute and that Father Ángel looks at Trinidad as if he were not a
priest. By including the lampoons, Guerra manages to convey the distress that they
manage to cause in the town but given the changes he makes to the plot with regards to
the mayor and his paranoia over César Monteiro and Roberto Assis, the lampoons do not
need such a prominent role in the film. These modifications add enough to the run time to
make for an interesting movie that does not drag out but still manages to recreate the
sinister and ominous atmosphere that is a hallmark of La mala hora when the
cinematography is taken into consideration with these plot changes.
Neither Guerra nor any member of the cast or production staff has publicly stated
why the lampoons do not have the same role as the novel, but one possible explanation
relates to the target audience. Obviously, García Márquez wrote all of his fiction in
Spanish, likely under the impression that initial readers would be from Spain or Latin
America. With O Veneno da Madrugada being shot in Portuguese coupled with the fact it
is a co-production with Portugal from Ibermedia, it is clear that Brazil was the target
audience. As explained in the chapter on Brazil and Gabriela, Cravo e Canela, Brazilians
are much more expressive about sex and sexuality than other nations such as the United
States. This, in addition to the fact that the mayor’s affair with César’s wife adds a touch
of melodrama to the story, increases the appeal to a Brazilian audience. Throughout
Spanish-speaking Latin America and Brazil, telenovelas and melodramatic soap operas
are extremely popular so incorporating elements from these types of series would
increase the interest in a film. The melodramatic dimension is virtually absent from La
mala hora as García Márquez believed it was too saturated in Latin America. Alberto
Isaac and Emilio García Riera had approached García Márquez with a screenplay to
submit for the first-ever Experimental Film Contest in Mexico in 1965. He informed the
pair that their screenplay was poorly written and suggested that the pair make an
adaptation of “En este pueblo no hay ladrones” because it “only needed a storyboard to
be made into a film” (Tales Beyond Solitude). Even though García Márquez had written
screenplays prior to this film, this was the first time that one of his published works of
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fiction was brought to the silver screen and was one of the first cinema projects that he
had worked on. The movie won second place in the contest and initially received much
attention since it was a radical departure from the melodramatic cinema of Latin America
at the time. Instead, the goal of the film was to portray daily life in a small Latin
American town. Guerra, however, was not the first director to add a melodramatic
element to García Márquez’s fiction. In 1999, Mexican director Arturo Ripstein directed
an adaptation of El coronel no tiene quien le escriba which featured the character of
Julia, the colonel’s dead son’s girlfriend, played by Selma Hayek. Julia never appears in
the original text but adds a telenovela feel to the story in the film as soap operas are
extremely popular in Mexico. In any case, both Guerra and Ripstein incorporate changes
into their films to make them more appealing to the target audience, and in the case of
Guerra’s film, it meant the lampoons did not have as important of a role.

4.7 Adapting La mala hora: Director Ruy Guerra
Ruy Guerra was born in 1931 in Mozambique when the African nation was still a
colony of Portugal. Having a strong passion for film, Guerra left Mozambique to enroll in
the L'Institut des hautes études cinématographiques (the Institute for Advanced
Cinematographic Studies) in Paris, France in 1952. After working on several films in
France in an assistant director capacity, Guerra left France and moved to Brazil to start
working on his first feature film as a director, Os Cafajestes (The Unscrupulous Ones),
which debuted in 1962. That year, the movie was nominated for the Golden Berlin Bear,
the most prestigious award at the Berlin International Film Festival.
Just two years after the release of Os Cafajestes, Guerra directed his second film,
Os Fuzis (The Rifles), which is widely considered to be his best picture. Os Fuzis gained
Guerra significant fame within Brazil earned him a reputation as one of the leading
directors of the Cinema Novo movement in Brazil, a style influenced the Italian
neorealism and the French New Wave. The Cinema Novo films of the 1960s and 1970s
dealt with intellectualism and social inequality, which was a major problem in the rural
parts of Brazil at the time. Os Fuzis depicts the immense poverty in the northeastern part
of Brazil and the government’s use of force to keep the rural population under control.
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While the content portrays a pressing social issue at the time, Guerra shot the film in a
unique style that gained it recognition as one of the top three Cinema Novo films along
with Vidas Secas (Barren Lives, 1963) and Deus e o Diabo na Terra do Sol (Black God,
White Devil, 1964). Randall Johnson states, “[Os Fuzis] is constructed through the use of
discontinuity, through stretching the conventions of time and space, and through a
deliberate breakdown of genres, modes of representation, and modes of discourse” (93).
Given the rise of the dictatorship in Brazil, which lasted from 1964 to 1985, Guerra, by
the 1970s, was unable to continue creating films that addressed Brazil’s many social
problems. Thus, in 1980, he returned to Mozambique to direct Mueda, Memória e
Massacre (Mueda, Memory, and Massacre), the nation’s first feature film.
Following the production of Mueda, Memória e Massacre, Guerra went to
Mexico and filmed his first of the two adaptations based on the fiction of Gabriel García
Márquez, Eréndira. This movie is a very faithful adaptation of La increíble y triste
historia de la cándida Eréndira y de su abuela desalmada with some elements from
García Márquez’s short story “Muerte constante más allá del amor” incorporated into the
plot of the film. The skillful acting and body language of Irene Papas and Claudia Ohana,
who play the roles the grandmother and Eréndira, respectfully, entertain audiences while
successfully recreating the emotions in García Márquez’s text. Undoubtedly, this is the
most well-known film adaptation to date based on a work of García Márquez. Upon
release, the film was received positively; it was submitted to the Cannes Film Festival
and was Mexico’s submission for the Academy Award for Best Foreign Language Film
in 1983 but did not receive the nomination.
After directing several more films including Kuarup (1989), Estorvo (Turbluence,
2000), and Portugal S.A (2004), Guerra decided to adapt another of García Márquez’s
novels, La mala hora (In Evil Hour) under the title O Veneno da Madrugada. Unlike
Eréndira, O Veneno da Madrugada does not carefully follow the source text; yet, Guerra
still manages to capture the intense hatred and fear plaguing the unnamed river town
through the careful use of cinematography and a convoluted plot structure, reminiscent of
Os Fuzis. Despite the fame of García Márquez and La mala hora, O Veneno da
Madrugada has received little attention by scholars despite it being one of the best
adaptations of a García Márquez novel. Part of the reason may be due to poor distribution
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as a region four DVD is the only one available as of this writing, and the DVD is
surprisingly difficult to obtain in the United States and Canada. Hopefully, this film will
achieve a wider distribution as it deserves more critical attention by film and literature
scholars. Following O Veneno da Madrugada, Guerra did not direct another film until
Quase Memória (Oblivious Memory) in 2016. Given that Guerra turned eighty-six years
old in 2017, Quase Memória may be his last film.

4.8 Adapting La mala hora: Narrative and Visual Elements
As previously discussed, Ruy Guerra was no stranger to working on stories and
screenplays written by García Márquez when he undertook the adaption of La mala hora,
but unlike his approach to Eréndira, Guerra opted for a rather untraditional approach to
adapting a text by choosing to make numerous and significant changes to the plot, setting,
characters, and details of the story. Any director that decides to alter major portions of
any work of fiction can still manage to create a film that is unique and be at the same
level or even better than the source text if done carefully. For example, some of the best
Shakespeare adaptions were directed by Akira Kurosawa. Feudal Japan is the perfect
setting for plays like Macbeth and King Lear as the stories lend themselves well to the
samurai culture of that era, but a change into a comparable location is not enough to
create a successful film adaptation. The primary reason why Kurosawa’s adaptations of
Shakespeare’s work so well is because he carefully crafts each scene using poetic visual
images, sound, and other aspects of cinematography to create visual masterpieces that can
generate strong emotions. This is precisely what Guerra does with his version of La mala
hora. While the setting of La mala hora and O Veneno da Madrugada is essentially the
same (the only difference is that the characters in the film speak Portuguese as opposed to
Spanish), the visual imagery that Guerra creates captures the intense hatred and animosity
that is tearing the town apart. Furthermore, he chose to utilize narrative and
cinematographic techniques reminiscent of noir and neo-noir films to further depict the
suspense, mystery, and tension in the unnamed town. It is unlikely that Guerra or any
other director would have been able to create as effective of an adaptation of La mala
hora using a film style that is anything other than noir.
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While there has been substantial scholarship written on García Márquez and La
mala hora, relatively few academics have tried to analyze the book or the film adaptation
through the noir lens or even classify the story as belonging to the genre despite the fact
that there are textual references that make it come across as a crime story. Raymond
Borde and Étienne Chaumenton, in “Towards a Definition of Film Noir”, examine the
major attributes associated with the genre. They explain, “It is the presence of crime
which gives film noir its most constant characteristic… Blackmail, accusation, theft, or
drug trafficking set the stage for a narrative where life and death are at stake… Sordidly
or bizarrely, death always comes at the end of a tortured journey” (19). In many classic
examples of noir, there is a focus on one central crime; however, as the story develops,
there is always a series of related crimes that the centra; protagonist must sort through. In
the case of La mala hora and O Veneno da Madrugada, there are two main crimes/sets of
crimes going on in the unnamed village: the ones revealed by the lampoons and those
committed by the mayor. Without a doubt, other than Mr. Carmichael and Father Ángel,
most of the other residents of the town that play a key part of the story are guilty of some
crime; however, the mayor is the true criminal in both novel and movie. On the surface,
the anonymous posting of the lampoons, the majority of which reveal the townspeople’s
sexual secrets, may not seem like a serious felony; however, the lampoons cause more
serious crimes such as homicide. For example, in the novel, César Montero, a hulking
farmer, as the book opens, kills Pastor, a musician, after having read a lampoon that said
his wife allegedly was having an affair with Pastor. The destructive power of the
lampoons is further expanded by Judge Arcadio’s secretary, “he told the story of a town
that was wiped out in seven days by lampoons. The inhabitants ended up killing each
other off. The survivors dug up the bones of their dead and carried them off to be sure
they’d never come back” (25). The heinous acts committed by the mayor, such as his
blatant abuse of power (usually acts of vertical violence), cause the tension in the town to
finally reach its breaking point. In the end, the village erupts in a “serenade of lead”;
these shootings force many to flee into the jungle to join guerilla groups. The majority of
those that remain in the pueblo are shot dead or incarcerated. Hence, like many examples
of noir, García Márquez’s story focuses primarily on a simple crime (the lampoons)
while more deeply revealing the misdeeds of the real criminals, which lead to the bloody
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conclusion “of a tortured journey”. Thus, La mala hora contains a key primary element
of the noir genre which is likely a reason why Guerra opted to shoot the film the way he
did.
A common narrative technique used in film noir is the voiceover. In most cases,
the central protagonist recalls the events of their misfortune and sometimes even offers a
confession to the audience. In the case of Guerra’s adaptation, the movie commences
with a long voiceover narration as Father Ángel writes down his thoughts. The
information contained in Ángel’s speech explains the situation of the village –time is
meaningless, the river has flooded, rats have invaded the church, the pueblo awakens to
the sound of Nestor’s clarinet, and most importantly “bad things” are expected in the near
future. Like most voiceover narrators, Ángel sets the stage for what is about to take place
in the town, a violent uprising. A narrator can interrupt the action of the movie at any
time to include additional information; however, some only make their presence felt at
the beginning and end of the film. This is the case with Ángel; he does serve as one of the
central protagonists in the movie, but he only assumes the role of narrator at the
beginning and end. In the closing narration, he is also writing a letter. He explains that
the violence turned out to be fair justice and “everybody and nobody” were responsible
for the lampoons. Following his closing narration, Cassandra then assumes the role of
narrator for an epilogue revealing that the mayor’s body was thrown in the river. While
Guerra adds a twist to the voiceover narration, it still has a similar function as it does in
works of film noir since it provides the audience with the context of the story.
In the transition from literary text to film, Guerra needed to come up with a way
to visually represent the volatile and hostile atmosphere of García Márquez’s cynical
pueblo. Guerra relied on numerous stylistic techniques of film noir in order to create a
dark, nightmarish, and mind-bending movie. Place and Peterson claim, “The
characteristic film noir moods of claustrophobia, paranoia, despair, and nihilism
constitute a world view that is expressed not through the films’ terse, elliptical dialogue,
nor through their confusing, often insoluble plots, but ultimately through their remarkable
style” (65). It is precisely this noir style of lighting, darkness, angle shots, and mise-enscène that bring García Márquez’s text to life on the silver screen. If the adaptation were
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shot using high-key lighting, which is used to suggest an upbeat mood, the movie would
have been a complete failure.
From the very first shot of the film, (see photo below) Guerra establishes a dark,
ominous mood that creates a sense of claustrophobia. In the opening shot, the camera
gazes outside of a window with bars into the blackness of a rainy night. The bars on the
window make it appear as if the camera is positioned inside of a jail cell; however, it is
actually in the rat-infested church. Despite the fact that the film is taking place in a
backwater, river town, the place is still just as alienating and dehumanizing as the big
cities that are typical settings of film noir. Nonetheless, this extremely constricting and
sinister atmosphere remains in full force for the remainder of the movie.

Prior to the mid-1940s, the dominant lighting style of cinema was “high-key”
lighting, in which there is a small ratio of key light to fill light. This technique was not
appropriate for film noir since it creates a realistic atmosphere with a minimum of
unnatural darkness. Hence, “low-key” lighting became the dominant method of lighting
for noir pictures. “Low-key” lighting employs a high ratio of key light to fill light,
creating a visual style that emphasizes rich shadows. Consequently, the effect creates
areas of high contrast and black shadows. Furthermore, “the low-key noir style opposes
light and dark, hiding faces, rooms, urban landscapes –and, by extension, motivations and
true character –in shadow and darkness which carry connotations of the mysterious and
the unknown” (Place & Peterson 66). Keeping with the noir style, O Veneno da
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Madrugada employs “low-key” lighting extensively to create rich shadows that create a
sense of mystery and hide the protagonists’ real intentions and motives. For example, in
the photo below, Roberto Asís aims a gun at his wife, Rebecca, after reading a lampoon
that she has been sleeping around with other men. In the shot, most of his body is nothing
but a mere shadow, and his sleeping wife appears to be on the verge of being engulfed by
darkness. Overall, the shot is quite effective in visually depicting the tension and dark
thoughts going through Roberto’s mind since he is unsure if what the lampoon indicated
is actually the truth or just malicious gossip.

As Place and Peterson explain, it is quite common for works of noir to include
rich, black shadows and portray characters in silhouette to conceal the truth or to add an
extra touch of mystery. This is another technique used throughout Guerra’s film. In the
image below, for instance, the mayor visits Don Sabas to arrest him for failing to pay the
municipal tax on the purchase of livestock. The silhouette of the mayor blends into the
darkness on the left side of the frame while the light entering through the closed window
in the background creates a perfect, shadowy figure of the corrupt town official.
Realistically, the darkness is attempting to conceal the actual reason for the mayor’s visit.
He could not care less whether or not Don Sabas paid the sales tax; the mayor simply
needs a reason to incarcerate him. The silhouette effect reveals the mayor’s true
character, someone who is rotten to the core.
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Undoubtedly, the black shadows and darkness of film noir can be quite
overpowering: “It is the constant opposition of areas of light and dark that categorizes
film noir cinematography. Small areas of light seem on the verge of being completely
overwhelmed by the darkness that now threatens them from all sides” (Place & Peterson
67). While the mayor executes his plan to firmly take over the town, he must act in

secrecy because some of his criminal actions would warrant a bullet to the head, and he
already has no shortage of enemies who would enjoy watching him drop dead.
Consequently, it is not surprising that darkness nearly envelopes the entire frame when
the mayor negotiates Nestor to acquire some land which can be seen in the following
screenshot. The amount of light is so minimal throughout the sequence that the audience
only sees a very small portion of the mayor’s body. Since Nestor has already arranged to
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sell his estate to the widow Assis, the mayor has to keep his plot secret from the other
townspeople, otherwise, he might not be able to secure his desired arrangement.
Everyone in the village needs to be kept in the dark about this secret deal.
A final major component of noir cinematography is mise-en-scène which is
designed to “unsettle, jar, and disorient the viewer in correlation with the disorientation
felt by the noir heroes” (Place & Peterson 68). The composition of the frame and the
camera angles work hand-in-hand to create rather disruptive, mind-bending, and
unnerving shots. Noir films tend to take place in dark, unforgiving cities, with many shots
at night of rain-soaked streets. For García Márquez, the weather is often a crucial element
of the story; at times, the rains can even become Biblical. Guerra carefully composes his
shots to show just how inhibiting the rain can be and that the streets are a very sinister

place as depicted in the image below. The shot of César riding through the muddy road in
the early morning hours on his way to Nestor’s is quite reminiscent of the dark streets and
alleys of classic noir films. It is clear that these roads in the backwater town are quite
dangerous, especially when the mayor establishes curfew; they are the perfect places to
be robbed or shot.
Works of film noir often use obscure camera angles to create a variety of effects
and specific moods; two common examples are high-angle and low-angle shots. The next
image is a high-angle shot of Dr. Giraldo and the dentist looking up at the mayor who is
at the top of a staircase. Within the shot, it is obvious that the mayor is in control of the
situation because he occupies the superior position at the top of the frame. In this
particular shot, the dentist and doctor have come to conduct the autopsy on Mr.
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Carmichael who was killed earlier by the guards. As the scene progresses, the mayor
stands his ground, his legs are visible in the shot, and he threatens to shoot the pair if they
do not leave immediately. Overall, the camera angle is very effective at establishing
dominance and the extreme tension between the three men.

Low-angle shots are equally useful in setting a tone or depicting hostility. The
following depicts the mayor is getting his tooth pulled by the dentist without having
received any anesthetic to reduce the pain he will experience. This low-angle shot reveals
that in this case, the dentist is the one in power as he hovers over a sobbing mayor. This
particular scene from the novel and film actually originates in García Márquez’s short
story “Un día de estos”. As the dentist prepares to extract the tooth in the story, he says,
“‘Now you’ll pay for our twenty dead men’” (116). While the dentist would prefer to let
the mayor suffer with an abscessed tooth, he has no choice but to perform the extraction;
however, he takes to opportunity to revel in the fact he is causing the mayor great pain.
The low-angle shot and camera focus emphasize the dentist’s menacing smile; these
types of shots are typical in noir to disorient the viewer and create a focal point within the
frame; Guerra uses them to generate the same effect in the film.
In addition to high and low angle shots, directors and cinematographers of film
noir often employed choker close-up which involve “framing the head or chin [and] are
obtrusive and disturbing” (Place & Peterson 68). Again, Guerra utilizes these types of
shots to express the intense emotions –fear, desire, distrust, disgust –prevalent in the town
and to further disorient the viewer. The previous image is an example of a choker close-
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up of the mayor as he confesses that he is the “terminator angel” to Father Ángel and that
it is his destiny to annihilate the Assis family. Undoubtedly, this shot is very effective
because the close-up reveals the mayor’s raw hatred for Roberto Assis and illustrates that
the lampoons have pushed him over the edge into complete insanity.

Undeniably, Guerra’s film adaptation contains numerous elements normally
associated with the noir genre as the riverbank town in which the story takes place is just
as dark and sinister as any city in classical works of noir. The violence, corruption, and
widespread distrust within the village sets the stage for a climatic revolution as the
townspeople revolt against their dishonest mayor and enter the jungles to join up with the
guerilla fighters. With specific regards to O Veneno da Madrugada, the extensive use of
noir cinematographic techniques – low-key lighting, darkness, camera angles,
exaggerated shots –accurately convey the immense hatred in García Márquez’s unnamed
town. No other cinematic style could create a better visual image of the original text.
Since the novel and film are missing some key elements of noir, such as the femme fatale,
it is very difficult to classify them as works of noir, however; no other genre of film
would be as effective as noir in depicting ominous atmosphere that García Márquez
creates in La mala hora.
4.9 Conclusion:
La mala hora is one of García Márquez’s darkest and most violent stories as it is
set in one of Colombia’s bloodiest historical time periods, La Violencia. Unlike many of
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his other novels and short stories, La mala hora is nearly devoid of any elements of
magical realism, the style of writing that made García Márquez famous. Instead, with La
mala hora and El coronel no tiene quien le escriba, he chose to focus solely on one of the
many turbulent periods in Latin American history. While violence existed in the
Americas prior to their “discovery” by Christopher Columbus in 1492, the level of
violence escalated significantly as the various Europeans arrived to conquer the
indigenous peoples and colonize the continents. According to Amnesty International’s
1979 report, sixty-percent of political tortures in the world took place in Latin America.
Unfortunately for the people of Latin America, death, war, violence, cruelty, and vicious
dictators are commonplace in their lives. As such García Márquez has never shied away
from these atrocities. For the majority of authors, poets, and filmmakers from Latin
America, works of literature and the cinema have served as a means to protest social and
political injustices.
In writing El general en su laberinto, García Márquez stated, “For me what is
fundamental is the ideology of Bolivar; the unity of Latin America that is the only cause
I’d die for” (Green and Branford 229). This lack of unity has been a curse for Latin
Americans. Unlike violence in Europe, the Middle East, and Asia, the majority of
violence that has plagued Latin America since independence is internal fighting. While
there have been armed conflicts between various countries in Latin America such as the
War of the Triple Alliance in which Paraguay was crippled by Uruguay, Argentina, and
Brazil, internal struggles for power, such as the conflict between the Liberals and
Conservatives in Colombia that led to La Violencia, have caused the nations of Latin
American to become weak and vulnerable to influence from foreign powers such as
Europe and the United States. As such much of the violence in La mala hora is vertical as
the mayor and his ruthless Conservative government will stop at nothing to beat the town
into submission in order to hold on to their power. García Márquez admits that power is
one of the main topics he works with. In his words:
The nature of power…is an underlying theme running through all my
books…absolute power is the highest and most complex of human achievements and
therefore it is the essence of man’s nobility and his degradation. Lord Acton said, ‘All
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power corrupts and absolute power corrupts absolutely.’ This has to be an enthralling
subject for a writer. (Apuleyo Mendoza 88)
Furthermore, the division/lack of unity in the town only contributes to the
violence. Much of the town suffers under the mayor’s iron fist, but the lampoons inhibit
collaboration among the citizens. The anonymous posting of the lampoons leads to
horizontal violence (the murder of Pastor at the hands of César Montero) and disunity as
the gossip and rumors only spread hatred and force each resident to have to watch their
backs. However, as can be seen at the end of the novel, when all hell breaks loose, the
townspeople are prepared with weapons and willing to head into the jungles to join with
the resistance guerrilla groups. Because the townspeople are so accustomed to violence,
they are ready to go at a moment’s notice. As stated, the identity of the
individual/individuals behind the lampoons remains a mystery, but there are some likely
culprits. On one hand, the residents of the village that are against the mayor such as the
dentist, barber, and Dr. Giraldo (or their associates) could be the ones responsible. By
posting the lampoons and thus causing great stability in town, the mayor will appear to
look weak and ineffective as a leader. If this is the case, then there is probable cause to
have him removed from his post, which could restore stability to the town. The mayor,
however, could also be behind the lampoons. If he is able to create tension and make it
seem like there is a state of emergency in town, he can justify his curfew, placing his
enemies in jail, and suspending civil liberties. This would allow him to expand his power
and influence, which is his ultimate goal. Lastly, the culprit/culprits could just be some
random people looking to cause trouble. Given the circus left, the terrible weather, and
the town’s isolation in general, there does not seem to be a lot of ways for some of the
younger residents to entertain themselves by starting trouble to cure their boredom.
Undoubtedly, Bakhtin’s concepts of authoritative and internally persuasive
discourses provide an excellent framework to analyze the concepts of authority and
power in the novel and film as they can help to highlight the multiple discourses
(dialogism) in both works as well as offer some insights into the culprits behind the
lampoons. As Bakhtin indicates, the authoritative voice is either fully accepted or
rejected; there cannot be a middle ground, but as Wertsch suggests, there can be
resistance in private when there is too much repression in a society, which is clearly the
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case here with the posting of lampoons, the distribution of clandestine literature, and the
presence of weapons/guerrilla movements. All of these go hand in hand with Bakhtin’s
ideas on the carnival as they are instruments that attempt to subvert established norms
and authoritative voices. Assuming the mayor is not behind the lampoons, which is likely
the case as he is, for the most part, a lonely and solitary man, the lampoons pose a serious
threat to his power and authoritative voice, so he takes drastic measures, like the curfew
and armed patrols, to try to prevent more from being posted. Anyone that disagrees with
the mayor becomes a target because the mayor demands everyone submit to him. Not
surprisingly, there is resistance to his power trip, which Wertsch suggests is likely to exist
in this type of environment. As such people like the barber, Pepe, Dr. Giraldo, and others
resist in secret.
When it comes to adapting La mala hora, Guerra does an excellent job by
recreating the sinister atmosphere of García Márquez’s unnamed town through the use of
low-key-lighting, dark shadows, and unsettling camera angles. The consistent darkness,
constant rains, and unsettling images manage to recreate the intense hostility that
permeates the novel. With such strong cinematography and mise-en-scène, Guerra does
not have to follow the text closely. In addition, by using a handheld camera extensively,
the jerking camera movements make the audience feel as if they are more than just
spectators, rather they feel more like one of the town’s residents. Previously, Guerra had
adapted García Márquez’s novella La increíble y triste historia de la cándida Eréndira y
de su abuela desalmada with great success by closely following the plot of the story, but
this is not the case with O Veneno da Madrugada. By relying more on darkness and
cinematography, Guerra recreates the intense hatred in the source text despite making
significant plot changes including condensing the action of the book into a single day and
reducing the role of the lampoons. No other director has had as much success in
representing both the magical and violent sides of García Márquez than Ruy Guerra.
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Chapter 5 : La muerte y la doncella & Death and the Maiden
5.1 Introduction
Unlike Gabriel, Cravo e Canela and La mala hora, Ariel Dorfman’s La muerte y
la doncella is a play written in 1990 upon his return to Chile after having spent many
years in exile during Augusto Pinochet’s ruthless dictatorship. As a student in university,
Dorfman had experimented in writing plays, but La muerte y la doncella was his first
play to be published and performed. On the surface, Dorfman’s play seems quite
straightforward; it takes place in an unidentified South American nation, likely Chile, in
which democracy has been restored following a prolonged military dictatorship. Much
like García Márquez never reveals which country is home to his mythical village of
Macondo in order to give the story a more universal appeal, the same can be said for
Dorfman’s play. The play could easily be set in other Latin American nations that
experienced a dictatorship in the twentieth century like Brazil or Argentina; it could also
be set in other countries across the globe like Spain (after the Franquismo) or one of the
many nations in Europe, Asia, or Africa controlled by a repressive regime.
Whereas Gabriel, Cravo e Canela and La mala hora focus on violence that is
eminent or conflicts that will plague the government for the foreseeable future, La muerte
y la doncella deals primarily with the violence that has already taken place and how a
society can move on after thousands of innocent people were murdered and tortured. The
fact that the story deals with healing and reconciliation lends itself better to a play as
opposed to a novel. When Dorfman first came up with the idea for the play, he admitted
that he struggled to write a few pages of a novel but quickly abandoned the idea in favor
of a play. Irene Wirshing argues that the theater is the perfect medium to express
testimonies regarding trauma and torture under repressive military regimes. She explains:
Theater as a genre defies representation. The stage provides a testimonial
space for oppressed voices to be heard. It allows for repressed trauma to
attain materiality and for the consciousness of survival to become
visible…Latin American theater is almost always political. During the
latter half of the twentieth century, Latin American theater explored socio-
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political issues, cultural and national identities, family dynamics, and
generational conflicts. The Pinochet dictatorship, with many economic and
artistic restrictions, led to the creation of the more abstract, satirical, and
allegorical dramas. Theater during this period was stuck on trauma; many
of the characters portrayed a sense of hopelessness and themes conveyed
interminable negativity. (61).
Wirshing’s comments really strike a chord with the scenario presented by La muerte y la
doncella. Dorfman’s play features three protagonists: Paulina, a woman who had been
tortured during the dictatorship; Gerardo, her husband who has just accepted a position
leading the commission that will investigate the crimes committed by the dictatorship that
ended in death; and Roberto Miranda, a doctor that helps Gerardo with a double flat tire
and whom Paulina believes to be the doctor that raped her years prior. The title of the
play is named after a German lied of the same name composed by Franz Schubert in
1817. In short, after helping Gerardo with the flat tire, Miranda hears the announcement
about Gerardo being appointed to the commission on the radio and decides to go back to
Gerardo and Paulina’s home to congratulate him; there may be some ulterior motives
here. Upon his arrival, Paulina hears his voice and immediately suspects Miranda was her
torturer. After smelling him, listening to some of the words he uses, and finding a tape of
Schubert’s Death and the Maiden in his car, she is completely convinced of his guilt.
Much to the horror of her husband, Paulina subdues Miranda and threatens to kill him if
he does not confess to the crimes Paulina is accusing him of. Although Paulina and
Gerardo stage a confession, the play never fully reveals whether or not Miranda is
innocent or guilty.
At the very end of the play, Gerardo, Paulina, and Miranda are all watching a
performance of Schubert’s Death and the Maiden. It is not clear whether or not Miranda
is real or if he has become a phantom of Paulina’s imagination. The stage directions of
the play state:
They freeze in their positions as the lights begin to go down slowly. We
begin to hear music from the last movement of Mozart’s Dissonant
Quartet. Paulina and Roberto are covered from view by a giant mirror
which descends, forcing members of the audience to look at themselves.
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For a few minutes, the Mozart quartet is heard, while the spectators watch
themselves in the mirror. Selected slowly moving spots flicker over the
audience, picking out two or three at a time, up and down the rows. (144)
The mirror plays a very important role here as the audience is forced to look at
themselves and thus ponder the scenario that has played out before their eyes and how
they would react to the situation. The idea of having a mirror serves a moral function in
the theater is nothing new. In Hamlet, Shakespeare suggests this concept. Hamlet states:
Suit the action to the
word, the word to the action, with this special
observance, that you o’erstep not the modesty of
nature. For anything so o’erdone is from the purpose
of playing, whose end, both at the first and
now, was and is to hold, as ’twere, the mirror up to
nature, to show virtue her own feature, scorn her
own image, and the very age and body of the time
his form and pressure. (67)
As Wirshing suggests, “The mirror triggers the unconscious. It invites not only empathy
and understanding, but also allows for a collective trauma to surface” (92). The audience
is forced into a more interactive role; they are forced to debate if Paulina’s actions are
justified given her traumatic situation. Additionally, by the audience looking at
themselves, the mirrors may get them to wonder if there are people among them like
Paulina that have continued to remain silent about the traumatic experiences they faced
during torture sessions and if there are any actual torturers walking among themselves.
Obviously, the use of the mirror is best suited for the theater as what Dorfman achieves at
the end of the play would be impossible for a novel or film to do.
Although Dorfman’s play offers a powerful criticism of Chile’s handling of the
dictatorship following the restoration of democratic elections and has a thoughtprovoking ending due to the use of the mirror and the fact that Miranda’s guilt is never
conclusively determined, many critics will argue that Polanski’s film, for a number of
reasons, surpasses Dorfman’s play. While Dorfman had a major part in writing the
screenplay for the film, Polanski made a number of aesthetic decisions to make the play
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suit his film style while still maintaining the intense emotions and political messages of
Dorfman’s text. In addition, the play is approximately fifty-five pages; given the
relatively short length of the play, it would be extremely difficult to adapt the text into an
hour and forty-minute film without adding any additional scenes/content. As such my
focus will be on how Polanski uses various proponents of cinematography, storytelling,
character development, and visual elements to find “equivalence in the meaning of the
forms” despite losing the testimonial aspect of the theater that is extremely important. In
addition, over the course of my analysis, I examine some of the challenges in adapting a
play to a movie as the medium lends itself much differently to adaptation than a novel
does.
5.2 Historical Context
Pinochet’s rise to power began in 1970 when Salvador Allende won a very close
three-way election against Jorge Alessandri and Radomiro Tomic, making Allende the
first Marxist candidate in Latin America to be elected democratically. While Allende had
narrowly won the popular vote, he did not reach the fifty percent margin required to
secure the presidency without having to go through congress first. At the time of the
election, the United States and the Soviet Union were in the midst of the Cold War, and
there was concern over Allende assuming the presidency as the US did not want
communist or Marxist ideals spreading further into Latin America, so the Central
Intelligence Agency formulated a few plans to prevent the Chilean Congress from
confirming Allende. In the previous Chilean presidential election in 1964, the CIA had
orchestrated an anti-Allende propaganda campaign to ensure Eduardo Frei Montalva
would become president (Prados 405-406). Because the Chilean constitution forbade
presidents from serving consecutive terms, Montalva could not seek reelection. One of
the CIA’s ideas to keep Allende out of office was known as “Track I” which would see
the US influence Chile’s congress so that they chose Alessandri over Allende. Once
Alessandri was president, he would resign, and thus another election would be held in
which Montalva could run (CIA.gov). The CIA’s other option, “Track II”, was the plan
for if Allende had been confirmed by Congress. In this scenario, the CIA would attempt
to work with various plotters to organize a coup and supply them with arms before
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Allende could take office, but the CIA withdrew support upon realizing the plotters
would not be able to carry out the coup (CIA.gov). Once Allende was voted to the
presidency by Congress, he signed that Statue of Constitutional Guarantees, which
proclaimed his intentions of abiding by the constitution during his term in office.
During the first years of Allende’s presidency, he experimented with various
monetary and economic policies that caused inflation to rise to over 140% due to an
increased amount of currency in circulation. Not surprisingly, various groups and
organizations became upset over what was happening in Chile. In October of 1972, a
twenty-four-day strike further crippled the national economy. “Civil engineers, some
bank employees, some university and high school students and the officers and crews of
Chile’s largest private shipping line joined the line wave of strikes that began with a
nationwide work stoppage by truck owners early last week” (Novitski). Doctors, dentists,
pharmacists, and some shop keepers also participated in the strike to varying degrees.
Obviously, there were some scattered outbursts and riots but nothing major that posed a
significant threat to Allende. At this point, the army remained loyal to Allende, so he
remained in power for the time being despite the massive protests and economic
difficulties plaguing the nation.
Matters only got worse for Allende in 1973, in June of that year, Colonel Roberto
Souper attempted a coup d’etat known as the Tanquetazo incident in which he
surrounded the presidential palace with tanks after discovering that he was going to be
relieved of his duties. His attempts to dispose of the Allende government ultimately failed
as he was defeated by General Carlos Prats. Although the coup was not successful, it
further highlighted the already deteriorating political situation in Chile and can be seen as
a precursor to the coup of September 11, 1973, which ended Allende’s presidency.
Following the Tanquetazo, Allende faced more trouble on all fronts. In August of 1973,
the Christian Democrats and the National Party made accusations against Allende’s
government, claiming the president was utilizing the military to enforce law and order as
there were widespread riots, protests, and demonstrations throughout the country.
Another major blow to Allende’s presidency came with the Chamber of Deputies
resolution which passed on August 22, 1973, which accused Allende and his government
of violating the constitution:
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Que es un hecho que el actual Gobierno de la República, desde sus inicios,
se ha ido empeñando en conquistar el poder total, con el evidente
propósito de someter a todas las personas al más estricto control
económico y político por parte del Estado y lograr de ese modo la
instauración de un sistema totalitario, absolutamente opuesto al sistema
democrático representativo, que la Constitución establece.22 (Lira 258)
Finally, the declaration requested that Allende, the armed forces, and Ministers of State,
“les corresponde poner inmediato término a todas las situaciones de hecho referidas, que
infringen la Constitución y las leyes, con el fin de encauzar la acción gubernativa por las
vías del Derecho y asegurar el orden constitucional de nuestra patria y las bases
esenciales de convivencia democrática entre los chilenos.”23 Although Allende had
vehemently denied the accusations leveled against his administration in the resolution, it
was not enough to save his presidency. On September 11, 1973, with the backing of the
US government, Chile’s military, led by Pinochet, disposed of the Allende’s government.
With Allende’s death, Pinochet rose to power becoming one of the most brutal dictators
in Latin American history.
During Pinochet’s reign of terror which lasted from 1973 until 1990, there were
widespread oppression of the left, state-sponsored violence (vertical violence), and
innumerable human rights violations. Pinochet’s government formally banned
communist, Marxist, socialist, and other political parties on the left, which had supported
Allende. This forced many Chileans to either go into exile or hiding as they would
become targets and potentially be tortured like, Paulina in Dorfman’s play, or completely
disappear. While those that opposed Allende claimed he had repeatedly violated the
constitution, the military government under Pinochet completely suspended the
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“That it is a fact that the current Government of the Republic, since its inception, has been committed to
conquer with absolute power, with the obvious purpose of subjecting all people to the strictest economic
and political control by the State and achieving that way the establishment of a totalitarian system,
absolutely opposed to the representative democratic system, which the Constitution establishes.”

23

“to put an immediate end to all of the breaches, which infringe the Constitution and the laws, with the
goal of redirecting government activity toward the path of Law and ensuring the Constitutional order of
our Nation, and the essential underpinnings of democratic co-existence among Chileans.”
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constitution and dissolved congress as the junta assumed power of both the executive and
legislative branches of government. As such, he was able to impose curfews, ban political
activity, and censor the media.
While these political moves destroyed Chile’s democracy, the worst acts
committed by the Pinochet regime were the systematic elimination and torture of anyone
who was deemed to be a threat to the government or had expressed leftist ideals. It would
be impossible to determine an exact number of victims, but according to the Commission
of Truth and Reconciliation (Rettig Commission), over 27,000 people were tortured,
2,279 were murdered, over 200,000 fled into exile, and an unknown number of people
were held illegally in detention centers. Those that were sent to concentration camps and
tortured, were physically beaten, sexually abused, and suffered irreparable psychological
trauma. Waterboarding, electrocution, rape, and beatings were all common practice in the
detention centers. Pinochet’s intention through these measures was to establish fear
amongst the Chilean population so that his authority would not be questioned. In order to
accomplish this, he established a number of organizations such as the Caravan of Death
which orchestrated the execution of prisoners at the seventeen detention centers
throughout Chile. Not surprisingly, these murders were carried out in a gruesome
manner. General Joaquin Lagos explains why the bodies of the victims were not returned
to the families:
I was ashamed to see them. They were torn into pieces. So I wanted to put
them together, at least leave them in a human form. Yes, their eyes were
gouged out with knives, their jaws broken, their legs broken… At the end
they gave them the coup de grace. They were merciless…The prisoners
were killed so that they would die slowly. In other words, sometimes they
shot them by parts. First, the legs, then the sexual organs, then the heart. In
that order the machine guns were fired.
Another agency established by Pinochet was the National Intelligence Directorate
(DINA). According to Constable and Valenzuela, the purpose of DINA was to “produce
the intelligence necessary to formulate policies and planning, and to adopt measures to
procure the safeguarding of National Security and development of the country” (91). In
short, DINA was responsible for creating and operating the various detention centers
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throughout the country and for surveillance of the population. This was another means by
which Pinochet could instill fear and crush any opposition before things spread.
Due to the extreme measures taken by Pinochet to maintain absolute power over
Chile, international pressure and a clause in the 1980 constitution forced a plebiscite vote
in 1988 in which Chileans could vote ‘yes’ to allow Pinochet to continue serving as
president for an additional eight years or ‘no’ if they wanted him to step down and return
to democratic elections. Although the “no” side won the vote, Pinochet remained
commander-in-chief of the Chilean army until 1998 and then served as a senator for life
until 2002. Because Pinochet remained in key positions even after stepping down from
the presidency, the newly elected president, Patricio Aylwin, could do little to persecute
those responsible for the murder and torture of nearly 30,000 Chileans during Pinochet’s
reign. Furthermore, the investigation commission he formed, the Rettig Commission, was
limited to what details they could explore and publish. This setup is very much like the
commission that Gerardo is about to lead in La muerte y la doncella.
5.3 Theoretical Approach
In my analysis of La mala hora and O Veneno da Madrugada, my main
theoretical approach was on Bakhtin and his idea of authoritative discourse; La muerte y
la doncella does not lend itself as well to these concepts as there is no dominant authority
figure in the play like the mayor or Father Ángel. Paulina, Gerardo, and Miranda are all
regular citizens with Gerardo holding a key government position. Consequently, there is
not as much here at play with regards to authority. Obviously, when Paulina is in
possession of the firearm and Miranda is tied up, she is the one in control. Back during
her torture sessions, the doctor and his associates were the ones with power and authority.
Because the play and movie focus more on the aftermath of a ruthless military regime
and what society can/should do to heal the wounds opened by state-sponsored violence,
my theoretical approach will deal mostly with the physical and psychological scars that
victims of torture might bear and what ways, if any, can offer closure.
For starters, I will examine some testimony by victims of torture that have had
similar experiences to Paulina and the scars that the experiences have left on their lives.
For this, I draw on the comments of Jean Améry, a survivor of Auschwitz. Hearing a
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first-hand account of the horrors that he faced when dealing with the Nazi authorities and
later being sent to a concentration camp reveals just how traumatic systematic torture can
be, and he explains the various emotions one is put through from abduction to the first
blow to extreme physical abuse and finally the aftermath of the torture. To add context to
Améry’s accounts of his torture, I utilize the ideas regarding torture that Elaine Scarry
presents in her book The Body in Pain: The Making and Unmaking of the World. Scarry
defines the key elements of torture, the goals that perpetrators hope to achieve, and the
aftermath of the experience; these critical insights from an academic perspective help to
better comprehend what Améry and Paulina endured.
While examining the comments of a real torture victim is useful in fully
understanding Paulina’s character, it is also important to also look at her behavior from a
medical/scientific perspective. At various points of Dorfman’s play, both Miranda and
Gerardo believe Paulina has completely lost her mind and is in dire need of help. Yet, the
behaviors she exhibits that make her husband and Miranda feel this way are signs
associated with someone who has undergone traumatic experiences. In her three books,
The Shattered Self: A Psychoanalytic Study of Trauma (1988), Falling Backwards: An
Exploration of Trust and Self-Experience (1995), and Toward a Psychology of
Uncertainty: Trauma-Centered Psychoanalysis (2008), psychologist and psychoanalyst
Doris Brothers explores various concepts related to trauma based on cases she has had
with her patients over the years. Paulina exhibits a lot of these including issues with trust,
isolation/feeling like one does not belong, and disassociation. In addition, I examine
some of the aspects of trauma that Judith Herman proposes in her book Trauma and
Recovery. Like Brothers, her experience as a psychiatrist has made her a top scholar
when it comes to treating various types of trauma. With regard to La muerte y la
doncella, I analyze how Paulina traverses Herman’s three stages of recovery following
trauma: establishing safety, reconstructing the traumatic story, and restoring the
connection between the survivor with his/her community.
In the play and film, Paulina is upset that the newly established commission that
is only investigating cases that ended in death, leaving out victims of torture and those
that fled into exile. Although the people that underwent physical torture and exiles
experienced very different types of trauma, it is worth examining how the two groups
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adjusted to living in a democracy once the exiles were able to return. In order to gain
insight into the exile experience and their rocky returns home, my theoretical inspiration
comes from Argentine exile Tununa Mercado’s highly novelistic memoir Estado de
memoria. Mercado, through her own experience and encounters with other exiles,
suggests that exiles are denied a homecoming as it is impossible for them to resume an
ordinary existence after suffering trauma in exile. This is idea is relevant to victims of
torture as well because they too cannot just move on with their lives following physical
and psychological abuse. As such, the disidentification that returning exiles faced mirrors
some of the issues Paulina is dealing with.
The other major factor to consider when analyzing Dorfman’s play and Polanski’s
film is the music. Given the title for both works comes from the name of Schubert’s
string quartet number fourteen in D minor, it is obvious that the music plays a pivotal role
in the story, much more than just the song that Paulina’s torturer had played while she
was being violated. When choosing the name for his play and the music that is heard
throughout it, Dorfman carefully selected Schubert’s piece as the characters of the
maiden and Death in the piece mirror that of Paulina and Miranda. The connection
between Schubert’s and Dorfman’s characters is much more than just a simple parallel.
Perhaps Dorfman chose to use Schubert’s piece because Schubert had many health
problems including depression and tertiary stage syphilis along with financial hardships.
Following the flop of his opera Fierabras, he wrote a letter to a friend stating:
Think of a man whose health can never be restored, and who from sheer
despair makes matters worse instead of better. Think, I say, of a man
whose brightest hopes have come to nothing, to whom love and friendship
are but torture, and whose enthusiasm for the beautiful is fast vanishing;
and ask yourself if such a man is not truly unhappy. My peace is gone, my
heart is sore, gone forever and evermore. (Grove 340)
The emotions expressed by Schubert in the letter to his friend unquestionably
resonate with Paulina as she feels broken down and may never be able to recover from
her trauma and torture especially when confirming that Gerardo’s commission will not
hear her testimony or that of the thousands of other torture victims that went through the
same ordeal. Schubert alludes to the idea of never being able to fully heal; this is quite
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possibly the case with Paulina as well. Even if Gerardo’s commission heard what she has
to say and punished the doctors and government authorities responsible for the torture of
thousands of citizens, Paulina will still bear the scars left behind by her experience. She
still may not be able to enjoy Schubert once again. Thus, Dorfman’s play connects to
both Schubert’s personal life and music.
5.4 Protagonists: Paulina
Although it is not explicated stated that La muerte y la doncella is set in Chile, the
three main protagonists reflect the three main groups of people in Chile following the
plebiscite vote to end Pinochet’s presidency. Paulina stands for citizens that sought to
investigate the crimes committed by the dictatorship and punish those responsible.
Miranda represents the military and other officials that wanted to limit accountability for
the human rights violations committed under Pinochet. Lastly, Gerardo is emblematic of
the groups in Chile that wanted there to be some justice for the victims that were
murdered and tortured but did not want to push prosecution too far to the point where the
newly reestablished democracy would have been compromised.
The major problem with the investigating commission that Gerardo will be
leading is that its scope is too limited; only cases that ended in death will be examined.
This leaves out two major groups affected by the dictatorship: those who went into exile
and those, like Paulina, who survived after being traumatized and tortured. No testimony
will be heard from people that fall into either of these categories; thus, it will be
impossible for the nation to fully heal if the commission does not make any effort to heal
these wounds. A prevalent misconception is that the people who fled into exile during a
military dictatorship did not suffer like the citizens who remained in the country. While
specifically referring to Sephardic Jews, Karen Armstrong describes the exile experience
as:
A violent uprooting, which takes away all the normal props, breaks up our
world, snatches us forever from places that are saturated in memories
crucial to our identity, and plunges us permanently in an alien
environment, can make us feel that our very existence has been
jeopardized. (8)
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Armstrong’s idea is further conveyed in Argentine exile Tununa Mercado’s highly
novelistic memoir, Estado de memoria; Mercado writes, “Nothing could be more
anodyne and stupid than to say: ‘the exiles had it good;’ this trivial remark, as a sort of
excuse is all too often passively accepted like its counterpart of the same suit: ‘those who
stayed in Argentina had it worse;” (18). Upon an exile’s return home, they, according to
Mercado are denied a peaceful homecoming. In her words, “The sense of foreignness
hurls itself at the returning exile; it is as if the entire person, their body and psyche, were
swaddled in a membrane separating them from the world” (103). In addition, Uruguayan
exile Mario Benedetti warns, “May friends, siblings. and couples know before reuniting
that they are not and will never be the same…Everybody was amputated: them, of
liberty; us of context.” If one were to lose his / her context following exile, as Benedetti
explains, they effectively become disappeared along with the tens of thousands of other
people that were tortured and murdered by the repressive dictatorships. This idea is as
applicable to any nation that experienced a violent authoritarian regime like Argentina
under Videla or Chile during Pinochet’s reign of terror.
In Ghostly Matters: Haunting and the Sociological Imagination, Avery Gordon
explains, “To disappear is to exist in a world where dispossession and unreality rule”
(104). Furthermore, Mercado adds, “For those who return…there are no cubby holes to
slip into, no houses in which to hide” (Estado de Memoria 103) and “we wander the
world…we’re not where we should naturally be among other humans, among proprietors,
among citizens” (Canon de alcoba 115). The comments by Avery and Mercado bring up
an interesting point to consider: for returning exiles, it is impossible to just pick up where
their lives left off prior to going into exile. This same concept is applicable to Paulina and
other victims of torture as they too cannot just resume normal lives after being physically
and psychologically abused. Returning to Armstrong’s quote about the exile experience,
Doris Brothers argues that a traumatized person is an exile that his forced live in a world
that appears to now be unrecognizable where there is no hope. In her words:
The feelings of expectation and desire that constitute hope, and which
propel our lives toward some rosy future, can only be tolerated to the
extent that experiences of uncertainty are also tolerable. When all certainty
is exposed by trauma as a cruel myth and the future looks like a dark and
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barren wilderness, hope must be crushed lest it add further uncertainty to a
future that is already unbearably precarious. (2005, 46)
The pain and trauma they experienced do not go away once democracy is restored; many
aspects of their lives will be impacted and if a commission intends to ignore them, these
poor souls will have to continue to bear the burden of their past without getting a chance
to heal any open wounds.
It is unclear if Gerardo realizes the impact that Paulina’s torture has had on her
given the fact that up until this point she has not revealed to anybody the full extent of her
torture. In any case, her behavior is not unlike what Mercado says about returning exiles.
While waiting for Gerardo to return home the night the play is set, she eats her dinner in
the closet as it is obvious he is running late due to his meeting with the new president and
the fact his tire and the spare one were both flat. Eating alone in a closet is a behavior that
echoes Mercado’s statement, “we wander the world…we’re not where we should
naturally be among other humans.” Upon seeing a car that she does not recognize pull up
to her home, Paulina’s immediate reaction is to draw a gun. Again, this is not typical
behavior. Both the returning exiles and Paulina need to have their voices heard should
they want to have closure and attempt to have normal lives in the newly established
democracy.
In The Body in Pain, Elaine Scarry discusses the fundamental elements of torture.
In her words, “Torture consists primarily of a physical act, the infliction of pain, and a
primary verbal act, the interrogation…Although the information is sought in an
interrogation is almost never credited with being a just motive for torture, it is repeatedly
credited with being the motive for torture” (28). Pinochet’s administration sought
information on any resistance movements in Chile and wanted to find some members that
had close ties to Allende who were not killed in the coup. This is the case with Paulina as
well as her torturers wanted information as to the whereabouts of Gerardo. Scarry
describes the pain that victims of torture experience as “world-destroying”; if the prisoner
is subjected to enough pain that it makes them believe the entire world around them is
crumbling, he/she will be more likely to confess. Scarry notes, “In compelling
confession, the torturers compel the prisoner to record and objectify the fact that intense
pain is world-destroying. It is this reason that while the content of the prisoner’s answer
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is only sometimes important to the regime, the form of the answer, the fact of his
answering, is always crucial” (29). While Paulina may not have revealed the information
that her torturers were looking for, the physical and mental damage caused by the abuse
remains with her even after gaining her freedom.
Paulina’s seemingly erratic behavior clearly stems from her torture. Her
constantly feeling on edge is a need to feel prepared for any situation that could arise.
Even when democracy is restored, some trouble could arise at any given moment.
Polanski incorporates an extra element not present in the play that adds tension towards
the end of the film. Gerardo receives a phone call from the new president explaining that
there had been some threats and that a security team would arrive at his home in the
morning to take him into protect. With this kind of news, it is no surprise that Paulina is
not at ease; she does not want to be the helpless victim again. In reflecting on his own
torture in Nazi Germany, Jean Améry states, “The first blow brings home to the prisoner
that he is helpless, and thus it already contains in the bud everything that is to come. One
may have known about torture and death in the cell…but upon the first blow they are
anticipated as real possibilities, yes, as certainties” (27). The feeling of helplessness that
Améry mentions is exacerbated when the victim comes to the realization that nobody is
coming to save him/her. Paulina, however, persevered without giving up any information
about Gerardo as she knew he would be arrested and likely found himself in a similar
predicament. In addition to creating feelings of helplessness, Améry also suggests the
first blow destroys trust in the world. In his words, “At the first blow, however, this trust
in the world breaks down. The other person, opposite whom I exist physically in the
world and with whom I can exist only as long as he does not touch my skin surface as a
border, forces his own corporeality with the first blow. He is on me and thereby destroys
me” (28). Améry comments go hand in hand with that Scarry claims is one of the main
reasons why physical pain is used; she argues the main goal of torturers that utilize
physical pain “is that it is to the individual experiencing it overwhelmingly present, more
emphatically real than any other human experience, and yet is almost invisible to anyone
else, unfelt, and unknown…the tendency of pain no simply to resist expression but to
destroy the capacity for speech is in torture reenacted in overt, exaggerated form” (Scarry
51-54). Without a voice or the capacity to speak, the victim of torture suffers damage that
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might be irreversible. As suggested by my earlier comments on the theories of Avery
Gordon and Tununa Mercado, it is impossible for victims of torture to resume normal
lives after such harrowing physical and mental abuse. This is confirmed by Améry who
admits that torture victims are never able to return to their previous lives and live in
peace. He states:
Whoever has succumbed to torture can no longer feel at home in the
world. The shame of destruction cannot be erased. Trust in the world,
which already collapsed in part at the first blow, but in the end, under
torture, fully will not be regained. That one’s fellow man was experienced
as the antiman remains in the tortured person as accumulated horror. It
blocks the view into a world in which the principle of hope rules. One who
was martyred is a defenseless prisoner of fear. It is fear that henceforth
reigns over him. Fear –and also what is called resentments. They remain,
and have scarcely a chance to concentrate into a seething, purifying thirst
for revenge. (40)
Paulina has survived her torture like Améry, but she will always have trust issues,
feelings of paranoia, and fear. Nothing can undo the damage that has been done. Killing
Miranda, forcing him to confess to crimes he may/may not have committed, or putting
him through the same torture Paulina experienced will not fully heal her wounds. Some
type of justice may offer closure at best, but she will never be the same.
The feelings of uneasiness and trust issues experienced by both Améry and
Paulina result from the lack of certainty which in turn causes shame. Brothers explains,
“When trauma is regarded as the destruction of certainty, its relationship to shame may
be classified further” (2005, 47). With regard to specific behaviors that a person with
strong feelings of shame, Deborah Thomas notes that “a shame-ridden person feels not
only inferior, deficient, and unworthy, but also exposed in this mortifying condition that
he or she feels compelled to hide from view” (5). In terms of hiding from view, this can
be seen on many levels with Paulina. First of all, she and Gerardo live in a rather remote
cabin along the coast. In the play and the film, it does not appear that there are any
neighbors living close by; hence, they are living rather private lives outside of a
community. Secondly, Paulina, at the start of the play and film is eating alone and in a
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closet. Despite being home alone and with no one around for a decent distance, she opts
to hide from view by eating in a closet as opposed to a table or more comfortable place
like most people would. Lastly, darkness plays a major role in both Dorfman’s play
(through stage directions) and in Polanski’s film. In many of Polanski’s films, darkness
and low-key lighting are used extensively to create a tense atmosphere and feelings of
uncertainty among viewers. Darkness is crucial to the play as it is symbolic on so many
levels. It represents the Rettig Commission’s limited scope (the victims of torture are not
recognized and continue to hide in shame), impedes the path to light (freedom), and is
reminiscent of Paulina’s torture as she was blindfolded during the sessions (Wirshing 8687).
When a person experiences shame, he/she likely experiences a lack of self-trust
which is also quite damaging to a person’s existence. Self-trust, according to Brothers is
defined as, “the hope or wishful expectation of obtaining and providing the self-object
experiences necessary for the development, maintenance, and restoration of cohesive
selfhood” (1995, 33). She goes on to explain that, “psychic trauma can only be fully
understood as the betrayal of trust in self-object relationships on which selfhood
depends” (1995, 50). Paulina, undoubtedly, suffers from a lack of self-trust as her
relationships suffer because of it. When Paulina, after having been freed from her
torturers, found Gerardo with another woman, she felt betrayed and ashamed. She had
been put through hell and finding her future husband with someone else was another
heavy blow. This can be seen in the following exchange:
Paulina: While I defended your life, while your name stayed inside me and never
left my mouth, --ask him, ask Miranda if I ever so much as whispered your
name, while you…
Gerardo: You already forgave me, you forgave me, how many times will we have
to go over this? We’ll die from so much past, we’ll suffocate. Let’s finish
this. Let’s close this book once and for all and never speak about it, ever
again. (42-43)
This exchange is very import and Jean-François Jacques observes, “Paulina’s self-object
fantasies projected onto Gerardo became betrayed when she found him with another
woman. He represented for her the ideal of justice that she herself remained desperately
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faithful to even under torture” (143). Her belief of Gerardo presenting justice is further
shattered as Paulina becomes extremely upset with Gerardo for defending his
commission despite the fact they will not investigate cases of torture nor will they
actually bring charges against those that committed murder. On top of that, he believes
Paulina has gone insane by accusing Miranda to be the doctor that tortured her based on
voice and smell alone. Brothers argues, “shame…brings with it a sense of shrinking from
human contact, it magnifies the traumatized person’s experience of having been expelled
from his or her relational homeland” (2008, 48). Given Gerardo’s actions and reluctance
to believe Paulina in her accusations of Miranda, Paulina really feels expelled from her
“relational homeland”.
One of the main reasons why Paulina suspects that Roberto is, beyond a shadow
of a doubt, the doctor that had tortured her years prior is due to his smell. She also
recognizes his voice too. In any case, in his most famous novel, The Remembrance of
Things Past, Marcel Proust wrote, “When nothing else subsists, after things are broken
and scattered –the smell and taste of things remain poised a long time like souls bearing
resiliently, on tiny and almost impalpable drops of their essence, the immense edifice of
memory” (340). Indeed, as Proust suggests smells, much more than sounds, sights, and
touches, are closely linked to our memory. At any given time, a repugnant odor or
pleasant fragrance can trigger a memory from our most distant past. Incorporating the
power of all five senses into literature is nothing new; however, each author uses them in
very different ways. Gabriel García Márquez and other Latin American writers borrowed
this idea from United States author William Faulkner, who in his novel Absalom,
Absalom! utilizes the smell of wisteria to evoke the eidolon of Thomas Sutpen to bring
memories from the distant past into the present. In Paulina’s case, as Caputo notes,
“Blindfolded, she was never able to see the men who committed these acts. But her other
senses were not inhibited: she could feel them, smell them and hear them” (213). Despite
the intense pain and inability to see, Paulina’s other senses were not dulled; therefore, any
suspicions she has regarding the doctor’s voice and smell should be taken seriously.
On the surface, this may simply seem like nothing more than a literary technique,
but there is scientific evidence linking our olfactory sense to the memories we have
stored in our brains. Dr. Rachel Herz, the author of The Scent of Desire, notes that “the
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olfactory cortex is embedded within the brain’s limbic system and amygdala, where
emotions are born and emotional memories stored. That’s why smells, feelings, and
memories become so easily and intimately entangled” (Angier). In addition, she explains
that memories are formed by associations with smell tend to last much longer and are
clearer than those generated by sight and sound. “With a phone number, if you get a new
one, a week later you may have forgotten the old one… With smells, it’s the other way
around. The first association is better than the second.” Furthermore, in a research study
conducted by Stockholm University professors, Maria Larsson and Johan Willander,
regarding the power of smell to treat diseases such as dementia and depression have
concluded that smell cues were able to retrieve memories of early childhood much better
than visual and auditory cues (Angier). Larsson’s patients even described the memories
evoked by smells, “in exceptionally rich and emotional terms, and they were much
likelier to report the sudden sensation of being brought back in time”, despite their
comparative antiquity (Angier). When taking all of her findings into account, Dr.
Larsson “attributes the youthfulness of smell memories to the fact that our olfaction is the
first of our senses to mature and only later cedes primacy to vision and words, while the
cortical link between olfaction and emotion ensure that those early sensations keep their
bloom all life long” (Angier). Taking into account the scientific findings of both Dr. Herz
and Dr. Larrson, it seems perfectly plausible for Paulina to be able to identify the doctor
that tortured her based on his smell alone. Given that she was able to smell his body
during the intense physical beatings, the emotional trauma caused by the events likely led
to the creation of some very well-defined memories. Thus, when she encounters the
doctor’s distinct smell again in her own home, her suspicions should not be so quickly
dismissed by Gerardo. Elizabeth Loftus and Katherine Ketcham explain, “no matter how
outlandish the memories or how serious or potentially damaging the accusations arising
from these memories, the survivor is told that she is not responsible for providing proof
or validation of her memories” (55). There is no doubt Paulina was tortured, and she does
not need to offer any proof of that to her husband or anyone else; Miranda’s smell and
voice are sufficient.
According to Judith Herman, “Trauma inevitably brings loss…Those who are
physically harmed lose in addition their sense of body integrity…The telling of the
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trauma story thus inevitably plunges the survivor into profound grief. Since so many of
the losses are invisible or unrecognized, the customary rituals of mourning provide little
consolation” (188). Paulina hopes to find some sort of closure by putting Miranda on
trial. She tells Gerardo, “This is not vengeance. I’m giving him all the guarantees he
never gave me. Not one, him and his –colleagues” (28). This trial is not an easy thing for
Paulina to carry out as she must reveal to Gerardo, for the first time, exactly what
happened to her. As Herman suggests, this is likely to cause some grief as she has never
told anybody, not even her husband or mother, what exactly happened when she was
taken into custody. In Paulina’s words:
I want him to confess. I want him to sit in front of the cassette-recorder
and to tell me what he did –not just to me, everything, to everybody –and
then have him write it out in his own handwriting and sign it and I would
keep a copy forever –with all the information, the names and data, all the
details. That’s what I want. (135)
Although Paulina has set up this trial for some closure; there might be more to it. Herman
would likely see it “as a fantasy of magical resolution through revenge, forgiveness, or
compensation” (189). Herman argues that victims of trauma frequently resist mourning
for a number of reasons including pride and as a way of denying the perpetrator victory,
but it is “only through mourning everything that she has lost can the patient discover her
indestructible inner life” (189-190). Paulina believes a trial and confession will help, but
it is nothing more than what Herman explains to be a revenge fantasy. In her words:
The revenge fantasy is often a mirror image of the traumatic memory, in
which the roles of perpetrator and victim are reversed. It often has the
same grotesque, frozen, and wordless quality as the traumatic memory
itself. The revenge fantasy is one form of the wish for catharsis. The
victim imagines that she can get rid of the terror, shame, and pain of the
trauma by retaliating against the perpetrator. The desire for revenge also
arises out of the experience of complete helplessness. In her humiliated
fury, the victim imagines that revenge is the only way to restore her own
sense of power. She may also imagine that this is the only way to force the
perpetrator to acknowledge the harm he has done her. (190)
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The revenge fantasy idea proposed by Herman is exactly what Paulina has arranged with
Miranda and Gerardo. Now the roles are reversed as Miranda is at the mercy of Paulina,
inverting the violence Paulina was subjected to. Both Gerardo and Miranda agree to
Paulina’s demands and the confession is staged. While Gerardo goes out to retrieve
Miranda’s car, Paulina tells the doctor she told her husband a few details about her
experience that were inaccurate to see if he would correct them in his confession which
he does. This makes Paulina even more sure that Miranda was her tormenter. She tells
him, “I’m not going to kill you because you’re guilty, Doctor, but because you haven’t
repented at all. I can only forgive someone who really repents, who stands up amongst
those he has wronged and says, I did this, I did it, and I’ll never do it again” (140). She
gives him to the count of ten to really confess or she will shoot him, but the action freezes
before she has the chance to. “The fantasy of compensation is often fueled by the desire
for a victory over the perpetrator that erases the humiliation of the trauma” (Herman
191). Paulina’s comments echo another point regarding recovery explain by Herman,
“True forgiveness cannot be granted until the perpetrator has sought and earned it
through confession, repentance, and restitution. Genuine contrition in a perpetrator is a
rare miracle. Fortunately, the survivor does not need to wait for it. Her healing depends
on the discovery of restorative love in her own life” (191). The ending of the play is
ambiguous as the audience is not certain of Miranda’s guilt or if Paulina, in fact, kills
him. In the ending scene in the concert hall, the stage directions indicate Miranda might
be real or simply an illusion in Paulina’s head. Whether or not Miranda confessed for real
or if Paulina murdered him, it is a small victory for her as her recovery is far from over.
Given Paulina’s character has suffered tremendously and that she stills bears the
scars of her torture, it would seem like Polanski would have had a major challenge
finding an actress that would be able to convey the intense emotions Paulina exhibits
throughout the play. Whereas in the theater, audiences would not be able to get a clear
look at the actors’ facial expressions, but this is not the case with a film as the camera can
get very close to the cast and reveal much more than is possible in a stage production.
The role ultimately went to American actress Sigourney Weaver. She sought out the role
of Paulina, even offering to take the role at a fee much lower than she usually charged.
Julian Ain-Krupa notes, “She had experience volunteering with victims of abused and
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believed that this was her opportunity to be the voice of a collective group of women”
(126). Due to her experience working with women who had been traumatized to a degree,
Weaver was most likely able to channel emotions conveyed in the stories of the abused

women she worked with and reproduce those feelings on screen. Ewa Mazierska
observes that Polankski frequently casts strong female leads with Weaver being no
exception, “Weaver, whose appearance and manner of acting, underscoring the
character’s neurosis, vulnerability, as well as physical and mental strength, evokes her
role as the feminist icon Ripley in the Alien saga” (133). As can be seen in the screenshot
below, Weaver often has an intense gaze on her face, that effectively conveys the intense
emotions going through her mind as she faces the man she believed to have tortured her.
Beyond facial expressions, her presence is felt throughout the film. “Regardless of her
surroundings…Paulina dominates the spaces that she inhabits. She is tall and strong; this
fact is emphasized by her muscular arms and cropped hair. She is a column, a pillar of
deep despair and rage. She dominates in every way” (Ain-Krupa 129). With such a strong
on-screen presence that captures the essence of Paulina, there is no doubt that Weaver
was the best choice Polanski could have made for the part.
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5.5 Protagonists: Gerardo
Gerardo is a human rights lawyer set to head the newly formed commission
investigating human rights violations but only for cases that are what he refers to as
“irreparable,” those that ended in death. As I have already discussed, this stance proves
problematic as victims of torture like Paulina and those that suffered in exile will never
have an opportunity to tell their stories or find closure. Gerardo represents “due process”
and is very much representative of the Rettig Commission which faced the same
limitations as his commission in the play. Dorfman confirms this connection in the
afterward to the English translation of La muerte y la doncella stating “the way to make
the husband of the tortured woman have a tremendous stake in the outcome of that
kidnapping was to make him a member of a commission similar to the one headed by
Rettig” (145). Because Gerardo never had to experience any torture like Paulina, he fails
to understand that Paulina can not just forget what happened and move on for the
supposed sake of the future. His relationship with his wife is strained, and these tensions
come to light throughout the play.
Upon his late return home after meeting with the new president, Gerardo uses
affectionate language when addressing Paulina calling her, “linda”, “m’hijta”, “mi amor”
and “gatita amorosa” (90-91). Despite loving terms of endearment, he is angry with her
about not fixing the spare tire and replacing the jack. Sophia McClennan notes that the
language and tone here are key to understanding the real tension going on; “The use of
these phrases of affection alongside his angry tone serves to deflate their meaning, which
prepares the audience to understand the confrontation between them is just a ruse for the
real conflict the real conversation that cannot happen openly” (186). Gerardo has taken
the position on the commission without asking Paulina and lies about it without knowing
she heard that he already accepted on the radio leading to an awkward exchange:
Gerardo: I said I’d answer tomorrow, that I felt extremely honored but
that I needed…
Paulina: The president? You said that to the president?
Gerardo: To the president. That I needed time to think it over.
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Paulina: I don’t see what you have to think over. You’ve made your
decision, Gerardo, you know you have. It’s what you have been working
for all these years, why pretend that…
Gerardo: Because first –first you have to say yes.
Paulina: Well then: yes.
Gerardo: That’s not the yes I need.
Paulina: It’s the yes I’ve got.
Gerardo: I’ve heard the others. Brief pause. If I were to accept, I must
know I can count on you, that you don’t feel…if you were to have a
relapse, it could leave me…
Paulina: Vulnerable, yes, it could leave you vulnerable. Stripped. You’d
have to take care of me all over again. (93-94).
In the exchange, the ellipses and stage directions indicating a pause highlight the fact
there is silence as the conversation takes an awkward turn. Gerardo realizes he has been
caught in a lie; he does not need Paulina’s approval; rather, his ability to serve on the
commission is dependent upon Paulina’s mental stability. When Gerardo reveals that the
commission’s investigation is limited, that their findings will be published, and any
justice will be up to the judges, Paulina, as expected, is furious. Later on in the play,
when Paulina has Miranda already tied up, she reminds Gerardo that he had said fifteen
years prior:
Paulina: And that night, Gerardo, when I came to you, when I told you,
when I started to tell you, what did you swear you’d do to them when you
found them? ‘Some day, my love, we’re going to put these bastards on
trial. Your eyes will be able to rove’…’your eyes will be able to rove over
each one of their faces while they listen to your story. We’ll do it, you’ll
see that we will.’ (117).
Paulina’s displeasure is justifiable as Gerardo lacks empathy for her; he made an
important decision knowing that his wife’s health could be jeopardized and reneges on a
promise he made to her after Paulina caught him with another woman. As much as
Gerardo would like to the commission to be able to investigate more cases, he, like many
Chileans at the time, feared that if the Rettig Commission did a thorough investigation, it
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could have caused another coup. Pinochet, while still head of the Chilean army even
warned, “Touch one hair on the head of my soldiers, and you lose your new democracy.”
Gerardo’s most imprudent statement is uttered when he tells Paulina to free
Miranda and that she must work through her demons and free herself from her troubled
past.
Gerardo: Let him go, Paulina. For the good of the country, for our own
good.
Paulina: And me? What I need? Look at me, look at me!
Gerardo: Yes, look at you love. You’re still a prisoner, you stayed there
behind with them, locked in that basement. For fifteen years you’ve done
nothing with your life. Not a thing. Look at you, just when we’ve got the
chance to start all over again and you begin to open all the wounds…Isn’t
it time we –?
Paulina: Forgot? You’re asking me to forget.
Gerardo: Free yourself from them, Paulina, that’s what I’m asking.
Paulina: And let him loose, so he can come back in a few years’ time?
Gerardo: Let him loose, so he won’t come back ever again.
Paulina: And we see him at the Tavelli and we smile at him, he introduces
his lovely wife to us and we smile and we all shake hands and we
comment on how warm it is this time of the year and—?
Gerardo: No need to smile at him but basically yes, that is what we have
to do. And start to live, yes. (120)
As suggested in my comments from Améry, Mercado, Brothers, and Herman, it is
impossible for Paulina to move on without some form of closure whether it be criminal
charges for the perpetrators or even a remorseful apology. Paulina may never receive
either of these. Furthermore, researchers have suggested that Gerardo’s idea of Paulina
just forgetting and moving on will only make matters worse. “The more victims try to
forget and leave their terrible experience in the past, the more they tend to try to
reproduce it in the present in the form of emotional illness” (Becker 172). Dominick
LaCapra argues that many post-dictatorship governments fail to acknowledge what
citizens really need in order to heal. In his words:
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A regime arising after acts of severe, violent perpetuation…may not
recognize the importance of providing social contexts in which former
perpetrators may acknowledge their past actions and attempt to work out a
different relation to former victims and survivors –including the dead –in a
manner that enables empathic response and the possibility of mourning,
which require self-criticism and even depression but should not be
conflated with melancholic or nostalgic forms of self-involvement. (214)
While Gerardo’s commission may bring about some closure and serve as the first step in
a much larger healing process, it can never heal the wounds of the victims of torture like
Paulina and those that went into exile. The population excluded by the commission needs
a platform and audience to hear their stories. For the people who lost a loved one during
the dictatorship, they may be pleased the commission is taking steps to resolve the matter,
but, at the same time, it confirms the death of a family member which can cause the
relatives to suffer bouts of anxiety and depression. The healing process is clearly not easy
on anyone, but recounting the traumatic experience is a key step in the healing process.
Becker and his colleagues explain:
But once they begin to confront the past directly, the past, present, and
future can be adequately discriminated. To achieve this, we have found
that the person or the family needs to recount the traumatic experience in
detail and express the emotions it produced. This permits integration into a
coherent history of events that were necessarily dissociated, allowing the
person to feel the pain of the losses experienced. It opens up the possibility
for grief and mourning and facilitates the development of a more coherent
self-image. (142)
By denying victims the opportunity to recount their experiences, Gerardo’s commission
leaves too many open wounds in the nation, and as a result, the healing process cannot be
complete. In order for Paulina and those who experienced similar trauma to move on,
there must be reconciliation with the past and some form of justice. With regard to
reconciliation, John Paul Lederach explains that it “involves the emotional and
psychological aspects of the conflict and the need to recognize past grievances and
explore future interdependence…its primary goal...is to create a time and a place…to
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address, integrate and embrace the painful past and the necessary shared future as a
means of dealing with the present” (34-35). Gerardo’s commission will simply gather
facts and information. No one will be punished nor, will there be any reconciliation
amongst the perpetrators and the various victims. While the commission may seem like a
great idea on paper, its limitations prevent it from becoming a source of reconciliation
that the people need.
5.6 Protagonists: Roberto Miranda
In Dorfman’s play, Miranda may be the doctor who violated Paulina, or he could
be a good Samaritan that becomes the victim of an act of unexpected violence at the
hands of a mentally disturbed victim of torture. Even though Dorfman never definitively
establishes his guilt or innocence, there is quite a bit of evidence to suggest he could, in
fact, be Paulina’s tormentor. After giving Gerardo a ride home following the double flat
tire, Miranda later returns to Gerardo’s home to congratulate him on being named to the
president’s new commission. While this may seem like a friendly gesture, it is plausible
that Roberto has an ulterior motive based on portions of his conversation with Gerardo.
Roberto: No, seriously, it’s no trouble at all. In fact, it’s an honour. In
fact, if you want to know the real truth, look, that’s why I came here
tonight, to congratulate you, to tell you that…You are exactly what this
country needs, to be able to find out the truth once and for all[…]
Roberto: Just what I was about to say. Even if we can’t put these people
on trial, even if they’re covered by this amnesty they gave themselves –at
least their names can be published.
Gerardo: Those names are to be kept secret. The Commission is not
supposed to identify the authors of crimes or – […]
Roberto: Maybe if the citizens of this country get angry enough we may
even be able to revoke the amnesty.
Gerardo: You know that’s not possible.
Roberto: I’m for killing the whole bunch of them, but I can see that...
Gerardo: I hate to disagree, Roberto, but in my opinion, the death penalty
has never solved any of the—
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Roberto: Then we’re going to have to disagree, Gerardo. There are
people who simply don’t deserve to be alive, but what I was really getting
at was that you’re going to have quite a problem...
Gerardo: More than one. For starters, the Army is going to fight the
Commission all the way. They’ve told the president this investigation was
an insult, and dangerous, yes, dangerous, for the new government to be
opening old wounds. But the president went ahead anyway, thank God,
for a moment I thought he’d get cold feet, but we all know these people
are ready to jump on us at the slightest mistake we make...
Roberto: Well, that was exactly my point, when you said that the names
wouldn’t be known, published, when you—maybe you’re right, maybe
we’ll finally never know who these people really were, they form a sort
of...
Gerardo: Mafia. (100-101)
In this exchange, Roberto first appears to be sucking up to Gerardo by saying that
meeting him is an “honour”. Towards the end of the conversation, Roberto seems to be
trying to get some information out of Gerardo; if Roberto is guilty, he will have some
time to prepare for the investigation and quite possibly flee the country should the powers
of the commission be expanded upon. This behavior, along with other evidence including
the cassette tape of Schubert in his car and Paulina recognizing his smell, voice, and
speech patterns, really forces the audience and readers to evaluate his innocence.
Regardless of whether or not he is guilty of raping Paulina and others, he is an
aficionado of Schubert as seen by the cassette tape in his car. In the following analysis, I
assume Roberto was Paulina’s tormentor instead of just referring to the guilty party as
“Paulina’s doctor.” Beyond the play and film sharing the title with Schubert’s
composition and the fact that Paulina and her tormentor are representative of Schubert’s
Death and maiden, there are many more connections to Schubert and his music worth
exploring. Schubert actually has a few things in common with Paulina; David Schroeder
notes that in Schubert’s time, “All types of political discussion became
taboo…subversive student movements sprang up across the empire to combat the
oppression, notably the Burschenschaft, and Schubert had close ties with members of this
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organization in Vienna” (5). Schubert was arrested in March of 1820 but quickly
released; some of his colleagues, however, faced jail time. Paulina was also arrested for
her involvement in a student organization. Given these similarities, it seemed very
appropriate for Dorfman to choose a work by Schubert for his play.
When Paulina was being tortured, she explains that Roberto would start by
playing music in an attempt to gain the prisoner’s trust; however, as things progressed, he
would also have the music on during the torture sessions. Using music during torture
sessions is a tactic that has frequently been used by repressive military regimes
throughout history; it was a common technique used by the Nazi Party to torture those
incarcerated in their numerous concentration camps. Auschwitz survivor Primo Levi
describes his experience with music while he was a prisoner:
The beating of the big drums and the cymbals reach us continuously and
monotonously, but in this weft the musical phrases weave a pattern only
intermittently, according to the caprices of the wind. The tunes are few, a
dozen, and the same ones every day, morning and evening: marches and
popular songs dear to every German. They lie engraved on our minds and
will be the last thing in the Lager that we shall forget: they are the voice of
the Lager, the perceptible expression of its geometrical madness, of the
resolution of others to annihilate us first as men in order to kill us more
slowly afterwards. (56-57)
Levi’s comments suggest that music was a fundamental tool utilized by the Nazi to
destroy any sense of humanity the prisoners had left after additionally being subjected to
deplorable living conditions and physical punishments. A similar circumstance occurs
with Paulina as Schubert is a key component of her life. After Roberto awakens and
realizes he is tied up, Paulina confronts him about the cassette tape of Schubert in his car
and explains what the music means to her and how she has been affected by the torture:
Paulina: D’you know how long it’s been since I last listened to this
quartet? If it’s on the radio, I turn it off, I even try not to go out
much…One night [Gerardo and I] were dining with—they were extremely
important people, and our hostess happened to put Schubert on, a piano
sonata, and I thought, do I switch it off or do I leave, but my body decided
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for me, I felt extremely ill right then and there and Gerardo had to take me
home…I pray they won’t play that anywhere I go, any Schubert at all,
strange isn’t it, when he used to be, and I would say, yes I really would
say, he’s still my favorite composer, such a sad, noble sense of life. But I
always promised myself a time would come to recover him, bring him
back from the grave so to speak, and just sitting here listening to him with
you I know that I was right, that I’m—so many things that are going to
change from now on, right? To think I was on the verge of throwing my
whole Schubert collection out, crazy! (105-106)
The fact that she has been unable to listen to his works ever since her ordeal without
becoming physically ill demonstrates that her torture at the hands of Miranda crushed
some humanity within her. However, based on her comments, Schubert is much more
than Paulina’s favorite composer; his music is representative of stability and a civilized
society. In stating that she will “bring him back from the grave,” Paulina is referring to
Chile recovering from Pinochet’s ruthlessness and restoring democracy. David Schroeder
explains, “Dorfman believes the world is sufficiently populated with Schubert lovers that
this image will be understood, that Schubert can take on the status of representing what
we all value most highly” (7).
Going back to the Nazis and their use of music, one of the most notorious
physicians employed by Hitler was Josef Mengele. While at Auschwitz, Mengele
conducted all sorts of experiments on the prisoners with little regard for their health and
safety. Despite his dark side, he was also considered to be a cultured man. “In survivors’
memories he is often remembered standing at the platform whistling well-known arias
while selecting newly arrived deportees to be sent to the gas chambers. And it is known
that he enjoyed relaxing after he had completed his “work” by listening to compositions
by Robert Schumann or Franz Schubert” (Brauer 24). Given the fact that Miranda is also
an educated man that enjoys Schubert and utilizes his music during torture sessions, it is
possible that Dorfman used Mengele as an inspiration for Roberto’s character.
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5.7 Adapting La muerte y la doncella: The Director: Roman Polanski
As La muerte y la doncella found success in theatrical productions all over the
world, the next logical step was for the play to be made into a feature film. Several
directors had reached out to Dorfman with proposals to make the play into a movie;
however, he ultimately chose Roman Polanski to take charge of the project. In Dorfman’s
own words:
I knew that in Polanski I had a director who would understand what the
story was about without me having to explain it…he has lived in situations
of repression over and over again in his life…I needed a director who
would understand and interpret, from the very depths of his own
experience, what Death and the Maiden was about. (Greenberg 186)
Undoubtedly, Dorfman made an extremely wise choice in picking Polanski as the
finished product is a carefully crafted work of art that recreates the intense emotions and
hostile atmosphere of the play. Dorfman is also correct in his statement on Polanski
knowing pain.
Polanski was born in Paris, France in 1933, but his family moved to Kraków,
Poland three years after he was born. When the Nazis took control of Poland, Polanski
and his family were forced into the Kraków ghetto along with thousands of other Jews.
One of the most traumatic events Polanski endured at age six was his father being taken
away by the Germans. Even though Polanski managed to get close to his father on one
occasion, his dad told Roman to “get lost” so that he too would not be apprehended and
forced into a work camp. In 1943, with the aid of a few Roman Catholic families,
Polanski managed to escape from the Kraków ghetto. Following the Nazi’s defeat in
WWII, Polanski and his father were reunited and returned home to Kraków. This life in
the ghetto is one of the reasons why Dorfman states that Polanski knows pain. Living
under a harsh regime like the Nazis is not unlike what some Chileans dealt with during
Pinochet’s reign of terror. Thus, it is not difficult for someone with Polanski’s
experiences to understand the message the Dorfman is trying to make in La muerte y la
doncella. In addition, the murder of Sharon Tate, Polanski’s second wife, and his
prolonged legal battle with the United States government over a sexual allegation charge
from 1977 have only added to Polanski’s suffering.
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In terms of his interest in film, Roman was fascinated from a very young age.
Polanski noted in a 1971 interview with Playboy Magazine:
Even as a child, I always loved cinema and was thrilled when my parents
would take me before the war. Then we were put into the ghetto in
Krakow and there was no cinema, but the Germans often showed
newsreels to the people outside the ghetto, on a screen in the market place.
And there was one particular corner where you could see the screen
through the barbed wire. I remember watching with fascination, although
all they were showing was the German army and German tanks, with
occasional anti-Jewish slogans inserted on cards. When I escaped from the
ghetto, the first thing I looked forward to was the cinema.
Furthermore, after the war, Polanski frequented the cinema whenever he had the chance
to go regardless of what was playing. He explains, “Movies were becoming an absolute
obsession with me. I was enthralled by everything connected with the cinema—not just
the movies themselves but the aura that surrounded them. I loved the luminous rectangle
of the screen, the sight of the beam slicing through the darkness from the projection
booth, the miraculous synchronization of sound and vision, even the dusty smell of the
tip-up seats. More than anything else though, I was fascinated by the actual mechanics of
the process” (Polanski 37-38). Time and time again, Polanski has acknowledged that Odd
Man Out (1947) directed by Carol Reed is the movie that most inspired him, stating, “I
still consider it as one of the best movies I've ever seen and a film which made me want
to pursue this career more than anything else ... I always dreamt of doing things of this
sort or that style. To a certain extent I must say that I somehow perpetuate the ideas of
that movie in what I do” (Cronin 159).
Polanski’s style lends itself well to La muerte y la doncella which further made
him a good choice to direct. In another interview, Dorfman explained, “Artistically
[Polanski’s] stocks in trade were claustrophobia, enigma, and terror. What’s more, his
heroines had almost been ‘tortured’” (Sanford 387). Tortured souls like Mia Farrow in
Rosemary’s Baby, Trelkovsky (played by Polanski) in The Tenant, and other Polanski
characters experience bouts of torture to varying degrees so Polanski would undoubtedly
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know how to handle Paulina’s case in Dorfman’s play; he was definitely the right choice
to direct the adaptation.

5.8 Adapting La muerte y la doncella: Narrative & Visual Elements
Roman Polanski is much more well known across the globe than Bruno Barretto
and Ruy Guerra; as such, he did not need to look for funding in many places to get Death
and the Maiden into production. Furthermore, since there was already interest in making
a movie based on Dorfman’s play as the drama found success as a theatrical production
all over the world. Coupled with the endorsement of Ariel Dorfman, there was little to
impede the project.
Whereas novels are intended to be read and plays, like movies, are meant to be
performed/watched, one may think that adapting a play into a film is easier than adapting
a novel, but this is not necessarily the case. If a director were to simply set up a camera,
film a play (in a theater), and attempt to pass it off as a movie, it would likely be seen as a
failure. Certain dramas contain lengthy dialogues which can easily bore an audience
watching a film if the director does not make some alterations when translating the
project onto the silver screen. Additionally, when performed in a theater, plays have a
very limited amount of space and sets; movies that are confined to a few settings, can at
times, seem claustrophobic to viewers. A skilled director, however, can set the majority
of a movie in one apartment or room and still keep the audience engaged. For example,
Hitchcock’s Rear Window is set almost exclusively in Jeff’s apartment and features shots
of what he observes in the surrounding apartments; the film is consistently ranked as one
of Hitchcock’s best film. Polanski has had some experience in this area as well. His
apartment trilogy: Repulsion (1965), Rosemary’s Baby (1968), and The Tenant (1976), as
well as his 2011 film Carnage all, make use of confined spaces without losing the interest
of the audience. The same is true with Death and the Maiden. On a related note, the
amount of space of the theater can also limit the amount of action that takes place. This is
obviously not a problem for a director as he/she has the ability to move the story to any
size space to accommodate the action of the story and can even add new content to the
play if necessary. A film that successfully utilized outdoor spaces that would be
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impossible to recreate inside a theater is Nicholas Hytner’s 1996 adaptation of Arthur
Miller’s play The Crucible. Scenes that were only mentioned or alluded to in the play
became part of the movie. Miller was so impressed by the final product, he
acknowledged, “Anybody seeing 'The Crucible' now would never dream that it had been
a play” (Maslin). Clearly, incorporating sequences in a film that not able to be set inside a
theater can make for a great adaptation as seen with The Crucible; however, sometimes
less is more especially when it comes to violence. In any case, in order for a director to
have a successful adaptation of a play, he/she must choose the best elements to preserve
while leaving other content behind and decide what elements of the cinema can build
upon the source text. With specific regard to working with stage plays, Polanski states:
Most film directors don’t understand the essentials of adapting a stage
play…They try to render it more like a sneeze…Completely artificial.
Suddenly these people are going out into some new location, preferably
one as open and large as possible –and for what? To ventilate? They don’t
get it. It’s not the fact that it happens in a single room that makes it
theatrical. You can have an extremely eventful night in a broom cupboard
and it could still be profoundly cinematic –if it’s filmed right. (Greenberg
187)
Thus, unlike the adaptation of The Crucible, Polanksi believes that directors need not use
large, outdoor spaces like Hytner, but the use of space is a key element to success. While
Hytner definitely made it work for The Crucible; Polanski took the opposite approach in
Death and the Maiden and for the most part keeps the action into the confined space of
Gerardo and Paulina’s home. As such, my focus in this section is to examine meticulous
details of Polanski’s film to argue that he creates a film, much The Crucible, that stands
on its own, despite the different approach to the use of space, and possibly surpasses
Dorfman’s play; I will look at both content and the visual image.
In reflecting on Death and the Maiden, Polanski said, “To have the same story
told, or the same event related by various people, or various parties, these different points
of view that don’t concord, that always fascinated me. And this is as close to it as I could
get” (Greenberg 185). Polanski makes a valid point that whenever any time of adaptation
occurs, whether it be a written text to film or something completely different, it becomes
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quite a challenge as all of the people involved may have different perspectives and when
many people are involved, chaos can ensue. While García Márquez and Jorge Amado
were not involved in the productions of the adaptations of their films to any significant
degree, Ariel Dorfman was on the set for much of the film along with Polanski and had a
major part in writing the script. As such, Polanski’s extensive experience as a director
and the assistance of the source text author helped to create a film that really captures the
tension and mood of the play; Polanski is correct in stating that he got as close as he
could get to La muerte y la doncella.
Besides adding a few additional scenes to ensure the film had a long enough runtime, the only major change to the play is the ending, with specific regard to Roberto’s
guilt. In discussing the ending of the play, Polanski states, “In the play, he’s definitely
guilty, I think. It gives an answer, but then somehow it doesn’t manage to give an answer.
It’s ambiguous, and it seems to me to a certain extent to be a cop-out. But I think we
managed to make it more satisfying” (Greenberg 186). At the end of Polanski’s film,
Roberto offers a real confession as Paulina threatens to push him off the cliff. He tells
Paulina:
Many times, I raped you many times, fourteen times…Yes, I played
music. I wanted to soothe you. I was good at first; it took weeks. I was
strong; I fought it so hard. No one fought as hard as I did. I was the last
one. The last one to have a taste. No one died, I swear. I saved many, and I
made it easier on them. That’s how it started; that’s how I got into it. They
need doctors; my brother was in the secret police; he told me they needed
somebody to make sure nobody died. I watched you. You soiled yourself.
You told me ‘I’m dirty’ and I watched you clean. The others egged me on,
‘Come on doctor, you’re not going to refuse free meat, are you?’ I
couldn’t think straight. And inside I could feel I was starting to like it.
They lay the people out, flesh on the table, and the florescent light you
didn’t know; it was bright in those rooms. People laying totally helpless,
and I didn’t have to be nice. I didn’t have to seduce them. I realized I
didn’t even have to take care of them. I had all the power. I could break
anyone. I could make them say or do whatever I wanted. I was lost. I got
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curious. Morbid curiosity How much can this woman take? What’s going
to happen to her vagina? Does it dry up when you shock her? Can she
have an orgasm afterwards? I liked being naked. I would undress slowly.
I’d let my pants fall so you could hear what I was doing. I liked you
knowing what I was going to do. I was naked in the bright light and you
couldn’t see me; you couldn’t tell me what to do. I owed you; I owned all
of them. I fell in love with it. I could hurt you or I could fuck you and you
couldn’t tell me not too. You had to thank me. I loved it. I was sorry it
ended. I was very sorry it ended.
The audience knows this confession is legitimate as he includes details that Paulina did
not know about such as the lighting in the room. After he finishes confessing, Gerardo is
completely convinced of Roberto’s guilt and even goes to push him off of the cliff, but he
cannot murder someone in cold blood. Paulina unties Roberto’s hands and lets him go.
His confession has enabled the healing process to begin.
While Polanski could have ended his film with the scene atop the cliff, he
includes the scene from the play where Paulina and Gerardo listen to Schubert at the
concert hall. In this movie scene, Roberto is not a phantom as he was not killed by
Paulina or Gerardo and is attending the performance with his family. “The camera
follows as Paulina looks up and sees Roberto in a box sitting with his wife and sons. In
the real world, Paulina must share her beloved Schubert with this monster. She has gotten
a measure of revenge but has justice been served” (Greenberg 194). Roberto’s atrocities
main remain a secret to his family and Gerardo’s commission, but the truth has come out
to a small degree. Sadly, life is not always fair as those that wrong us do not have to
suffer the consequences of their actions. Other than the night the action of the movie/play
takes place, this is likely the first or one of the first times that Paulina has been able to sit
through a performance of Schubert without any of the issues she had previously
described. By enjoying the concert, especially in the presence of the man who violated
her, the music now serves as a way in which she can reconcile her past and move on to
become a more functional woman.
In terms of visual elements, Polanski’s adaptation works so well due to many of
the minor details and how he carefully crafts each shot. Much like Alfred Hitchcock
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created a precise storyboard for the crop duster sequence in his film North by Northwest,
Polanski consistently plans out how a scene should look in order to most effectively

convey the message he is trying to get across to his audience. This careful planning can
be seen from the opening scene all the way until the end. After the initial shots of the
quartet playing Schubert, the audience sees several shots of the coastal home of Gerardo
and Paulina. The fast tempo of the music from the previous sequence coupled with
thunder and lightning immediately put the audience on edge. The audience’s first glimpse
of Paulina is that of a shot looking through the kitchen window; the camera is positioned
outside of the home at the start of the scene. See the screenshot below. As she moves into
other rooms in the house, the camera matches her movements; it is as if the camera were
a burglar watching Paulina’s every movement. When Paulina hears the announcement on
the radio declaring that the new president has formed the commission to investigate the
crimes committed by the dictatorship that ended in death, the camera enters the house
through the window. Greenberg argues, “It feels a little like breaking and entering and
establishes a sense of trespassing on private lives we’re not supposed to be seeing.
Polanski’s camera is utterly fluid, keeping a story confined to a small space from feeling
static” (191).
When filming Death and the Maiden, Polanski’s main goal was to capture the
tension that exists between the three protagonists in the play and maintain it throughout
his film. One rather unorthodox technique he used was to film the movie in chronological
order. Usually, films are shot in an order that is most cost-effective and takes into
consideration the availability of filming locations, the cast, and any special equipment.
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“Polanski insisted on shooting the film in chronological order to enhance the emotional
progression of the actors. He felt if he was going to get the kind of intensity he wanted
from Weaver at the end, he would have to lead up to it this way” (Greenberg 193).
Overall, Polanski’s approach seems to have worked out well as Sigourney Weaver does
an outstanding job of conveying a wide range of emotions from depression and regret to
anger and vengeance. In addition to filming in chronological order, Polanski did a few
other things that helped the cast channel the tension of the original play. For instance,
Greenberg says that Polanski frequently provoked the actors to get the desired result out
of the cast.
When getting close to shooting a scene that would require hostility, he
would say something annoying to provoke them. One morning he came in
and saw the actors in their makeup chairs and cheerfully said to Kingsley,
“Oh I see the animals are in the zoo this morning?” The next morning
[Polanski said] the same thing. Kingsley stood up and said, “We are here
to entertain you, sir,” and started throwing bananas at Polanski. And that’s
how the director got what he wanted for the scene. (193)
Another way Polanski attempted to evoke a certain audience reaction was by working
with Kingsley, who plays Roberto in the film. Polanski told him “to play the character of
Miranda as if he were innocent and so even though we doubt him, we feel for Miranda,
right up until the end” (Ain-Krupa 130). Overall these seemingly minor ways in which
Polanski interacted with the actors really had a major impact on how they expressed the
tense emotions throughout the film. It is practices like these that make Polanski a topnotch director.
On top of working closely with the cast, visual elements and cinematography also
play crucial roles in adding power to the film. Often times, what is not shown to the
audience is just as important as what is presented to us. While it would have been a bit of
a challenge to include the scenes of Paulina’s torture in the play, Polanski could have
easily incorporated them into the film along with other scenes such as those of Gerardo’s
life as a student activist. However, he made a wise choice in excluding them. For starters,
it would have been somewhat difficult to show the scene without revealing the identity of
her tormentor. Even if Polanski managed to conceal the doctor’s face during the
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sequence, the audience would still hear his voice. If his face or voice were to confirm
Roberto’s guilt, then the story falls flat as Paulina’s actions would be completely
justified. Additionally, as stated earlier, Polanski wanted Kingsley to act as if he were
innocent until the end so including the rape scene would have been counterproductive to
Polanski’s vision. In his own words, “It would have conflicted with the style of the
picture, which is about the three unities and the gradual building of tension” (Greenberg
193). Ewa Mazierska adds that Polanski typically does not present scenes of rape, stating,
“Polanski allows his heroines to let us know what happened to their psychological health
and their position within society as a result of being sexually abused” (130). Given the
strong performance by Weaver, it is clear that Polanski does not need to include
flashbacks of scenes alluded to in the play into his film. His skillful directing alone
recreates the tension Dorfman envisioned for his play.
Paulina and Gerardo’s home is also quite unique in the film. Viewers see it from
both the inside and outside in various shots along with many different rooms. Obviously,
Polanski is able to carefully design the set for the cabin with much more details than
would be possible in the theater. Additionally, the set was designed to be taken apart, so
the camera could access every corner and angle; Polanski did this as he wanted “to allow
the camera to travel into every recess, making the audience feel like an intruder”
(Greenberg 188). See the screenshot below. By allowing the camera into every corner of

the home, the protagonists can be shot at any angle; this is important because the camera
can help the audience determine who is telling the truth and who is lying. Given that
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Paulina and Roberto tell very different stories about events that took place years prior, the
truth becomes very important and the camera is one of the only ways in which the
audience can attempt to determine what is true and what is false. However, both Dorfman
and Polanski want the truth to remain ambiguous until the very end, which Polanski
accomplishes through his camerawork; “the film hinders the spectator’s ability to
establish a reliable, stable, diegetic truth, especially in terms of that which is related to the
past and to which we are not given visual access. In other words, Polanski's camera
neither corroborates nor denies Paulina’s memory cinematically” (Caputo 215).
The other function of the home in the film takes on a psychological dimension.
Drawing on the films of Polanski’s apartment trilogy, Caputo suggests that the cabin in
Death and the Maiden “serves as a manifestation of the psyche; the cabin itself stands in
for the enclosed chamber in which the brain resides, secluded from the rest of the world
not only by its remote location but also cut off from its electrical means of
communication by a storm” (216). Audiences watching Dorfman’s play likely cannot
grasp the isolation of the cabin as the set designers likely only have interior rooms set up,
but Polanski is able to show how isolated the cabin is by placing it on top of a remote
cliff. See the screenshot below. As with Polanski’s apartment trilogy films, there is a

psychological breakdown of the main protagonist, Paulina in this case, and as a result,
she begins to act out a revenge scenario as noted earlier is typical of a victim of trauma as
explained by Brothers and others.
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The other main visual and narrative change worth exploring is the shots of the
cliff and water that are at the beginning and end of the film. Bodies of water make
frequent appearances in Polanski’s films. Furthermore, many cultures all over the world
have unique perspectives on the sea, and it has many meanings in literary texts. Water is
one of the most powerful natural forces and can be extremely destructive. As seen in the
image below, the first shot in Polanski’s film after the opening sequence of the quartet
playing Schubert is that of water crashing against the rocks. This brief shot helps to set up
the turbulent tone of the film. In literature, the sea and its inhabitants can lead to

destruction such as when Captain Ahab perishes in his attempt to kill the white whale in
Herman Melville’s Moby Dick. It can also be a vast, barren open-space. In any case, the
water is usually a treacherous place. Coastal communities and spaces can also be
dangerous. As Mazierska notes, “the land near the sea…is a liminal or carnivalesque
space where normal behavior is suspended, and the rules of ‘decency’ no longer apply”
(84) and “the house near the sea is particularly vulnerable to the visits of the unwelcome,
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even barbaric strangers” (88). Paulina’s first act of retribution is pushing Roberto’s car
into the sea; at the end of the movie, she leads Roberto to the spot where pushed the car
off and threatens to push him over too. Being thrown into the sea would make for a
somewhat ironic punishment for Roberto given he worked for the military regime. In
2000, a retired Chilean air force coronel wrote in an anonymous letter that upwards of
780 bodies of dissidents were dumped into the ocean. “To ensure no bodies would wash
ashore, the letter said, the Chilean armed forces would rent merchant vessels and carry
shiploads of dead prisoners to the high seas. The bodies were injected with chemicals to
speed up decomposition and tied to iron rods so they "would sink as deep as possible"
(McGirk). Reports also exist that Pinochet’s government disposed of bodies via
helicopter. In any case, Roberto ending up in the sea just like victims of the regime would
seem like poetic justice. Upon his final confession, neither Gerardo nor Paulina can
commit murder. Thus, the sea serves as the perfect place for Paulina to bring some
closure to the trauma that has tortured her for years.

5.9 Conclusion
Without a doubt, La muerte y la doncella highlights the rather difficult political
situation Chile faced following the plebiscite vote that brought an end to Pinochet’s
ruthless regime. The three protagonists are representative of the three groups in the nation
at the time: those that sought justice for the atrocities committed by Pinochet’s
administration and the military, those who wanted the perpetrators to face no
repercussions for committing state-sponsored acts of terrorism, and the people that sought
to limit the amount of legal prosecution that the guilty parties could be subjected to in
order to keep the military from seizing control once again. When writing the play in
Chile, following a period of exile, Dorfman sought out to write something that would
become a part of the long and painful healing process Chile would have to go through.
Although Dorfman’s play received mixed reviews in his native Chile; the play achieved
great success throughout the world due to its broad appeal. The majority of Latin
American nations endured a dictatorship similar to Pinochet at some point during the
twentieth century; thus, the play resonated well with Chile’s neighbors. Additionally, the
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play also found resounding success in countries like South Africa, Germany, the United
States, and the United Kingdom as the theme of state-sponsored terrorism and oppression
is relevant all over the world. A key reason for the international appeal is that the play
brings up the issues on how a society can address acts of vertical violence when the state
itself is responsible for committing such heinous actions. Literary critics have often
argued that La muerte y la doncella is the most internationally significant play written by
a Latin American writer for these reasons.
When coming up with his characters, Dorfman likely worked with victims of
torture or researched their behavioral patterns as the character of Paulina exhibits
behaviors and other signs that are most often associated with a person that has undergone
an extremely traumatic event. Obviously, a person who experienced something similar to
what Paulina endured, he/she would likely engage in dysfunctional behaviors, but her
specific actions go hand in hand with the behaviors that psychologists and psychiatrists
like Doris Brothers and Judith Herman have seen with their patients. In planning out his
film adaption of the play, Roman Polanski made an excellent decision to cast Sigourney
Weaver to play Paulina. Weaver’s first-hand experience with working with victims of
domestic abuse likely helped her to channel the essence of what Dorfman had imagined
for Paulina when writing the play. Weaver’s stern facial expressions, physical strength,
and firm voice really carry the film and highlight the tension between all three characters.
Given the tremendous global reception of the play, it was no surprise that there
was a lot of interest in making a film adaptation of Dorfman’s work. Of all of the
directors that Dorfman could have chosen from, Roman Polanski was, undoubtedly, his
best choice. Given Polanski’s rough upbringing in the Warsaw ghetto combined with his
knack for creating suspenseful movies in tight, claustrophobic spaces, he was the perfect
choice to bring the play to the silver screen. In addition to Polanski’s unique style and
experience, Dorfman himself was heavily involved in the project by being on set for
much of the filming and also co-writing the script. The use of darkness, Schubert’s
music, strong performances from the cast masterfully recreate the strong emotions in the
original play all while keeping the audience on edge.
Without a doubt, the biggest chance that Polanski made to the source text relates
to the ending of the story. Dorfman intentionally leaves the ending ambiguous; no one is
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one hundred percent sure if Roberto is, in fact, Paulina’s tormentor or if he is just very
unlucky. Furthermore, it is unclear if Paulina murders him at the end of the play as the
action freezes and mirrors drop from the ceiling before the audience can see what
happens. Polanski was correct in stating that Dorfman’s ending was a bit of a cop-out,
and thus, he felt the need to change the ending to confirm Roberto’s guilt. The doctor’s
second and real confession on the edge of a cliff allows Paulina the chance to begin the
healing process. Neither she nor Gerardo can murder in cold blood. As seen in the final
scene of the film, Paulina has recovered enough to listen to Schubert enough; with
Roberto’s presence in the theater, it is clear that Paulina must coexist in the same society
as her torturer. Not every criminal is punished for his/her actions, but the confession was
just the first step to Paulina’s recovery. On the other side, one could argue that Polanski’s
ending, through Roberto’s definitive guilt, takes away from the complexities of justice
and reconciliation in Dorfman’s play. By leaving Roberto’s culpability in question,
Dorfman demonstrates many key points such as that proving guilt can be difficult,
innocent people can be castigated for crimes they did not commit, some criminals escape
justice, and that finding a fair punishment for those that are guilty is difficult to
determine. With all that being said, both the ending of the film and play raise questions
about the ways in which one can approach the healing process after traumatic acts of
violence. Sometimes justice will be served; other times, the guilty walk away without
having to face any retributions for their actions. Whatever the case may be, Dorfman and
Polanski make it clear that healing cannot begin until one confronts the past and actively
works towards some form of reconciliation.
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Chapter 6 : Conclusion

Without a doubt, violence, in various forms, has been ingrained in Latin America
since prior to the arrival of Christopher Columbus and the European conquistadors all the
way to the present day. Specifically during the twentieth century, violence in the region
escalated to unprecedented levels as revolutions broke out coupled with the rise of
military dictatorships that, often times with aid from the United States, sought to
eradicate socialists, communists, and anyone else who spoke out against the repressive
regimes. Given that violence, like most concepts, can be defined in many different ways
Ariel Dorfman’s three types of violence: vertical, horizontal, and unexpected provide an
excellent framework in which to analyze the phenomenon. Although Dorfman does not
elaborate to a significant extent on the root causes of any of the three types of violence,
they encompass most acts of real and literary violence that occur in the region. Vertical
violence, within the context of Latin America, was most prevalent in the twentieth
century during the various authoritarian regimes that committed widespread human rights
violations. Horizontal violence, on the other hand, is arguably the most rampant of
Dorfman’s three types of violence. People at the same level of society have
disagreements frequently which can cause tension and ultimately violence, although these
acts of violence rarely reach the same level as state-sponsored vertical violence.
Dorfman’s last type of violence, unexpected, is definitely the most difficult to predict or
control due to its very nature. Within a matter of seconds, one could be peacefully
enjoying his/her day and then out of nowhere become a victim of an act of unexpected
violence. Fortunately, acts of violence like these that cause widespread damage are quite
rare.
Dorfman also never proposes any types of solution, but that does not appear to be
his intention; rather, he seems to imply that violence has become so entrenched in Latin
America, both from a literary and societal perspective, that there does not seem to be a
viable solution without undertaking changes on a scale so large that they become
virtually impossible to bring to fruition. Violence in Latin America often appears as a
vicious cycle that never ends; regardless of the fact that there appears to be no realistic
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solution to bringing the violence in Latin America to an end, that has not stopped writers
and directors from the region, as well as ones living abroad, from addressing the issue.
The purpose of this dissertation has been to examine the ways in which violence is
represented in literature and film adaptations from works by Jorge Amado, Gabriel
García Márquez, and Ariel Dorfman with the intention of addressing what readers and
viewers learn about society based on the portrayal of violence and how the address
deeper and more complex social issues. Violence is frequently viewed simply as a
destructive force, but through a detailed analysis through the lens of various theoretical
approaches, one can see that it is much more than that.
In the case of Jorge Amado, Gabriela, Cravo, e Canela marked a major turning
point in his literary career as he no longer openly denounced capitalism or the Vargas
dictatorship and the acts of violence the regime was perpetuating; this caused backlash
among Amado’s contemporaries in the communist party as they felt he had betrayed the
cause. Given that Amado wrote Gabriela, Cravo, e Canela in Brazil during the reign of
the military regime, it would have been unwise for him to take the same approach as he
had done in all of his previous novels as it would have landed him in hot water with the
government. Instead, Amado opted to write about the coronels in the northeastern portion
of Brazil who had significant autonomy in the region until Vargas decided to change the
system with the hopes of forming a more unified Brazil. In the end, Amado wrote a
fantastic novel that includes elements of humor, sexuality, and the picaresque. This new
style gained him newly found international fame. Although not as politically charged as
his previous works, Gabriela, Cravo, e Canela presents Brazil as the extremely diverse
nation that it has been since its colonization. People of all different races and
backgrounds call Ilhéus home as well as both men and women. Presenting such diversity
and the social inequality that comes along with it is one of the ways Amado shows that
even though he changed his approach to writing, he never stopped caring about the poor.
Amado does not need to present a lot of violence to get his political message across;
instead he advocates for modernization through the inversion of established norms. As
such, Bakhtin’s ideas on the carnivalesque serve as the perfect framework in which to
analyze the novel as the basis for the concept is the disruption of normal life during
carnival leading to a decentralizing force in which people can don costumes and disguises
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to become whatever they want to. Advances in technology and ways of thinking,
specifically women breaking free from traditional gender roles, proved enough to topple
the violent ways of Coronel Ramiro and his associates. The portrayal of non-conforming
women coupled with the sexually explicit scenes involving Gabriela function as Amado’s
way of attacking the traditional family/patriarchal values that were so important to the
dictatorship. A less is more approach was clearly the better option here as it allowed
Amado to denounce the Brazilian dictatorship from within the country without directly
doing so. In the end, he wrote what many critics deem to be one of his best novels.
As I have shown, there are plenty of theorists that have proposed favorable and
ineffective ways at analyzing film adaptations. While there is still significant debate
among the academic community, the majority of scholars agree that the notion of fidelity
is one of the least interesting and ineffective ways at analyzing a film adaptation. Given
that literature and the cinema are two completely different mediums, they must be looked
at using unique criteria and there should not be a hierarchal structure favoring the text. In
the case of Barreto’s adaptation of Amado’s novel, the end result is very different from
the text. While Amado is much more political and pushes the need for governmental and
societal change, Barreto takes a much more laxed approached in favor of presenting the
sexual relationship between Gabriela and Nacib. With so much emphasis on showing
Sônia Braga’s body, the movie fails to develop the other protagonists, most notably the
other three women that are named in each chapter title. Barreto, undoubtedly, succeeds in
making an entertaining pornochique film, which was what Brazilian audiences of the
1970s and 1980s wanted to see, but his work is a shell of its literary source.
Gabriel García Márquez is arguably the best-known Spanish-language novelist
since Miguel de Cervantes. La mala hora and El coronel no tiene quien le escriba stand
out among his early works as they do not take place in mythical Macondo and lack the
element of magical realism, a concept García Márquez is known for. His intention for
these two works was to offer a glimpse of “la realidad colombiana” during La Violencia.
As such, La mala hora is one of his darkest and most violent works. While Amado sees
progressive thinking and modernization as a possible solution to a violent political
regime, there is no hope in La mala hora but to continue the vicious cycle of violence.
Fortunately, the protagonists are well prepared for it as they have dealt with insurgency
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and oppression in the past and will likely deal with it again. The lampoons take center
stage of the novel; while their authorship remains a mystery, there are a few logical
suspects. Using Bakhtin’s various discourses, predominantly authoritative discourse,
readers can see that the lampoons serve different functions for the various residents of the
town. Someone may be using them to try to bring down the mayor, but the mayor
himself, may be responsible as they provide him with justification for his questionable
actions.
Prior to adapting La mala hora, Ruy Guerra had directed the adaptation of García
Márquez’s novella, Eréndira, which remained close to the source text; however, this was
not his approach with O Veneno da Madrugada. Guerra manages to condense the action
of the story into a single day and thus limiting the role of the lampoons which are central
to the novel. Elements of cinematography such as the use of a handheld camera, low-key
lighting, dark shadows recreate the sinister atmosphere that is a hallmark of García
Márquez’s story. With such strong visual imagery, Guerra does not need to rely so
heavily on the plot to get his point across. This is what André Bazin refers to as
“equivalence in the meaning of the forms”, which he believes is what an adaptation
should strive to achieve. The changes to the plot, like the addition of the mayor having an
affair with Rosário Monteiro, are likely there to appeal to the Brazilian target audience,
which tends to favor sexuality and melodrama; however, they do not significantly impact
how the film conveys García Márquez’s messages in the novel. Thus, Guerra
demonstrates a film does not need to be faithful to the plot to make a great film while
maintaining the source author’s ideas. For these reasons, O Veneno da Madrguada
remains one of the best films based on a García Márquez story.
Unlike Gabriela, Cravo e Canela and La mala hora, La muerte y la doncella
focuses on the aftermath of state-sponsored violence. When a nation endures a prolonged
dictatorship that commits widespread human rights violations, the best way approaching
the healing process is not always clear. In the case of Chile and Pinochet, reconciliation
became extremely difficult as Pinochet maintained control of the military and threatened
violence should any of his men face repercussions for their actions during his presidency.
When penning the play, Dorfman sought to contribute to the healing process of Chile,
which is reflected in his play which brings up many complex issues related to bringing
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the culprits to justice, breaking the vicious cycle of violence, and how to help the victims
of violence cope with the trauma they have experienced. Clearly Paulina and thousands
of others in her situation have endured trauma and will bear the burden of such scars for a
long time, but at some level, there needs to be some form of justice in order to heal and
move on with one’s life. Paulina’s actions make perfect sense as Doris Brothers, Judith
Herman, and other psychologists explain that these kinds of behaviors are common for
people that have experienced intense trauma. For the most part, Polanski’s adaptation
follows the action of Dorfman’s play with one major change to the ending. While
Polanski could have included flashbacks with scenes of Paulina’s capture and torture that
are only mentioned in the play, he wisely chose not to as it could have broken the tension
that Dorfman establishes. In the end, Roberto admits he was the doctor responsible for
raping Paulina in the film; his guilt remains ambiguous in the play. Earlier, Paulina had
quickly brandished her stinger, thirsty for revenge, but, in the end, neither she nor her
husband could commit murder in cold blood even if it some would say he deserved it.
This highlights the idea that in a society following a period of prolonged violence,
victims and their tormenters live an uneasy co-existence.
Regarding film adaptation studies, there is still a lot of ground to cover that has
not yet received sufficient attention from the academic community. As I have shown in
this thesis, the ways in which violence is presented in a text or movie can teach us a lot
about the way a society functions, offer possible solutions to the problem, and deal with
deeper, complex issues like atonement and moving on without being bogged down by the
ghosts of the past. In addition, adaptation studies often deal with works written by
Anglophone writers for a number of reasons such as the dominance of Hollywood and the
fact that lots of film studies programs at universities are based in English departments. As
such, there is significantly less written about adaptations that take their inspiration from
Latin American writers as well as other Non-Western societies. This thesis is intended to
be one of many steps in filling the gap of scholarly research on film adaptations based on
works by authors from Latin America. Additionally, I have attempted to offer some fresh
perspectives on how to examine violence, both in the written text and on the silver
screen, and what the ways in which violence is depicted can tell us about society. In time,
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hopefully more research will be conducted as there have been dozens of great Latin
American works made into films that do not receive the critical attention they deserve.
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